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Abstract
The introduction of High Dynamic Range Imaging in computer graphics has produced a nov-
elty in Imaging that can be compared to the introduction of colour photography or even more.
Light can now be captured, stored, processed, and finally visualised without losing information.
Moreover, new applications that can exploit physical values of the light have been introduced
such as re-lighting of synthetic/real objects, or enhanced visualisation of scenes. However,
these new processing and visualisation techniques cannot be applied to movies and pictures
that have been produced by photography and cinematography in more than one hundred years.
This thesis introduces a general framework for expanding legacy content into High Dynamic
Range content. The expansion is achieved avoiding artefacts, producing images suitable for
visualisation and re-lighting of synthetic/real objects. Moreover, it is presented a methodology
based on psychophysical experiments and computational metrics to measure performances of
expansion algorithms. Finally, a compression scheme, inspired by the framework, for High
Dynamic Range Textures, is proposed and evaluated.
xix
Chapter 1
Introduction
In the last two decades the introduction of High Dynamic Range (HDR) imaging by the com-
puter graphics community has revolutionised the field and other areas such as photography,
virtual reality, visual effects, and the video-games industry. Light can now be captured and
fully utilised for various applications without the need to linearise the signal and to deal with
clamped values. The very dark and bright areas of a scene can be recorded at the same time
onto an image or a video, avoiding under-exposed and over-exposed areas. Traditional imaging
methods do not use physical values and typically are constrained by limitations in technology
that could only handle 8-bit per colour channel per pixel. Such imagery (8-bit or less per colour
channel) is known as Low Dynamic Range (LDR) imagery.
The importance of recording light is comparable to the introduction of colour photography.
It has changed each stage of the imaging pipeline, see Figure 1.1. In the first stage of the
pipeline, capturing, multiple images of the same scene at different exposure levels are recorded,
acquiring details from the darkest to the brightest areas. These images are then merged together
obtaining an HDR image. There are several algorithms for merging LDR images, for example
Debevec and Malik’s method [47]. This process can be automated, an example of a commercial
automated implementation is the Spheron HDR VR [182] which can capture still spherical
images with a dynamic range of 6×107 : 1. However, information could be recorded in one shot
using native HDR CCDs, but there is no robust solution at high resolution, without exhibiting
low sensor noise at this time.
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Figure 1.1: The HDR pipeline in all its stages. Multiple exposure images are captured and combined
obtaining an HDR image. Then this image is quantised, compressed, and stored on the hard disk.
Further processing can be applied to the image. For example, areas of high luminance can be extracted
and used to re-light a synthetic object. Finally, the HDR image or processed ones can be visualised
using traditional LDR display technologies or native HDR monitors.
HDR images/videos occupy four times the amount of memory of uncompressed LDR content.
This is because light values are stored using three floating point numbers. This has a huge effect
not only on storing and transmitting HDR data, but also in terms of processing performances.
Efficient representations of floating point numbers have been designed for HDR imaging, and
many classic compression algorithms such as JPEG and MPEG have been extended to handle
HDR images and videos.
 
 
Lux
5.8e−01
1.5e+00
2.9e+00
5.2e+00
8.8e+00
Figure 1.2: A re-lighting example. On the top left side a spherical HDR image in false colour, and
in the bottom light sources extracted from it. On the right side a re-lighted Stanford’s Happy Buddha
model [73] using those extracted light sources.
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Once HDR content is efficiently captured and stored, it can be utilised for various applications.
A very popular application is the re-lighting of synthetic or real objects using HDR images,
hence HDR data stores detailed lighting information of an environment. This information can
be exploited for detecting light sources and using them for re-lighting objects, see Figure 1.2.
Re-lighting is a very important application in many fields such as augmented reality, visual
effects, and computer graphics. This is because the appearance of the image is transferred onto
the re-lighted objects.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.3: An example of capturing samples of a BRDF: a) A tone mapped HDR image showing a
sample of the BRDF from a Parthenon’s block [188]. b) The reconstructed materials in a) from many
samples. Images are curtsey of Paul Debevec [188].
Another important application is to capture samples of the Bi-directional Reflectance Distribu-
tion Function (BRDF) which describes how light interacts with a certain material. Then, these
samples are used to reconstruct the BRDF, so HDR data needs to be captured for an accurate
reconstruction, see Figure 1.3. Moreover, all fields which use LDR imaging can benefit from
HDR imaging. For example, disparity calculations in computer vision can be improved in
challenging scenes with bright light sources. This is because information in the light sources is
not clamped, therefore disparity can be computed for light sources and reflective objects with
higher precision than with clamped values.
Once HDR content is created, it needs to be visualised. However, these images/videos do not
fit the dynamic range of classic CRT or LCD monitors (or LDR displays/monitors) which is
around 200 : 1. Therefore, the HDR content has to be further processed by compressing the
dynamic range. This operation is called tone mapping, see Figure 1.4. Recently, monitors that
can visualise natively HDR content have been proposed by Seetzeen et al. [179]. The use of
3
these monitors reduces the complexity of further processing of the images/videos.
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Figure 1.4: An example of HDR visualisation on a LDR monitor: on the left side an HDR image in
false colour. In the centre two slices of the information: in the top an over-exposed image showing
details in the dark areas, and in the bottom an under-exposed image showing details in the bright areas.
On the right side the image on the left side has been processed to visualise details in bright and dark
areas. This processing is called tone mapping.
1.1 The Need for LDR Content in HDR Applications
The weakest stage in the HDR pipeline is the capturing. At time of writing HDR video-cameras
are still an open problem; a robust, noise-free, and high resolution HDR video-camera does not
exist. However, there are two main solutions for taking HDR still images. The first one is to use
automatic cameras such as the Spheron HDR VR [182], which currently costs around £45,000.
Figure 1.5: An example of a captured HDR image using Spheron HDR VR. The image has a 12
Megapixels resolution and it was taken in 8 minutes plus 10 minutes for the setup. To minimise moving
objects (green circle) shutter speed was set at 1/30 sec. However, the ISO level had to be increased to
800 ISO for compensating the high shutter speed, causing noise (yellow circle). Note that the camera is
prone to lens flares (red circle).
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Moreover, with a bulky system and a setup of 10 minutes, it takes on average 8 minutes to
capture a scene at 12 Megapixels, see Figure 1.5. The second solution is to use a normal
camera. In this case, multiple-exposure images must be taken and then combined into an
HDR image, as proposed by Debevec and Malik [47]. This is a long and manual process. A
couple of minutes are needed for 6-8 exposures, plus a few minutes for combining the images
into an HDR image. Moreover, the camera has to be still during all exposures, therefore a
tripod is needed to avoid mis-alignments. However, both these two capturing methods have
one common problem: time. Time is essential when capturing a picture, because a scene in
the real world is for most of the time dynamic. For example, clouds can obscure the sun in
a few seconds, or a car or a person can pass in front of the camera. Moreover, time is a very
limited resource in some working fields. For instance, in visual effects the allocated time for
capturing data on a cinematographic set is very small and a fast recording method can make a
huge difference during post-production.
(a) (b)
Figure 1.6: Synthetic objects re-lighting: a) Stanford’s Lucy model [73] is re-lighted using an HDR
image of St. Peter’s Cathedral. b) The same model is re-lighted using an LDR version of the image.
Note that colours and hard shadows are lost. The original HDR image is courtesy of Paul Debevec [44].
Another important aspect of HDR imaging is that there is no link with classic imaging which
captures, stores, and processes LDR images or videos. The naı¨ve use of LDR content within
HDR applications produces very poor results. For example, a visualised LDR image on an
HDR monitor can present quantisation artefacts, see Figure 1.7. Moreover, re-lighting using a
LDR image can produce flat and unnatural results, see Figure 1.6. Therefore, LDR images are
not suitable for HDR applications. This is a problem, because a huge number of videos and
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photographs captured in more than one hundred years of photography and cinematography,
cannot benefit from HDR applications. For example, an LDR panorama of a place that no
longer exists cannot be displayed on HDR monitors or used as source for lighting. Re-lighting
and visualisation are important tools for exploring the past and cultural heritage [122, 77].
Moreover, the introduction in the near future of HDR televisions would limit the access of
LDR media to consumers.
Figure 1.7: An example of quantisation errors during visualisation of LDR content on HDR monitors:
On the top a LDR image of Venice bay. On the bottom a simulation of the same image on an HDR
monitor. Linear stretching produces artefacts in the form of contouring.
In summary, while capturing HDR images and videos has not yet reached full maturity, LDR
imaging has. LDR content at high resolution (more than 10 Megapixels) and at high speed
(more than 100 frames per second) can be captured using devices that are cheap and available
to consumers. However, LDR content fails to produce good results in HDR applications.
This thesis proposes a solution that fills the following gap: the use of LDR content in HDR ap-
plications to skip the expensive and time consuming problem of capturing HDR content. This
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is achieved by proposing a series of algorithms that expands the dynamic range in LDR images
and videos into HDR content on the fly at real-time frame rates. This expansion is followed by
a reconstruction part, that generates plausible missing content and reduces quantisation arte-
facts whenever possible. Furthermore, the approach is validated using psychophysical studies
and image metrics. Finally, an application of expansion methods to tone mapped images is
exploited to achieve an efficient compression algorithm.
1.2 Contributions
The major contributions of this thesis are:
• An in depth literature review on the field of HDR imaging. All parts of the HDR pipeline
are taken into account: image/video capturing, storing, processing, visualisation, re-
lighting, and validation.
• A review of the recent techniques for expanding LDR images/videos. Note that most of
these techniques were developed after the publication of the core work presented in this
thesis.
• The introduction and formalisation of the inverse tone mapping problem in the computer
graphics field. How to generate HDR content from LDR images and videos is the dual
of the tone mapping problem.
• A general framework for the expansion of LDR content into HDR that solves the inverse
tone mapping problem. This framework can be applied to still images and videos and be
accelerated using graphics hardware achieving real-time performances.
• The first study for the evaluation of performances of expansion methods using psy-
chophysical experiments and computational metrics.
• A compression method for HDR textures based on tone mapping and inverse tone map-
ping. The compression method is evaluated against the state of art in HDR texture com-
pression.
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1.3 Thesis Structure
The thesis is structured in seven chapters as follows:
• Chapter 2: Background introduces an overview of the High Dynamic Range Imaging
pipeline: how to create, store, process, and visualise HDR images and videos. More-
over, a brief introduction on light quantities, human visual system, and colour spaces is
provided.
• Chapter 3: Inverse Tone Mapping Operators is an in depth state of art on expansion
methods for legacy content and compression schemes.
• Chapter 4: Methodology introduces the methodology which was used for the develop-
ing of the new algorithm for expanding LDR content into HDR content.
• Chapter 5: An Inverse Tone Mapping Operator describes the framework of the the-
sis, proposing a version for still images, videos, and an optimised implementation that
exploits the power of modern graphics hardware.
• Chapter 6: Validation of Inverse Tone Mapping Operators presents two studies for
the evaluation of performances of iTMOs. The first one is a pyschophysical study that
employed paired comparisons. The second study is based on a perceptual metric.
• Chapter 7: Inverse Tone Mapping Application: HDR Content Compression is an
application of inverse tone mapping to compress still images. While encoding is re-
alised through tone mapping, decoding is achieved using inverse tone mapping. Further
compression is achieved using a standard compression scheme, which is applied to tone
mapped images.
• Chapter 8: Conclusions and Future Work summaries the thesis, showing the main
results and limitations. Future work in the field of inverse tone mapping is outlined with
an emphasis on how to exploit temporal coherence to improve detail in expanded regions.
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Chapter 2
High Dynamic Range Imaging
HDR imaging is a revolution in the field of imaging, because it has introduced the use of
physical-real values of light. This chapter introduces how to capture, encode, visualise and use
HDR content. The chapter is structured into six sections:
• Section 2.1.1. Light, Human Vision, and Colour Space: This section introduces basic
concepts of light, human vision, and colour spaces.
• Section 2.2. The Generation of HDR Images and Videos: This section describes the
main techniques for generating HDR images and videos.
• Section 2.3. Encoding HDR Images and Videos: HDR content needs more memory
to be stored than LDR content, because more information is needed to represent the full
range of real world lighting. This raises the problem of efficiently storing images and
videos. This section introduces the main encoding and compression schemes for HDR
images and videos.
• Section 2.4. ToneMapping: HDR content exceeds the dynamic range of current display
technology such as CRT and LCD. Therefore, the visualisation of HDR images and
videos on classic CRT and LCD displays is achieved by compressing intensities in the
amplitude of the signal. This process is called tone mapping.
• Section 2.5. Native Visualisation of HDR Content: To provide a native visualisation of
HDR content, researchers have developed HDR display technologies such as the HDR
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viewer and HDR displays. This section introduces these technologies that have been
proposed in the last few years.
• Section 2.6. Evaluation of Tone Mapping Techniques: The large number of tone map-
ping techniques introduced the need to determine which operator performs better than
others for certain tasks, scenarios, and situations. This section introduces evaluation
studies that have been proposed to measure the performances of tone mapping algo-
rithms.
• Section 2.7. Image Based Lighting: One of the main applications of HDR content
is image based lighting (IBL), which allows the realistic re-lighting of virtual and real
objects. An overview on IBL is presented with emphasis on how to solve it.
2.1 Light, Human Vision, and Colour Spaces
This section introduces basic concepts of visible light and units for measuring it, the human
visual system (HVS) focusing on the eye, and colour spaces. These concepts are very important
in HDR imaging as it deals with physical-real values of light, from very dark values (i.e. 10−3
cd/m2) to very bright ones (i.e. 106 cd/m2). Moreover, the perception of a scene by the HVS
depends greatly on the lighting conditions.
Figure 2.1: The elctromagnetic spectrum. The visible light has a very limited spectrum between 400
nm and 700 nm.
2.1.1 Light
Visible light is a form of radiant energy which has a dual nature. It is at the same time an
electromagnetic wave as shown by Maxwell and a particle as shown by Einstein [65]. Light
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travels in the space interacting with materials where it can be absorbed, refracted, reflected, and
transmitted, see Figure 2.2. While the light is travelling, it can reach human eyes, stimulating
them and producing visual sensations depending on the wavelength, see Figure 2.1.
Radiometry and Photometry define how to measure light and its units over time, space or
angle. While the former measures physical units, the latter takes into account the human eye,
where spectral values are weighted by the spectral response of the eye (y curve, see Figure
2.4). Radiometry and Photometry units were standardised by the Commission Internationale
de l’Eclairage (CIE) [34]. The main radiometric units are:
• Radiant Energy (Ωe): is the basic unit for light, it is measured in joules (J).
• Radiant Power (Pe = Ωedt ): is the amount of energy that flows per unit of time (Js−1=W).
• Radiant Intensity (Ie = dPedω ): is the amount of Radiant Power per unit of direction
(Wsr−1).
• Irradiance (Ee = dPedAe ): is the amount of Radiant Power per unit of area from all direction
of the hemisphere at a point (Wm−2).
• Radiance (Le = d2PedAe cosθdω ): is the amount of Radiant Power arriving/leaving at a point
in a particular direction (Wm−2sr−1).
a)
b)
Figure 2.2: On the left side the three main light interactions: transmission, absorption, and reflection.
In transmission, light travels through the material changing its direction according to the physical
properties of the medium. In absorption, the light is taken up by the material that was hit and it is
converted into thermal energy. In reflections, light bounces from the material in a different direction
due the material’s properties. There are two main kind of reflections: specular and diffuse. On the right
side: a) Specular reflections; a ray is reflected in a particular direction. b) Diffuse reflections; a ray is
reflected in a random direction.
The main photometric units are:
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• Luminous Power (Pv): is the weighted Radiant Power, it is measured in lumens (lm) a
derived unit from candela (lm= cd sr).
• Luminous Energy (Qv): is the analogous of the Radiant Energy (lm s).
• Luminous Intensity (Iv): is the Luminous Power per direction, it is measured in candela
(cd or lm sr−1).
• Illuminance (Ev): is the analogous of the Irradiance (lm m−2).
• Luminance (Lv): is the weighted Radiance (lm m−2sr−1 or cd m−2).
A measure of the relative luminance of the scene can be useful, hence it can help to understand
some properties of the scene such as the presence of diffuse or specular surfaces, lighting
condition, etc. For example, specular surfaces reflect light sources even if they are not visible
directly in the scene, increasing the relative luminance. This relative measure is called Contrast.
Contrast is formally a relationship between the darkest and the brightest value in a scene, and
it can be calculated in different ways. The main contrast relationships are Weber Contrast, CW,
Michelson Contrast , CM, and Ratio Contrast, CR. These are defined as:
CW =
LMax−LMin
LMin
CM =
LMax−LMin
LMax +LMin
CR =
LMax
LMin
(2.1)
where LMin and LMax are respectively the minimum and maximum luminance values of the
scene. In this thesis CR is used as contrast definition.
2.1.2 An Introduction to the Human Eye
The eye is an organ which gathers light onto photoreceptors which convert light into electrical
signals, see Figure 2.3. These are transmitted through the optical nerve to the visual cortex,
an area of the brain that processes these signals producing the visual image. This full system,
which is responsible for vision, is referred to as HVS.
Light, which enters in the eye, firstly passes through the Cornea, a transparent membrane.
Then it enters into the Pupil, an aperture which is modified by the Iris, a muscular diaphragm.
Subsequently, light is refracted by the Lens, and hits photoreceptors in the Retina. Note that
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inside the eye there are two liquids, vitreous and aqueous humours. The former fills the eye
keeping its shape and the Retina against the inner wall. The latter is between the Cornea and
the Lens and maintains the intraocular pressure.
Figure 2.3: The human eye. A modified image from Mather [129].
There are two types of photoreceptors, cones and rods. The cones, number around 6 million, are
located in the Fovea. They are sensitive at luminance levels between 10−2 cd/m2 and around
106 cd/m2 (Photopic vision or daylight vision), and responsible for the perception of high
frequency pattern, fast motion, and colours. Furthermore, colour vision is due to three types
of cones: short wavelength cones, sensitive to wavelengths around 435nm, middle wavelength
cones, sensitive around 530nm, and long wavelength cones, sensitive around 580nm. The rods,
number around 90 million, are sensitive at luminance levels between 10−2 cd/m2 and 10−6
cd/m2 (Scotopic vision or night vision). Moreover, there is only one type of rod, which does
not mediate colours limiting the ability to distinguish colours. They are located around the
Fovea, but absent in it. This is why high frequency patterns cannot be distinguished at low
light conditions. Note that an adaptation time is needed for passing from Photopic to Scotopic
vision and viceversa, for more details see [129]. The rods and cones compress the original
signal reducing the dynamic range of incoming light. This compression has a sigmoid which
can be fitted in the following model:
R
RMax
=
In
In + σ n
(2.2)
where R is the photoreceptor response, RMax is the maximum response, I is the light intensity.
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sigma and n are respectively the semi-saturation constant and the sensitivity control exponent,
which are different for cones and rods [170, 129].
2.1.3 Colour Spaces
A colour space is a mathematical description for representing colours, typically as three com-
ponents such as in the case of RGB and XYZ which are called primary colours. A colour space
is usually defined taking into account human perception and the capabilities to display colours
of a device which can be a LCD monitor, a CRT monitor, paper, etc.
One of the first proposed colour spaces was CIE 1931 XYZ colour space, which is based on
the response of short (S), middle (M) and long (L) wavelength rods’ responses. The concept
is that a colour sensation can be described as an additive model based on the amount of three
primary colours (S, M, and L). XYZ is formally defined as the projection of a spectral power
distribution I, into the responses of rods or colour-matching functions, x, y, and z:
X =
∫ 830
380
I(λ )x(λ )dλ Y =
∫ 830
380
I(λ )y(λ )dλ Z =
∫ 830
380
I(λ )z(λ )dλ (2.3)
x, y, and z are plotted in Figure 2.4. Note that XYZ colour space was designed in such a way
that the Y component measures the luminance of the colour. The information relative for the
hue and colourfulness of the colour or chromaticity is derived from XYZ values as:
x =
X
X +Y +Z
y =
Y
X +Y +Z
(2.4)
These values can be plotted, producing a representation of the colours that HVS can perceive
which is called gamut, see Figure 2.4.b.
A popular colour space for CRT and LCD monitors is sRGB [185] and it was adopted in this
thesis. This colour space defines as primaries colours the red (R), green (G), and blue (B).
Moreover, each colour in sRGB is a linear additive combination of values in [0,1] of the three
primaries. Therefore, not all colours can be represented but only the one inside the triangle
generated by the three primaries, see Figure 2.4.b .
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Figure 2.4: The CIE XYZ colour space: a) The CIE 1931 2-degree /XYZ colour matching functions.
b) The CIE xy chromaticity diagram showing all colours that HVS can perceive. Note that the triangle
is the space of colour that can be represented in sRGB, where the three circles represent the three
primaries.
Between XYZ and RGB colour space there exists a linear relationship, therefore RGB colours
can be converted into XYZ ones using the following conversion matrixM:

XY
Z

= M

RG
B

 M =

0.412 0.358 0.1810.213 0.715 0.072
0.019 0.119 0.950

 (2.5)
Furthermore, sRGB presents a non-linear transformation for each R, G, and B channel to lin-
earise the signal when displayed on LCD and CRT monitors. This is because there is a non-
linear relationship between the output intensity generated by the displaying device and the
input voltage. This relationship is generally approximated with a power function with value
γ = 2.2. Therefore, the linearisation is achieved by applying the inverse value:

RvGv
Bv

=

RG
B


1
γ
(2.6)
where Rv,Gv, Bv are respectively red, green, and blue channels ready for the visualisation. This
process is called gamma correction.
In HDR imaging RGB colour space is very popular. However, many computations are cal-
culated in the luminance channel Y from XYZ which is usually referred to as L. Moreover,
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common statistics from this channel are employed such as the maximum value, LMax, the min-
imum one LMin, and the mean value. This can be computed as arithmetic average, LAvg, or
geometric one, LH:
LAvg =
1
N
N
∑
i=1
L(xi) LH = exp
(
1
N
N
∑
i=1
log
(
L(xi)+ ε
))
(2.7)
where xi are the coordinates of the i-th pixel, and ε > 0 is a small constant for avoiding singular-
ities. Note that in HDR imaging subscript w and d respectively refer to HDR and LDR values.
The main symbols used in HDR image processing are shown in Table 2.1 for the luminance
channel L.
Symbol Description
Lw HDR luminance value
Ld LDR luminance value
LH Harmonic mean luminance value
LAvg Arithmetic mean luminance value
LMax Maximum luminance value
LMin Minimum luminance value
Table 2.1: The main symbols used for the luminance channel.
2.2 The Generation of HDR Images
HDR content can be generated using computer graphics, photography, or an augmentation of
both. Synthesising images with computer graphics takes a big effort in terms of specification
of the scene. This is because each component needs to be modelled such as geometry, mate-
rials, light sources, and how light is transported. On the other hand, photography is an easier
process than synthesis, because a scene can be found and captured through a simple process.
However, HDR content needs time consuming techniques and expensive equipment in order to
be captured.
2.2.1 Synthesising HDR Images and Videos from the Virtual World
The synthesis of images and videos in computer graphics is called rendering, where a formal
description of the scene is needed to synthesise the content. Two main algorithms are usually
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employed for rendering: ray tracing and rasterisation, see Figure 2.6.
Ray Tracing
Introduced byWhitted [219], ray tracing is a very elegant algorithm which shoots for each pixel
in the screen a ray according to the direction of the camera and its lens, see Figure 2.5. This
ray traverses the scene until it intersects or hits an object, which is equivalent to solving a non
linear system of equations. At the hit point, the lighting is evaluated according to the material
properties or BRDF, and light sources. To determine if a point is in shadow or in light, a ray
is shot from the point toward the direction of the light source. Then, according to the BRDF
more rays, called secondary rays, are shot in the scene to simulate reflections, refractions, inter-
reflections; in general the light transport [91]. This process stops when it converges to a stable
value, or when a threshold set by the user is reached.
Figure 2.5: Ray tracing: for each pixel in the image a primary ray is shot through the camera in the
scene. As soon as it hits a primitive, the lighting for the hit point is evaluated. This is achieved by
shooting more rays. For example, a ray towards the light is shot in the evaluation of lighting. A similar
process is repeated for reflection, refractions and inter-reflections.
The main advantage of ray tracing is the ability to simulate physically based effects such as
shadows, reflections, refractions, inter-reflections etc. On the other hand, the main disadvan-
tage is the difficulty to accelerate it on current hardware. The main problem is due to data
structures, which are slow to update in the case of fully deformable geometry [203]. Moreover,
the secondary rays are not coherent in their traversal of the scene, a problem that can cause
cache misses and low performance rates [203].
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.6: An example of state of art of rendering quality for ray tracing and rasterisation: a) A
raytraced image by by Piero Banterle using Maxwell Render from NextLimit Technologies [144]. b) A
screenshot from the game Crysis by Crytek GmbH [38].
Rasterisation
Rasterisation is a different approach to solve the rendering problem compared to ray tracing.
The main concept is to project each primitive that composes the scene on the screen (frame
buffer) and discretise it into fragments. This operation is called scan conversion, for more
detail see [66]. When a primitive is projected and discretised, visibility has to be solved to
have a correct visualisation and to avoid overlaps between objects. For this task the Z-buffer
[28] is generally used. The Z-buffer is an image of the same size of the frame buffer that
stores depth values of previous solved fragments. For each fragment at a position x, its depth
value, F(x)z, is tested against the stored one in the Z-buffer, Z(x)z. If F(x)z < Z(x)z, the new
fragment is written in the frame buffer, and F(x)z in the Z-buffer. After the depth test, lighting
is evaluated for all fragments. However, shadows, reflections, refractions, and inter-reflections
are not possible to simulate natively, because rays cannot be shot. The solution is to render
to a texture the scene from different positions to emulate these effects. For example, shadows
are emulated by calculating a Z-buffer from the light source position, and applying a depth test
during shading to determine if the point is in shadow or not [221].
The main advantage is the support by current graphics hardware, which allows high perfor-
mances in terms of drawn primitives. Hence, the algorithm is easy to parallelise: fragments are
coherent and independent, and data structures are easy to update. Finally, the whole process is
easy to organise into a pipeline. Nevertheless, the emulation of physically based light transport
effects (i.e. shadows, reflections/refractions, etc.) is not precise, not accurate, and biased in
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many cases.
2.2.2 Capturing HDR Images and Videos from the Real World
Nowadays, available consumer cameras are limited in that they can only capture 8-bit images
or 12-bit in RAW format, which do not cover the full dynamic range of irradiance values
in most environments in the real world. The only way to capture HDR is to take multiple
exposure images of the same scene for capturing details from the darkest to the brightest areas
as proposed by Mann and Picard [123], see Figure 2.7 for an example. If the camera has a
linear response, the radiance values stored in each exposure for each colour channel can be
combined to recover the irradiance, E , as:
Ek(x) =
∑
Ne
i=1
1
∆ti
w(Ii,k(x))Ii,k(x)
∑Ni=1w(Ii,k(x))
(2.8)
where Ii is the image at the i-th exposure, k is the index of the colour channel for Ii, ∆ti is
the exposure time for Ii, Ne is the number of images at different exposures, and w(Ii,k(x)) is a
weight function that chooses pixel values to remove outliers. For example, high values can be
preferred to have less noise that affects in low values. On the other hand, high values can be
saturated, so middle values can be more reliable. An example of a recovered irradiance map
using Equation 2.8 can be seen in Figure 2.7.f.
The problem with film and digital cameras is that they do not have a linear response, but
a more general function f , called camera response function (CRF). This is due to the fact
that the dynamic range of real world does not fit the medium, so as much as possible data is
fitted into 8-bit or into film using f . Mann and Picard [123] proposed a simple method for
calculating f , which consists of fitting the values of pixels at different exposure to a fixed CRF,
f (x) = axγ +b. This parametric f is very limited and does not support most real CRFs.
Debevec and Malik [47] proposed a simple method for recovering a CRF. The value of a pixel
in an image is given by the application of a CRF to the irradiance scaled by the exposure time:
Ik(x) = f (Ek(x)∆ti) (2.9)
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Figure 2.7: An example of HDR capturing of the Stanford Memorial Church. Images taken with
different shutter speeds: a) 1250 sec. b)
1
30 sec. c)
1
4 sec. d) 2 sec. and e) 8 sec. The final HDR image
obtained by combining a), b), c), d), e): f) A rendering in false colour of the luminance channel. The
original HDR image is courtesy of Paul Debevec [47]
If terms are re-arranged, and a logarithm is applied to both side, the results is:
log( f−1(Ik(x))) = logEi,k(x)+ log∆ti (2.10)
Assuming that f is a smooth and monotonically increasing function, f and E can be calculated
by minimising the least square error derived from Equation 2.10 using pixels from images at
different exposure:
O =
Ne
∑
i=1
sumMj=1
(
w
(
Ii,k(x j)
)[
g(Ii,k(x j))− logEk(x j)− log∆ti
])2
+ λ
Tmax−1
∑
x=Tmin+1
(w(x)g′′(x))2
(2.11)
where g = f−1 is the inverse of the CRF, M is the number of pixel used in the minimisation,
and Tmax and Tmin are respectively the maximum and minimum integer values in all images Ii.
The second part of Equation 2.11 is a smoothing term for removing noise, where function w is
defined as:
w(x) =
{
x−Tmin if x≤ 12(Tmax +Tmin)
Tmax− x if x > 12(Tmax +Tmin)
(2.12)
Note that minimisation is performed only on a subset ofM pixel, because it is computationally
expensive to evaluate for all pixels. This subset is calculated using samples from each region of
the image. Mitsunaga and Nayar [137] improved Debevec and Malik’s algorithm with a more
robust method based on a polynomial representation of f .
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The multiple exposure method assumes that images are perfected aligned, there are no moving
objects, and CCD noise is not a problem. These are very rare conditions when real world
images are captured. These problems can be avoided by adapting classic alignment, ghost and
noise removing techniques from image processing and computer vision, for details see [170].
HDR videos can be captured using still images, with techniques such as stop-motion or time-
lapse. Nevertheless, these techniques work well in controlled scenes. To solve the video cap-
turing problem Kang et al. [92] extended multiple exposure images methods to videos. The
concept is to have a programmed video-camera that temporally varies the shutter speed at each
frame. The final video is generated aligning and warping different frames, for combining 2
frames into a HDR one. However, the frame rate of this method is low, around 15 fps, and
the scene has to contain low speed moving objects otherwise artifacts will appear. Therefore,
the method is not suitable for real world situations. Nayar and Branzoi [141] developed an
adaptive dynamic range camera, where a controllable liquid crystal light modulator is placed
in front of the camera. This modulator adapts the exposure of each pixel on the image detector
allowing to capture scenes with a very large dynamic range.
In the commercial field, a few companies provide HDR cameras based on automatic multiple
exposure capturing. The two main cameras are Spheron HDRVR camera [182] by SpheronVR
GmbH and Panoscan MK-3 [150] by Panoscan Ltd, which are both full 360 degree panoramic
cameras at high resolution. The two cameras take full HDR images. For example, Spheron
HDR VR can capture 26 f-stops of dynamic range at 50 Megapixels resolution. The develop-
ment of these particular cameras was due to the necessity of quickly capturing HDR images for
IBL, see Section 2.7, which is extensively used in visual effects, computer graphics, automotive
and more in general for product advertising.
The alternative to multiple exposure techniques is to use CCD sensors which can natively cap-
ture HDR values. In recent years, CCDs that record into 10/12-bit channels in the logarithmic
domain have been introduced by many companies such as Cypress Semiconductor [39], Omron
[147], PTGrey [164], Neuricam [143], etc. The main problem with these sensors is that they
are at low resolution (640×480), and very noisy. Therefore, their applications are oriented to
automotive, security, and automatisation in factories.
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In the cinema industry a few companies have proposed high quality solutions such as Viper
camera [189] by Thomson GV, Red One camera [167] by RED Company, and the Phantom
HD camera [202] by Vision Research. All these video-cameras present high frame rates, low
noise, full HD (1,920× 1,080) resolution, and a good dynamic range, 10/12-bit per channel
in the logarithmic/linear domain. However, they are extremely expensive (sometimes available
only for renting) and they do not fit the full dynamic range of the HVS.
2.3 Encoding HDR Images and Videos
Once HDR images/videos are captured from the real world, or they are synthesised using com-
puter graphics, there is the need to store, distribute, and process these images. An uncom-
pressed HDR pixel is represented using three single precision floating point numbers [82],
assuming three bands as for RGB colours. This means that a pixel uses 12 bytes of memory,
and an HD image 1,920× 1,080 occupies 23 Mb, an extremely large amount of space. Re-
searchers have been working on compression methods for HDR content to address the high
memory demands. At the beginning, only compact representations of floating point numbers
were proposed, see Section 2.3.1. In the last few years, researchers have focused their efforts
into more complex compression schemes, see Section 2.3.2.
2.3.1 HDR Pixels Representation in Floating Point Formats
HDR values are usually stored using single precision floating point numbers. Integer numbers,
which are extensively used in LDR imaging, are not practical for storing HDR values. For
example, a 32-bit unsigned integer can represent values in the range [0,232− 1], which seems
to be enough for most HDR content. However, when a simple image processing between two
or more images is carried out, for example an addition or multiplication, precision can be easily
lost and overflow can occur. These are classic problems that argue in favour of floating point
numbers rather than integer ones for real world values [82].
The main problem of single precision floating point numbers is that an image occupies 96 bits
per pixel (bpp), which is four times the amount of space needed for an uncompressed LDR
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image. Ward [209] proposed the first solution to this problem, RGBE, which was meant for
storing HDR values generated by the Radiance rendering system [216]. The concept is to have
a shared exponent between the three colours, assuming that it does not vary much between
them. The encoding of the format is defined as:
E =
⌈
log2
(
max(Rw,Gw,Bw)
)
+128
⌉
Rm =
⌊
256Rw
2E−128
⌋
Gm =
⌊
256Gw
2E−128
⌋
Bm =
⌊
256Bw
2E−128
⌋
(2.13)
and the decoding as:
Rw =
Rm +0.5
256
2E−128 Gw =
Gm +0.5
256
2E−128 Bw =
Bm +0.5
256
2E−128 (2.14)
Mantissas of the red, Rm, green, Gm, and blue, Bm, channels and the exponent, E , are then
stored in an unsigned char (8-bit), achieving a final format of 32 bpp. The RGBE encoding
covers 76 orders of magnitude, but the encoding does not support the full gamut of colours
and negative values. To solve these problems, an image is converted to the XYZ colour space
before encoding. This case is referred to as the XYZE format. Recently, the RGBE format has
been implemented in graphics hardware on the NVIDIA G80 series [95], allowing very fast
encoding/decoding for real-time applications.
In addition, Ward proposed a 24 and 32 bpp perceptually based format, the LogLuv format
[106]. The concept is to assign more bits to luminance in the logarithmic domain than to
colours in the linear domain. Firstly, an image is converted to the colour space which separates
luminance (Y of XYZ) and chromaticity (CIE 1976 Uniform chromaticity (u,v)). The 32 bpp
format assigns 15 bits to luminance and 16 bits to chromaticity, and it is defined as:
Le =
⌊
256(log2Yw +64)
⌋
ue =
⌊
410u′
⌋
ve =
⌊
410v′
⌋
(2.15)
and the decoding as:
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Y = 2(Le+0.5)/256−64 u′ =
⌊
1
410
(ue)
⌋
v′ =
⌊
1
410
(ve)
⌋
(2.16)
Note that the 24 bpp format changes slightly in the constants of Equation 2.15 and Equation
2.16 according with the distribution of bits: 10 bits are allocated to luminance and 14 bits
to chromaticity. While the 32 bpp format covers 38 orders of magnitude, the 24 bpp format
achieves only 4.8 orders. The main advantage, over RGBE/XYZE is that the format is already
in a separate colour space. Therefore, values are ready to be used for applications such as tone
mapping, see Section 2.4, colour manipulation, etc.
Another important format is the half floating point format which is part of the specification
of the OpenEXR file format [86]. In this representation each colour is encoded using an half
precision number, which is a 16-bit implementation of the IEEE 754 standard [82], and it is
defined as:
H =


0 if
(
M = 0∧E = 0)
(−1)S2E−15 + M
1024
if E = 0
(−1)S2E−15
(
1+ M1024
)
if 1≤ E ≤ 30
(−1)S∞ if (E = 31∧M = 0)
NaN if
(
E = 31∧M > 0)
(2.17)
where S is the sign, 1 bit,M is the mantissa, 10 bits, and E is the exponent, 5 bits. Therefore, the
final format is a 48 bpp, covering around 10.7 orders of magnitude. The main advantage despite
the size, is that this format is implemented in graphics hardware by main vendors allowing real-
time applications to use HDR images. Also, this format is considered as the de facto standard
in the movie industry as the new digital negative [46].
The cinema industry proposed several medium dynamic range formats, which have the purpose
of covering classic film range between 2-4 orders of magnitude, but they are not suitable for
HDR images/videos, see for example the Pixar Log encoding [46].
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2.3.2 HDR Image and Texture Compression
While a good floating point format can achieve down to 32/24 bpp (RGBE and LogLuv), this
is not enough for distributing HDR images/videos or storing a large database of images, etc.
Therefore, researchers have been working on modifying current image compression standards
or proposing new methods for reducing the size of HDR images and videos. This section
presents a review of the main algorithms for the compression of HDR images/videos. The
focus of this review is on the compression of HDR textures, which are images used in computer
graphics for increasing details of materials.
Note that some compression techniques are described in Section 3.2. These have been moved
to be more coherent with the topic of Inverse Tone Mapping. These schemes are: backward
compatible HDR-MPEG [125], JPEG-HDR [213, 214], HDR-JPEG 2000 [223], compression
through sub-bands [115], encoding using a model of human cones [75], and two layer encoding
[146].
HDR Textures Compression using Geometry Shapes
A block truncation compression (BTC) scheme [79] for HDR textures was proposed byMunkberg
et al. [139]. This scheme compresses 48 bpp HDR textures into 8 bpp leveraging on logarith-
mic encoding of luminance and geometry shape fitting for the chrominance channel.
The first step in the decoding scheme is to transform data in a colour space where luminance
and chrominance are separated to achieve a better compression. For this task, the authors
defined a colour space, Yuv, which is defined as:

Yw(x)uw(x)
vw(x)

=


log2Yw(x)
0.114 1
Yw(x)
Bw(x)
0.299 1
Yw(x)
Rw(x)

 Yw(x) =

0.2990.587
0.114


>
·

Rw(x)Gw(x)
Bw(x)

 (2.18)
where u and v are in [0,1], with u+ v≤ 1. Then, the image is divided into 4×4 pixels blocks.
For each block, the maximum, Ymax, and the minimum, Ymin, luminance values are calculated.
These values are quantised at 8-bit and stored to be used as base luminance values for the
interpolation in a similar way to S3TC [87], see Appendix B for more details. Moreover, the
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.8: The encoding of chrominance in Munkberg et al. [139]: a) 2D Shapes used in the encoder.
While black circles are for start and end, white circles are for interpolated values. b) An example of 2d
shape fitting for a chrominance block.
other luminance values are encoded with 2 bits, which minimise the value of the interpolation
between Ymin and Ymax.
At this point chrominance values are compressed, the first step is to halve the resolution of the
chrominance channel. For each block, a 2D shape is chosen as the one that fits chrominance
values in the (u,v) plane minimising the error, see Figure 2.8. Finally, a 2 bits index is stored
for each pixel which points to a sample along the fitted 2D shape.
byte 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
0 Ymax
1 Ymin
2 Y 0 Y 1 ...
...
10 typeshape ustart
11 ustart vstart
12 vstart uend
13 uend vend
14 ind0 ind1 ind2 ind3
15 ind4 ind5 ind6 ind7
Table 2.2: The table shows bits allocation for a 4×4 block in Munkberg et al.’s method [139].
In the decoding scheme, luminance is firstly decompressed interpolating values for each pixel
in the block as:
Yw(y) =
1
3
(
Y k(y)Ymin +(1−Y k(y))Ymax
)
(2.19)
where Y k(y) is the Y that corresponds to a pixel at location y. Then, the chrominance is decoded
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as:
[
uw(y)
vw(y)
]
= α(indk(y))
[
ustart−uend
vstart− vend
]
+ β (indk(y))
[
vend− vstart
ustart−uend
]
+
[
ustart
vstart
]
(2.20)
where α and β are parameters specific for each 2D shape. Subsequently, chrominance is
up-sampled to the original size. Finally, the inverse Yuv colour space transform is applied,
obtaining the reconstructed pixel:

Rw(x)Gw(x)
Bw(x)

= 2Yw(x)

0.229−10.587−1
0.114−1


>
 vw(x)1− vw(x)−uw(x)
uw(x)

 (2.21)
The compression scheme was compared against two HDR S3TC variants using mPSNR [139],
log2[RGB] RMSE [223], and HDR-VDP [127, 124]. A data set of 16 HDR textures was tested.
The results showed that the method presents higher quality than S3TC variants, especially
perceptually.
In conclusion the method proposed by Munkberg et al. [139] is a compression scheme that
can achieve 8 bpp HDR texture compression at high quality. However, the decompression
method needs special hardware, so it cannot be implemented in current graphics hardware.
Furthermore, the shape fitting can take up to an hour for an one Megapixel image, which limits
the scheme for fixed content.
HDR Texture Compression using Bit and Integer Operations
Co-synchronously to Munkberg et al. [139], Roimela et al. [174] presented a 8bpp BTC
scheme for compressing 48 bpp HDR textures, which was later improved in Roimela et al.
[175].
The first step of the coding scheme is to convert data of the texture in a colour space suitable
for compression purposes. A computationally efficient colour space is defined, which splits
RGB colours into luminance and chromaticity. The luminance Iw(x) is defined as:
Iw(x) =
1
4
Rw(x)+
1
2
Gw(x)+
1
4
Bw(x) (2.22)
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and chromaticity [rQ,bQ]
> as:
[
rQ
bQ
]
=
1
4Iw(x)
[
Rw(x)
Bw(x)
]
(2.23)
Then, the image is divided into 4×4 pixels blocks. For each block, the luminance value with
the smallest bit pattern is calculated, IMin, and its ten least significant bits are zeroed giving Ibias
(only 6 bits are stored). Subsequently, Ibias is subtracted bit by bit from all luminance values in
the block:
bit(I′w(y)) = bit(Iw(y))−bit(Ibias) (2.24)
byte 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
0 Ibias nzero
1 nzero lum0 lum1
2 lum1 lum2
...
10 ... lum15
11 lum15 rbias bbias
12 bbias czero
13 r0 b0 r1
14 r1 b1 r2 b2
15 b2 r3 b3
Table 2.3: The table shows bits allocation for a 4×4 block in Roimela et al.’s method [174].
where bit operator denotes the integer bit representation of a floating point number, y is a
pixel in the block under processing. I′w(y) values share a number of leading zero bits that are
not needed to be stored. Therefore, they are counted in the largest I′w(y). The counter, nzero,
is clamped to seven and stored in 3 bits. At this point, the nzero + 1 least important bits are
removed from each I′w(y) in the block obtaining lumw(y), which is rounded and stored at 5
bits. At this point chromaticity is compressed. Firstly, the resolution of chromaticity channels
is halved. Secondly, the same compression scheme for luminance is applied to chromaticity,
having two bias values at 6 bits, one for rQ, rQ,bias, and the other for bQ, bQ,bias. Furthermore,
there is a common zero counter czero, and final values are rounded at 4 bits. The number of bits
for luminance and chromaticity channels are respectively 88 bits and 40 bits, for a total of 128
bits or 8 bpp, see Table 2.3 for the complete allocation of bits.
The decoding scheme is quite straightforward. Firstly, luminance is decoded by bit shifting to
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the left each lumy(w) value nzero+1 times, and adding Ibias. Secondly, this operation is repeated
for the chromaticity channel which is subsequently up-sampled to the original size. Finally, the
image is converted from IrQbQ colour space to RGB applying the inverse transform:

Rw(x)Gw(x)
Bw(x)

= Iw(x)

4 0 00 2 0
0 0 4



 rQ,w(x)1− rQ,w(x)−bQ,w(x)
bQ,w(x)

 (2.25)
This scheme was compared against Munkberg et al.’s scheme [139], HDR-JPEG 2000 [223],
and a HDR S3TC variant using different metrics such as PSNR, mPSNR [139], HDR-VDP
[127, 124], and RMSE. A data set of 18 HDR textures was tested. The results showed that
the encoding method has quality similar to RGBE. Moreover, it is similar to Munkberg et al.’s
scheme [139], but the chromaticity quality is lower than in that method.
In conclusion, this compression scheme presents a computationally efficient encoding/decoding
scheme for 48 bpp HDR textures. Only integer and bit operations are needed. Furthermore, it
achieves high quality images at only 8 bpp. However, the main drawback of the scheme is that
it cannot be implemented on current hardware.
HDR Texture Compression Encoding LDR and HDR Parts
Methods such as the one of Munkberg et al. [139] and Roimela et al. [174, 175] have the main
problem that they cannot be implemented on current graphics hardware. To solve this problem,
Wang et al. [206] proposed a compression method based on S3TC [87]. The main idea is to
split the HDR image in two parts: one with LDR values and the second part with HDR values.
The two parts are stored on two S3TC textures, for a total of 16 bpp.
The encoding starts by splitting luminance and chrominance, using the LUVW colour space
which is defined as:
Lw(x) =
√
Rw(x)2 +Gw(x)2 +Bw(x)2

Uw(x)Vw(x)
Ww(x)

= 1
Lw(x)

Rw(x)Gw(x)
Bw(x)

 (2.26)
After the colour conversion, the luminance channel is split in a HDR and LDR part. This is
achieved by finding the threshold, Lw,s, that minimises quantisation error of encoding uniformly
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Figure 2.9: An example of the separation process of the LDR and HDR part in Wang et al. [206]
applied to the Bristol Bridge HDR image: a) The histogram of the image, in red the axis that divides the
image in LDR and HDR. b) The LDR part of the image, uniformly quantised. c) The HDR part of the
image, uniformly quantised. The original HDR image is courtesy of Greg Ward [212].
the LDR and HDR part separately, which is defined as:
E(Lw,s) = nLDR
(Lw,s)(Lw,s−Lw, Min)
2bLDR
+nHDR
(Lw,s)(Lw, Max−Lw,s)
2bHDR
(2.27)
where nLDR and nHDR are respectively the number of pixel in the LDR and HDR part. bLDR
and bHDR are respectively the number of bits for quantising the HDR and LDR part. The HDR
texture is stored in two S3TC textures,Tex0 and Tex1, as:
Tex0R(x) =Uw(x) Tex0G(x) =Vw(x) Tex0B(x) =Ww(x)
Tex0A(x) =
{
1
Lw,s−Lw, MinLw(x) if Lw, Min ≤ Lw(x)≤ Lw,s
0 otherwise
Tex1A(x) =
{
1
Lw, Max−Lw,sLw(x) if Lw,s < Lw(x) ≤ Lw, Max
1 otherwise
(2.28)
where subscript R, G, B,and A are indicating respectively the red, green, blue and alpha channel
of a texture. Furthermore, additive residuals are included to improve quality. These are simply
calculated as:
res(x) = Lw(x)−Lw(x)′ (2.29)
where Lw(x)
′ is the reconstructed luminance, which is defined as:
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Lw(x)
′ = Tex0A(x)(Lw, Max−Lw,s(x))+Tex1A(x)(Lw,s(x)−Lw, Min)+Lw, Min (2.30)
Then, res is split into three parts in a similar way as luminance and stored in the red, green and
blue channel of Tex1.
The decoding is quite straightforward. Firstly, S3TC textures are decoded, then the luminance
channel is reconstructed as:
Lw = Lw(x)
′+Tex1R(x)(ress1− resMin)+Tex1G(x)(ress2− ress1)+
Tex1B(x)(resMax− ress2)+ resMin (2.31)
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.10: An example of failure of the compression method of Wang et al. [206] applied to Saint
Peter’s Basilica HDR image: a) The image at exposure 0. b) A zoom of the red square in a) from the
original image. c) A zoom of the red square in a) from the compressed image, note that quantisation
artifacts are visible in the form of contouring. The original HDR image is courtesy of Paul Debevec
[44].
Finally, the image is converted from LUVW colour space to RGB colour space:

Rw(x)Gw(x)
Bw(x)

= Lw(x)

Uw(x)Vw(x)
Ww(x)

 (2.32)
The compression scheme was compared against RGBE and OpenEXR formats using classic
PSNR, and the quality was worse than RGBE (5-7dB less) and OpenEXR (40-60 dB less).
Nevertheless, the method needs only 16 bpp compared against the 32 bpp of RGBE and 48 of
OpenEXR.
In conclusion, the compression scheme presents an acceptable quality and it can be mapped
on current hardware at high frame rates (470-480 fps with a 5122 viewport and texturing for
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each pixel), because only simple operations are used in Equation 2.31. The main drawback
of the method is that an optimal Lw,s for an image can generate quantisation artifacts that are
noticeable, see Figure 2.10.
2.4 Tone Mapping
Most of the display devices available nowadays are not able to display HDR content, but only
LDR content. This is due to two reasons. The first, entry level monitors/displays have a low
contrast ratio around 200 : 1. The second, high-end LCD televisions with a high contrast ratio,
on average around 10,000 : 1, cannot interpolate pixel values. This means there is still on 8-bit
discretisation for each colour channel, and more information is not encoded and thus cannot
be displayed. In the last two decades researchers spent significant time and effort in order to
compress the range of HDR images and videos in order to be visualised on LDR displays.
Tone mapping is the operation that reduces the dynamic range of the input content to fit the
dynamic range of the displaying technology. This reduction of the range has to keep some
properties of the original content such as local and global contrast, details, etc. Furthermore,
the perception of the tone mapped image should match the real world perception, see Figure
2.11. Tone mapping is performed using an operator f or Tone Mapping Operator (TMO),
which is defined in general as:
Figure 2.11: Tone Mapping and real-world relationship. Observer 1 and Observer 2 are looking at the
same scene, but in two different ways. While Observer 1 is watching it from a monitor after capturing,
storing, and tone mapping, Observer 2 is watching it live. A TMO should match the perception of the
real world scene.
f (I) : Rw×h×ci → Dw×h×co (2.33)
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where I is the image, w and h are respectively the width and height of I, c is the number of
colour bands of I (usually c = 3 in RGB colour space), Ri ⊆ R, Do ⊂ Ri. Do = [0,255] for
normal LDR monitors. Furthermore, only luminance is usually tone mapped by a TMO while
colours are unprocessed. This simplifies Equation 2.33 to:
f (I) =


Ld = fL(Lw) : R
w×h
i → [0,255]


Rd
Gd
Bd

= Ld
(
1
Lw


Rw
Gw
Bw


)s (2.34)
where s∈ (0,1] is a saturation factor that decreases saturation, which is usually increased during
tone mapping. After the application of f , gamma correction is usually applied and each colour
channel is clamped in the range [0,255].
Note that the original gamut is greatly modified in this process, and tone mapped colour ap-
pearance can result in differences from the one in the original image. Furthermore, the shape
of the range compression and how details are preserved can produce distortions in global and
local contrast. For instance, it can happen that details are exaggerated, introducing more local
contrast than in the original image. To solve this problem, a few techniques have been recently
proposed which are divided in two groups. The first one is the pre-processing techniques that
modifies the original HDR image before tone mapping to avoid distortions such as Akyu¨z and
Reinhard [8] and Yoshida et al. [227] methods. The second group is the post-processing tech-
niques that analyse the image, determine the amount of the distortion and try to restore the tone
mapped image using the HDR image and properties of the HVS. Methods such as the chroma
enhancement treatment by Smith et al. [181] and the brightness enhancement by Krawczyk et
al. [100] belong to this group.
TMOs can be classified in different groups based on f or the image processing techniques they
use, see Table 2.4. The main groups of the taxonomy are:
• Global Operators: the mapping is applied to all pixels with the same operator, f .
• Local Operators: the mapping of a pixel depends on its neighbours, which are input for
f .
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Empirical Perceptual
Global Linear Mapping [178] Perceptual Brightness ReproductionT [193]
Exponential and Logarithmic Mapping [178] Contrast Based Scale Factor [210]
Quantisation Techniques [178] A model of Visual Adaptation [63]
Histogram Adjustment [107]
Time Dependent Visual AdaptationT [156]
Adaptive Logarithm [52]
Local A Spatially Variant Tone Reproduction[31] Multi-scale observer model [155]
Photographic Tone Reproduction [169] Multi-scale TVI [10]
A local Model of Eye AdaptationT [109]
Retinex Methods [165, 134]
Frequency LICS [195] Fast Bilateral Filtering [55]
Gradient Domain Compression [61] Trilateral Filtering [32]
iCAM 2006 [101]
Segmentation Interactive Manipulation [118] Segmentation [224]
Exposure Fusion [131] Lightness Perception [99]
Table 2.4: The taxonomy of TMOs, which are divided based on their image processing techniques and
their f . Upperscript T means that the operator is temporal and suitable for HDR videos.
• Segmentation Operators: the image is segmented in broad regions, and a different
mapping is applied to each region.
• Frequency/Gradient Operators: low and high frequencies of the images are separated,
while an operator is applied to the low frequencies, high frequencies are usually kept as
they are to preserve fine details.
• Perceptual Operators: these operators can be Global or Local or Segmentation or Fre-
quency/Gradient. The main focus is the function f , that models some aspects of the
HVS.
• Empirical Operators: these operators can be Global or Local or Segmentation or Fre-
quency/Gradient. In this case, f does not try to mimic the HVS, but it tries to create
pleasant images inspired by other fields such as photography.
• Temporal Operators: these operators are designed to be suitable for tone mapping HDR
videos.
In the next subsections, the main TMOs are reviewed. This review is organised by image
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processing techniques which are: global operators in Section 2.4.1, local operators in Section
2.4.2, frequency operators in Section 2.4.3, and segmentation operators in Section 2.4.4.
2.4.1 Global Operators
In global operators, the same operator f is applied to all pixels of the image, with the goal
to preserve global contrast. The operator can have a first pass in which some statistics of the
image are calculated to optimise the dynamic range reduction. More common statistics for
tone mapping are: maximum luminance, minimum luminance, and geometric or arithmetic
average values. To increase robustness and to avoid outliers these statistics are calculated using
percentiles, especially for minimum and maximum values, because they can be affected by
noise during image capture. These operators are straightforward to extended in the temporal
domain, indeed statistics are needed only to be temporally filtered to take care of flickering
artifacts. The main drawback of global operators is that they usually cannot keep local contrast
and fine details of the original HDR image.
Simple Mapping Methods
Simple operators are based on basic functions such as linear scaling, logarithm and exponential.
While they are usually fast and simple to implement, they cannot compress the dynamic range
much. The main simple operators are: single exposure or linear mapping, logarithmic mapping,
and exponential mapping.
Single exposure is a straightforward way to visualise HDR images. The starting image is
multiplied by e:
Ld(x) = eLw(x) (2.35)
e is chosen by the user based on information that is interesting to visualise. When e = Lw, Max
this scaling is called normalisation and it can cause a very dark appearance, see Figure 2.12.a
for an example. If e is calculated by maximising the number of well-exposed pixel as in
[142], the scaling is called automatic exposure, for an example see Figure 2.12.b. Ward [210]
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 2.12: An example of the applications of simple operators to Cathedral HDR image: a) Normal-
isation. b) Automatic exposure. c) Logarithmic mapping q = 0.01 and k = 1. d) Exponential Mapping
q = 0.1 and k = 1. The original image is courtesy of Max Lyons [121].
proposed to calculate e by matching the threshold visibility in an image and a display using
threshold-versus-intensity (TVI) functions. However, a simple linear scale cannot compress
the dynamic range of the scene, hence it shows only a slice of information.
Logarithm mapping applies a logarithm function to HDR values. The base is the maximum
value of the HDR image to map non-linear values in the range [0,1]. The operator is defined
as:
Ld(x) =
log10
(
1+qLw(x)
)
log10
(
1+ kLw,max
) (2.36)
where q ∈ [1,∞) and k ∈ [1,∞) are constants selected by the user for determining the desired
appearance of the image.
Exponential mapping applies an exponential function to HDR values. It re-maps values in the
interval [1/e,1], where each value is divided by the arithmetic average. The operator is defined
as:
Ld(x) = 1− exp
(
qLw(x)
kLw, Avg
)
(2.37)
where q ∈ [1,∞) and k ∈ [1,∞) are constants selected by the user for determining the desired
appearance of the image.
Both exponential and logarithmic mapping can deal with medium dynamic range content, but
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their functions cannot compress HDR content well, causing effects in images/videos such as
very dark/bright appearance, low preservation of global contrast, an unnatural look, etc.
Brightness Reproduction
One of the first TMOs in the field of computer graphics was proposed by Tumblin and Rush-
meier [194]. This was revised by Tumblin et al. [193]. Their operator is inspired by the HVS
and more in particular by Stevens and Stevens’s work on brightness [184, 183]. The TMO is
defined as:
Ld(x) = mLda
(
Lw(x)
Lw, H
)α
α =
γ(Lw, H)
γ(Lda)
(2.38)
where Lda is the adaptation luminance (30-100 cd/m
2 for LDR displays). γ(x) is the Stevens
and Stevens’ contrast sensitivity function for a human adapted to a luminance value x, which is
defined as:
γ(x) =
{
1.855+0.4log10
(
x+2.3 ·10−5) for x≤ 100 cd/m2
2.655 otherwise
(2.39)
Finally, m is the adaptation-dependent scaling term which prevents anomalous grey night im-
ages, and it is defined as:
m =C
γwd−1
2
max γwd =
γ(Lw, H)
1.855+0.4log10
(
Lda
) (2.40)
where Cmax is the maximum contrast that the display can visualise.
This operator compresses HDR images preserving brightness, producing plausible results when
calibrated luminance values are available. Note that the TMO needs gamma correction to avoid
dark images even if it includes a power function, see Figure 2.13.
Quantisation Techniques
A simple operator based on rational functions was proposed by Schlick [178], which aims to
provide a simple and intuitive approach. The TMO is defined as:
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.13: An example of Tumblin and Rushmeier’s operator applied to the Bottles HDR image: a)
The tone mapped image without gamma correction. b) The tone mapped image with γ = 2.2.
Ld(x) =
pLw(x)
(p−1)Lw(x)+Lw, Max (2.41)
where p ∈ [1,∞) determines the contrast, and it can be automatically estimated as:
p =
L0Lw, Max
2NLw, Max
(2.42)
where N is the number of bits of the output image, L0 is the lowest luminance value that can be
noticed in a monitor by an user. The use of an automatic p as in Equation 2.42 is an uniform
quantisation process, because the same function is applied to all pixels. A non uniform process
can be adopted using a spatially varying p for determining for each pixel of the image a local
adaptation:
p(x) =
pLw(x)
(p−1)Lw(x)+Lw, Max
(
1− k+ k Lw(x)√
Lw,maxLw,min
)
(2.43)
where k ∈ [0,1] is a weight of non-uniformity which is chosen by the user. In conclusion,
the quantisation techniques provide a simple and computationally fast TMO. However, user
interaction is needed to specify the appropriate k value for each image, see Figure 2.14.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 2.14: An example of quantisation techniques applied to the Stanford Memorial Church HDR
image: a) Uniform technique using automatic estimation for p, Equation 2.42. b) Non uniform technique
with k = 0.33. c) Non uniform technique with k = 0.66 d) Non uniform technique with k = 0.99. The
original HDR image is courtesy of Paul Debevec [47].
AModel of Visual Adaptation
Another TMO based on psychophysical experiments was proposed by Ferwerda et al. [63] and
then improved and extended by Durand and Dorsey [54]. The aim of the proposed operator is to
model some aspects of the HVS such as the changes in threshold visibility, colour appearance,
visual acuity, and sensitivity over time which depends on adaptation mechanisms of the HVS,
see Figure 2.15 for an example. This is achieved by using TVI functions for modelling rods,
mr, (photopic vision) and cones, mc, (scotopic vision). The operator is a simple linear scale
mc of each colour channel, added by an achromatic term scaled by mr. While mc and the
colour channel simulate photopic conditions, mr and the achromatic term simulate scotopic
conditions. The operator is given by:

Rd(x)Gd(x)
Bd(x)

= mc(Lda,Lwa)

Rw(x)Gw(x)
Bw(x)

+mr(Lda,Lwa)

Lw(x)Lw(x)
Lw(x)

 (2.44)
where Lwa and Lda are respectively the world and display luminance adaptation. Ferwerda
et al. suggested to set them equal Lw,max for Lwa, and equal to half of the display maximum
luminance for Lda.
Durand and Dorsey [54] extended the operator for working in the mesopic vision based on
work of Walraven and Valeton [204]. Moreover, a time depending mechanism was introduced
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 2.15: An example of the operator proposed by Ferwerda et al. [63] of the Desk HDR image,
varying mean luminance of the image: a) 0.01 cd/m2. b) 0.1 cd/m2. c) 1 cd/m2. d) 10 cd/m2. e) 100
cd/m2. The original HDR image is courtesy of Industrial of Light and Magic from OpenEXR SDK [86].
using data from Adelson [2] and Hayhoe [78]
The TMO proposes the simulation of many aspects of the HVS, but the reduction of the dy-
namic range is achieved through a simple linear scale which cannot compress the dynamic
range much.
Histogram Adjustment
The classic technique of histogram equalisation [69] was modified and applied to tone mapping
problem by Ward et al. [107] including aspects of HVS such as glare, loss of acuity, and colour
sensitivity.
Firstly, the operator calculates the histogram of the image, f , in log2 space, using a number of
bins nbin. Ward et al. found out that 100 bins are adequate for accurate results. At this point,
the cumulative histogram P is computed as:
P(x) =
x
∑
i=1
f (i)
T
T =
nbin
∑
i=1
f (i) (2.45)
where x is a bin. Note that the cumulative histogram is an integration, while the histogram is
its derivative with an appropriate scale:
∂P(x)
∂x
=
f (x)
T∆x
∆x =
dlog(Lw, Max/Lw, Min)e
nbin
(2.46)
Then, the histogram needs to be equalised. A classic equalisation contrast such as:
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log(Ld(x)) = log(Ld,min)+P(logLw(x)) log(Ld,max/Ld,min) (2.47)
exaggerates contrast in large areas of the images, due to compression of the range in areas with
few samples, and expansion in very populated ones, see Figure 2.16.a . This problem is solved
by limiting the contrast enhancement. This can be expressed as:
∂Ld
∂Lw
≤ Ld
Lw
(2.48)
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 2.16: The various stage of Histogram adjustment by Ward et al. [107] applied to the Bathroom
HDR image: a) The classic histogram equalisation. b) The histogram equalisation using truncation. c)
Simulation of human contrast. d) Simulation of glare. e) The final image with all effects. Images are
courtesy of Greg Ward [107].
The differentiation of Equation 2.47, using Equation 2.46, and applying Equation 2.48 leads
to:
eLd
f (Lw)
T∆x
log(Ld,max/Ld,min)
Lw
≤ Ld
Lw
(2.49)
which is reduced to a condition on f (x):
f (x)≤ c where c = T∆x
log(Ld,max/Ld,min)
(2.50)
This means that exaggeration happens when Equation 2.50 is not satisfied. A solution is to
truncate f (x), which has to be done iteratively to avoid changes in T and subsequently changes
in c. An example of this is shown in Figure 2.16.b. The operator introduces some mechanism
to mimic the HVS such as limitation of the contrast, Figure 2.16.c, acuity, Figure 2.16.d, and
colour sensitivity. These are in part inspired by Ferwerda et al. [63], for more details see the
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original paper.
In summary, the operator presents a modified histogram equalisation for HDR images which
achieves good range compression and overall contrast simulating some aspects of the HVS.
Time-Dependent Visual Adaptation
The HVS adapts to large changes in luminance intensity that happens in a scene. This adapta-
tion process is not immediate, but it takes time that is proportional to the amount of variation
in the luminance levels. Pattanaik et al. [156] proposed a time dependent TMO to take into
account this important effect of the HVS, which can process images and videos. Furthermore,
the method is more general than Ferwerda et al.’s one [63], and in accordance with the results
in psychophysics, physiology, and colour science.
The first step of the TMO is to convert the RGB input image into luminance values for rods,
Lrod, and cones, Lcone, see Figure 2.17 for the complete pipeline. Then, the response RS of rods
and cones is calculated following Hunt’s model [84]:
RSrod(x) = Brod
Lrod(x)
n
Lrod(x)n + σ
n
rod
RScone(x) = Bcone
Lcone(x)
n
Lcone(x)n + σ ncone
(2.51)
where n = 0.73 [198], σ is the half-saturation parameter. B is the bleaching parameter defined
as:
Figure 2.17: The pipeline of the adaptation operator by Pattanaik et al. [156].
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Bcone =
2×106
2×106 +Gcone Brod =
0.004
0.004+Grod
(2.52)
where Gcone and Grod are parameters at adaptation time for a particular luminance value. To
have a dynamic model Gcone and Grod need to be time dependent, Gcone(t) and Grod(t). Firstly,
the steady state Gcone and Grod are computed as one fifth of the reference white. Secondly, the
time dependency is modelled using two exponential filters with output feedback, 1−e tt0 where
t0,rod = 150ms and t0,cone = 80ms. Note that colours are simply modified to take into account
range compression in Equation 2.51, as:

R′(x)G′(x)
B′(x)

=
(
1
Lcone(x)

Rw(x)Gw(x)
Bw(x)

)S S(x) = nBconeLcone(x)nσ ncone
(Lcone(x)n + σ ncone)
2
(2.53)
After the computation of RSrod and RScone, a colour appearance model (CAM) [58] is applied
to RSlum = RSrod +RScone. This model simply subtracts the reference black response Refblack
to RSlum. Furthermore, the reference black is calculated as
1
32 the intensity of reference white,
Refwhite = 5(Arod +Acone).
The final step is to inverse the appearance model and the adaptation model to match the viewing
condition in an ordinary office lighting using an LDR display.
Figure 2.18: A comparison between the method original method by Pattanaik et al. [156] in the top
row, and Irawan et al. [88] in the bottom row, using the Tunnel sequence. Images are courtesy of
Sumanta Pattanaik [156] and Jim Ferwerda [88].
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The operator is a simple global time dependent and fully automatic TMO which lacks some
secondary effects of the HVS (glare, acuity, etc.), for an example see Figure 2.18. This model
was extended by Ledda et al. [109], proposing a local model and fully automatic of visual
adaptation for static images and videos. Additionally, they presented a psychophysical valida-
tion study of the TMO using a HDR Monitor [179]. Their results showed a strong correlation
between tone mapped images displayed on a LDR monitor and linear HDR images showed on
the HDR one. A further extension of Pattanaik et al. [156] operator was proposed by Irawan
et al. [88] who combined the method with the histogram adjustment operator by Ward et al.
[107], see Figure 2.18. Their work simulates visibility in time-varying, high dynamic range
scenes for observers with low vision. This is achieved using a temporally coherent histogram
adjustment method combined with an adaptive TVI function based on the measurements of
Naka and Rushton [140].
Adaptive Logarithmic Mapping
A global mapping based on the logarithm was proposed by Drago et al. [52]. The novelty
compared to the range reduction using a simple logarithm is that the capacity to adapt the
logarithm base for each pixel of the image is inspired by the HVS. The brightness, which is
the response of the HVS to a luminance stimuli, presents a non-linear response. This can be
approximated using a logarithm, the Weber-Fechner Law, given by:
B = k1 log
(
L
L0
)
(2.54)
where L is the stimuli’s luminance, L0 the background’s luminance, and k1 is a constant.
Following the Weber-Fechner Law, the mapping is defined as:
Ld(x) =
Ld,max
100log10(1+Lw,max)
log10(1+Lw(x))
log10
(
2+8
(
Lw(x)
Lw,max
)α) α = log0.5 p (2.55)
where p ∈ [0,1] is a user parameter that controls contrast appearance suggested p = 0.85,
and Ld,max = 100cd/m
2 which is a common maximum luminance value for LDR displays, see
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.19: An example of the adaptive logarithmic mapping applied to the Koriyama City HDR
image, varying p: a) p= 0.65 b) p = 0.75 c) p= 0.85 d) p= 0.95. The original HDR image is courtesy
of Karol Myszkowski.
Figure 2.19. Note that the operator applies an adaptive logarithm based on luminance which
varies from log2 for dark regions for keeping contrast and visibility, to log10 for bright regions
to reinforce contrast compression.
The TMO is a fast mapping that allows a good global range compression. However, its global
nature does not allow the preservation of fine details.
2.4.2 Local Operators
Local operators improve the quality over global operators, because they try to reproduce both
local and global contrast. This is achieved by including in f , the mapping operator, intensity
values from the neighbouring pixels of the one that is going to be tone mapped. However,
neighbours have to be chosen carefully, otherwise halos around edges can appear. Halos are
sometimes desired when attention needs to be given to a particular area, but if the phenomenon
is uncontrolled it can produce unpleasant images.
Spatially Non-uniform Scaling
Chiu et al. [31] proposed the first operator with the attempt to preserve the local contrast. The
TMO scales the world luminance by the average of neighbouring pixels, which is defined as:
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Ld(x) = Lw(x)s(x) (2.56)
where s(x) is the local average of neighbour pixels, defined as:
s(x) =
(
k
(
Lw⊗Gσ)(x)
)−1
(2.57)
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 2.20: An example of the local TMO introduced by Chiu et al. [31] applied to the Stanford
Memorial Church HDR image: a) The simple operator with σ = 3. While local contrast is preserved,
the global contrast is completely lost resulting in a flat appearance of the tone mapped image. b) The
simple operator with σ = 27. In this case both local and global contrast are kept, but halos are quite
extended in the image. c) The TMO with clamping and σ = 27. Halos are reduced but not completely
removed. d) The full TMO with glare simulation and σ = 27, note that glare masks halos. The original
HDR image is courtesy of Paul Debevec [47].
where Gσ is a Gaussian filter, and k is a constant which scales the final output. The main
problem of the operator is that while a small σ value produces a very low contrast image, see
Figure 2.20.a, a high σ value generates halos in the image, see Figure 2.20.b. Halos are caused
at edges between a very bright area and a very dark one, which means that s(x) > Lw(x)
−1. To
alleviate halos, a pixel values is clamped to Lw(x)
−1 if s(x) > Lw(x)−1. At this point s can still
have artifacts in the form of steep gradients where s(x) = Lw(x)
−1. A solution is to smooth
s iteratively with a 3× 3 Gaussian filter, see Figure 2.20.d. Finally, the operator masks the
remaining halos artifacts simulating glare which is modelled by a low-pass filter with a square
root shape.
The operator presents the first local solution, however it is quite computationally expensive for
alleviating halos (around 1000 iterations for the smoothing step), there are many parameters
which need to be tuned, and finally halos are reduced but not completely removed by the
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clamping, smoothing step, and glare.
Multi-scale Observer Model
Pattanaik et al. [155] proposed the first spatially varying colour appearance model (CAM) for
the reproduction of HDR images. This CAM is based on previous psychophysical works and
experiments arranged in a coherent framework, see the original paper for more details. The
key fact, from these previous works, is that the visual processing can be described by filtering
at different scales [222].
The algorithm processes images in the Long, Middle, and Short (LMS) wavelength cones re-
sponses and rods response (R). The cones and rods responses are processed spatially. Firstly,
the image is decomposed into a stack of seven Gaussian filtered images. Secondly, for each
channel a stack of Difference of Gaussian (DoG) images is computed. Gain control functions
for cones and rods are applied at each level which converts the contrast to adapted contrast.
Then, a transducer function, T is applied to each adapted DoG to model psychophysically de-
rived human spatial contrast sensitivity functions as described in Watson and Solomon [218].
Finally, chromatic and achromatic cones are calculated following the Hunt Model [84]. In or-
der to map the model on a LDR display, T and G are inverted for the viewing condition of a
the target display. Subsequently, they are applied respectively to the LMS components of the
image, first T and then G. Finally, the image is reconstructed combining the stack of images.
Note that, the range reduction is performed by function G and T .
The multi-scale observer model is a CAM model designed for dynamic range reduction. The
model, due to its local nature, can simulate many aspects of the HVS such as visual acuity,
change in threshold visibility, colour discrimination, and colourfulness, see Figure 2.21. How-
ever, halos can occur if the starting kernel for the decomposition is not chosen accurately.
Furthermore, the model is computationally expensive due to the high number of filtering oper-
ations and intermediate states of processing that are needed. Similar algorithms to the multi-
scale observer model are multi-scale methods based on Retinex theory [104], such as Raham’s
work [165] and extension to HDR imaging [134].
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 2.21: An example of the multi-scale observer model by Pattanaik et al. [155] applied to a
scene with the Macbeth chart HDR image varying the mean luminance: a) 0.1 cd/m2. b) 1 cd/m2. c) 10
cd/m2. d) 100 cd/m2. e) 1000 cd/m2. f) 10000 cd/m2. Images are courtesy of Sumanta Pattanaik [155].
Photographic Tone Reproduction
A local operator based on photographic principles was presented by Reinhard et al. [169]. The
idea is to simulate the burning and dodge effect that photographers have applied for more than
a century, in particular the operator is inspired by the Zonal System presented by Adams [1].
The local operator is based on a global one, which is a simple sigmoid defined as:
Ld(x) =
Lm(x)
1+Lm(x)
(2.58)
where Lm is the original luminance scaled by aL
−1
w, H, and a is the chosen exposure for devel-
oping the film in the photographic analogy. Note that in Equation 2.58, while high values are
compressed, others are scaled linearly. However, Equation 2.58 does not allow bright areas to
be burn out, as a photographer could do during the developing of a film for enhancing contrast.
Therefore, Equation 2.58 can be modified as follows:
Ld(x) =
Lm(x)
(
1+L−2whiteLm(x)
)
1+Lm(x)
(2.59)
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where Lwhite is the smallest luminance value that is mapped to white, and is equal to Lm, Max
by default. If Lwhite < Lm, Max, values which are greater than Lwhite are clamped (burnt in the
photography analogy).
(a) (b)
Figure 2.22: An example of photographic tone reproduction operator by Reinhard et al. [169] applied
to the Bottles HDR image: a) Global operator from Equation 2.58 with a = 0.1. b) Local operator from
Equation 2.58 with a = 0.1. Note that edges are preserved, especially in reflections on bottles.
A local operator can be defined for Equation 2.58 and Equation 2.59. This is achieved by
finding the largest local area without sharp edges for avoiding halo artifacts. This area can
be detected by comparing different size Gaussian filtered Lm images. If the difference is very
small or tends to zero there is no edge, otherwise there is. The comparison is defined as:
∣∣∣∣Lσ (x)−Lσ +1(x)2Φaσ−2 +Lσ(x)
∣∣∣∣≤ ε (2.60)
where Lσ (x) = (Lm⊗Gσ )(x) is a Gaussian filtered image at scale σ , ε is a small value greater
than zero. Note that the difference of Gaussian filtered images is normalised to be independent
by absolute values, the term 2Φaσ−2 avoids singularities, and Φ is proportional to the sharp-
ening. Once the largest σ or σMax, that satisfies Equation 2.60, is calculated for each pixel, the
global operators can be modified to be local. For example Equation 2.58 is modified as:
Ld(x) =
Lm(x)
1+LσMax(x)
(2.61)
and similarly for Equation 2.59. A comparison of the two TMOs in the global and local version
can be seen in Figure 2.22.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.23: A comparison between the TMO by Reinhard et al. [169] and the one by Ashikhmin [10]
applied to the Bottles HDR image: a) The local operator of Reinhard et al. [169]. b) The local operator
of Ashikhmin [10]. Note that both in a) and b) details are preserved similarly, the main difference is in
the global tone function.
The photographic tone reproduction operator is a local operator that preserves edges, avoiding
halo artifacts. Another advantage is that it does not need to have calibrated images as an
input. Furthermore, parameters can be estimated automatically [168]. An operator which has a
similar mechanism for preserving edges and avoiding halos was proposed by Ashikhmin [10].
The main difference between the two TMOs is that Ashikhmin’s operator is based on the HVS
for the range reduction without modelling other effects. The range reduction function, based on
a TVI, takes as input a spatially varying world adaptation, Lwa(x) which is calculated similarly
to Lσ ,max(x) in Equation 2.61, see Figure 2.23.
2.4.3 Frequency Based Operators
Frequency based operators have the same goal as local ones, to preserve edges and local con-
trast, but this is achieved by a different kind of processing. These operators work in the fre-
quency domain instead of the spatial domain. The basic observation is that edges and local
contrast is preserved if and only if low frequencies are tone mapped.
Fast Bilateral Filtering Operator
The bilateral filter, see Appendix A, can separate an image into a high frequency image, de-
tail layer, and a low frequency image with preserved edges, base layer. Durand and Dorsey
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Figure 2.24: The pipeline of the fast bilateral filtering operator.
exploited this property for designing a general and efficient tone mapping framework which
preserves local contrast and is inspired by Tumblin and Turk’s work [195].
The first step of the framework is to decompose a HDR image in luminance and chromaticity,
for the whole pipeline see Figure 2.24. At this point the luminance in the logarithmic domain
is filtered with the bilateral filter, and the detail layer is calculated by dividing the luminance
by the filtered one. Then, the filtered luminance is tone mapped using a global TMO. Authors
used Tumblin and Rushmeier’s operator [194], but any TMO is suitable for the range reduction.
Finally, the tone mapped base layer, the detail layer and the chromaticity are recombined to
form the final tone mapped image.
Moreover, the authors presented a speed-up of the filtering using an approximated bilateral
filtering and down-sampling. However, this technique was made obsolete after the introduction
of the bilateral grid which allows real-time performances exploiting graphics hardware [30].
The framework can preserve most of the fine details and can be applied to any global TMO,
see Figure 2.25 for an example. The main problem is that halos are not completely removed,
in fact they can appear in some images. A further improvement of this general framework was
proposed by Choundhury and Tumblin [32], where they employed the trilateral filter for the
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.25: A comparison of tone mapping with and without using the framework proposed by Du-
rand and Dorsey [194] applied to the Mansion HDR image: a) Tumblin and Rushmeier’s operator. b)
The bilateral framework implemented using the Tumblin and Rushmeier’s operator, note that fine details
in the sky and in the foliage are enhanced compared to a).
tone mapping task, Appendix A, see Figure 2.26 for an example.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.26: A comparison between the fast bilateral filtering [194] and trilateral filtering [31] ap-
plied to the Mansion HDR image: a) The image tone mapped with the bilateral filter. b) The image tone
mapped with the trilateral filter. Note that details are better reproduced than in a), especially in the sky.
Kuang et al. [101] modified the Bilateral filter’s framework adding features from iCAM 2002
[59], Hunt’s model [84], and CIECAM02 [138] for the compression of the base layer. More-
over, a power function is applied to the detail layer to simulate Stevens effect, which predicts
the increase of the local contrast when luminance levels are increased. After the combination
of the base and detail, an inverse model of characterisation of the displaying device is applied
to the image, see Figure 2.27 for an example.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.27: A comparison between the iCAM 2006 by Kuang et al. [101] and iCAM 2002 by Fairchild
and Johnson [59] applied to Nigara Falls HDR image: a) The image processed with iCAM 2002, note
that there is a purple colour shift. b) The image processed with iCAM 2006, note that fine details are
better preserved than in a) due to the bilateral decomposition. The original HDR image is courtesy of
Mark Fairchild [57].
Gradient Domain Compression
A different approach was proposed by Fattal et al. [61], where gradients of the image are
modified to achieve range compression. The main idea is based on the fact that drastic changes
in the luminance in an HDR image are due to large magnitude gradients at a certain scale. On
the other hand, fine details depend on small magnitude gradients. Therefore, the range can
be obtained by attenuating the magnitude of large gradients, while keeping or penalising less
small gradients to preserve fine details. This method is inspired by Horn’s work on recovering
reflectances [81].
In the 1D case this idea is quite straightforward. If a HDR signal H(x) = log(Lw(x)) needs to
be compressed, derivatives have to be scaled by a spatially varying factor Φ, which modifies the
magnitude, only keeping the direction. This produces a new gradient field G(x) = H(x)′Φ(x)),
which is used to reconstruct the compressed signal as:
log(Ld(x)) = I(x) =C+
∫ x
0
G(t)dt (2.62)
where C is an additive constant. Note that computations are performed in the logarithm do-
main, because it is an approximation of the perceived brightness, and gradients calculated in
this domain correspond to ratios, local contrast, in the linear domain. This approach can be
extended to the 2D case, for example G(x) = ∇H(x)Φ(x). However, G is not necessarily inte-
grable, because a I may not exist such that G = ∇I. An alternative is to minimise a function I
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whose gradients are closest to G:
∫ ∫ ∥∥∇I(x,y)−G(x,y)∥∥2dxdy = (2.63)
=
∫ ∫ (
∂ I(x,y)
∂x
−Gx(x,y)
)2(
∂ I(x,y)
∂y
−Gy(x,y)
)2
dxdy (2.64)
which must satisfy the Euler-Lagrange equation, in according with the Variational Principle:
2
(
∂ I(x,y)
∂x
−Gx(x,y)
)
+2
(
∂ I(x,y)
∂y
−Gy(x,y)
)
= 0 (2.65)
This equation, once it is simplified and rearranged, leads to Poisson’s Equation:
∇I2−∇ · I = 0 (2.66)
which is a linear partial difference equation and can be solved using a full multi-grid method
[163]. For Φ, Fattal et al. proposed a multi-resolution definition, because edges are contained at
multiple scales. To avoid halos, the attenuation of edges has to be propagated from the level in
which it was detected to the full resolution scale. This is achieved by firstly creating a Gaussian
pyramid (H0, ...Hd), where H0 is the full resolution HDR image and Hd is at least a 32× 32
HDR image. Secondly, gradients are calculated for each level using central differences:
∇Hk(x,y) =
(
Hk(x+1,y)−Hk(x−1,y)
2k+1
,
Hk(x,y+1)−Hk(x,y−1)
2k+1
)
(2.67)
At each level k a scaling factor is defined as:
ϕk(x,y) = α
1−β‖∇Hk(x,y)‖β−1 (2.68)
where α is a constant-threshold, assuming β ≤ 1. While magnitudes above α will be atten-
uated, ones below α will be slightly magnified. The final Φ is calculated by propagating the
scaling factors ϕk from the coarsest level to the full resolution one:
Φ(x,y) = Φ0(x,y) Φi =
{
ϕd(x,y) if i = d
U
(
Φk+1
)
(x,y)ϕd(x,y) if i < d
(2.69)
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whereU is a linear up-sampling operator.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.28: An example of tone mapping using the gradient domain operator by Fattal et al. [61]
varying β parameter applied to Stanford Memorial Church HDR image: a) β = 0.7. b) β = 0.8 c)
β = 0.9. Note that increasing β the overall look of the image gets darker. The original HDR image is
courtesy of Paul Debevec [47].
This operator, preserves fine details avoiding halo artifacts by being based on differential anal-
ysis, see Figure 2.28. Moreover, the operator is a very general solution, and it can be employed
for the enhancement of LDR images preserving shadow areas and details.
2.4.4 Segmentation Operator
Recently, a new approach to the tone mapping problem has emerged with segmentation oper-
ators. Strong edges and most of local contrast perception are located between the border of
big uniform regions. The idea is to divide the image into uniform segments, to apply a global
operator to each segment, and finally to merge them. Furthermore, an additional advantage is
that gamut modifications are minimised because a linear operator for each segment sometimes
is enough.
Segmentation and Adaptive Assimilation for Detail-Preserving
The first segmentation based TMO was introduced by Yee and Pattanaik [224]. Their operator
divides the HDR image into regions, and calculates an adaptation luminance for each one. This
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adaptation luminance can be used by any global operator as a local input.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.29: An example of Tumblin Rushmeier’s TMO [193] using adaptive luminance calculated
by the segmentation method by Yee and Pattanaik [224] applied to the Bottles HDR image: a) The
adaptation luminance is calculated with only 5 layers, in this case bands are visible creating artifacts.
b) The adaptation luminance is calculated with 32 layers, in this case bands are not visible.
The first step of the segmentation is to divide the image into regions, called categories, using
a histogram in the logarithm domain. Contiguous pixels of the same category are grouped
together using a flood-fill approach. Finally, small groups are assimilated by a bigger one,
obtaining a layer. Small and big groups are defined by two thresholds, trbig and trsmall . The
segmentation is performed again for nmax layers, where the difference is in the size of the bin
of the histogram, which is computed as:
Binsize(n) = Binmin +(Binmax−Binmin) n
nmax−1 (2.70)
where Binsize(n) is the bin size for the n-th layer, and Binmax and Binmin are respectively the
minimum and maximum bin size. Once all layers are computed, the adaptation luminance is
calculated as:
La(x) = exp
(
1
nmax
nmax
∑
i=1
Ci(x)
)
(2.71)
where Ci(x) is the average log luminance of the group which pixel at coordinate x belongs to.
The application of La to any global TMO helps to preserve edges avoiding halos. However, the
algorithm needs a high number of layers to avoid banding artifacts, considerably increasing the
computational time, see Figure 2.29.
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Lightness Perception in Tone Reproduction
Krawczyk et al. [99] proposed an operator based on the anchoring theory of the lightness
perception by Gilchrist et al. [68]. This theory states that the highest luminance value, or
anchor, in the visual field is perceived as white by the HVS. The perception is affected by
relative area, when the highest luminance covers a small area it appears to be self luminous.
To apply lightness theory to complex images, Gilchrist et al. [68] proposed to decompose the
image in areas, called frameworks, where the anchoring can be applied.
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 2.30: An example of TMO by Krawczyk et al. [99] applied to the Desk HDR image: a) The
first framework where anchoring is applied. b) The smoothed probability map for the first framework.
c) The second framework where anchoring is applied. d) The smoothed probability map for the second
framework. e) The final tone mapped image is obtained by merging the first framework b) and the second
one d). Images are courtesy of Karol Myszkowski [99].
The first step of the operator is to determine the frameworks. Afterwards, the image’s histogram
is calculated in the log10 domain. K-means clustering algorithm is used to determine centroids,
Ci, in the histogram, merging close centroids by a weight averaging based on pixel count. To
avoid seams or discontinuity, frameworks are generated with a soft segmentation. A probability
function is defined for each framework, which states if a pixel belongs to the framework based
on the centroid:
Pi(x) = exp
(
−
(
Ci− log10(Lw(x))
)2
2σ 2
)
(2.72)
where σ is equal to the maximum distance between two frameworks. Pi(x) is smoothed using
the bilateral filter to remove small local variations, see Figure 2.30.b, Figure 2.30.d. The local
anchor, ωi, for a framework, i, is calculated by calculating the 95-th percentile of luminance in
the framework. Finally, the tone mapped image is calculated as:
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Ld(x) = log10(Lw(x))−
n
∑
i=1
ωiPi(x) (2.73)
An example of the final tone mapped image can be seen in Figure 2.30. The operator was
validated comparing it with the photographic tone reproduction [169] and the fast bilateral
filtering operator [55] to test the Gelb effect [68], an illusion related to lightness constancy
failure. The result of the experiment showed that the lightness based operator can reproduce
this effect. The operator is fast and straightforward to implement, but it needs particular care
when applying it to dynamic scenes to avoid effects such as ghosting.
Interactive Local Manipulation of Tonal Values
An user based system for modifying tonal values in a HDR/LDR image was presented by
Lischinski et al. [118]. The system is based on a brush interface inspired by Levin et al. [112]
and Agarwala et al. [5].
The user specifies using brushes which regions in the image require an exposure adjustment.
There are four possible brushes available :
• Basic brush: sets constraints to pixels covered by the brush, assigning a weight of w= 1.
• Luminance brush: applies a constraint to pixels whose luminance is similar to those
covered by the brush. If µ is the mean luminance for pixels under the brush, and σ is
a brush parameter, a pixel with luminance L is assigned a weight of w(l) = exp
(−(L−
µ)2σ−2
)
.
• Luma-chrome brush: is a brush similar to the Luminance one but it takes into account
luminance and chromaticity.
• Over-exposure brush: selects in a given all over-exposed pixels area which are sur-
rounded by the drawn stroke.
Once the stroke is drawn using the various brushes, the system tries to find a spatially varying
exposure function f . This has to satisfy the constraints specified by the user and to take into
account edges. In terms of minimisation, f can be defined as:
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f = argmin f
(
∑
x
w(x)
(
f (x)−g(x))2 + λ ∑
x
h(∇ f ,∇L′)
)
(2.74)
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.31: An example of the user based system by Lischinski et al. [118] applied to the Synagogue
HDR image: a) The user decided to reduce the exposure in the over exposed dome, so a stroke is drawn
in that area. b) At this point the linear system solver generates a smooth exposure field keeping strong
edges. c) The final result of the adjustment of the stroke in a). Images are courtesy of Daniel Lischinski
[118].
where L′ = log(L) and L is the luminance of a LDR or HDR image. w(x) ∈ [0,1] is a func-
tion that defines constrained pixels, g(x) is a function that defines the target exposure. The
minimisation presents a smoothing term, that takes into account large gradients, and is defined
as:
h(∇ f ,∇L′) =
| fx|2
|L′x|α + ε
+
| fy|2
|L′y|α + ε
(2.75)
where α defines the sensitivity of the term to the derivatives of the log-luminance image, ε is
a small non zero value to avoid singularities. The minimum f is calculated by solving a linear
system [163]. Afterwards, the image is adjusted applying f , see Figure 2.31.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.32: An example of the automatic operator by Lischinski et al. [118] applied to the Belgium
HDR image: a) The exposure map for each zone. b) The smoothed exposure map, note that sharp edges
are kept. c) The final tone mapped image. Images are courtesy of Daniel Lischinski [118].
Finally, the system presents an automatic TMO for preview which follows the Zone System
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by Adams [1]. The image is segmented in n = dlog2(LMax)− log2(LMin + 10−6)e zones, and
the correct exposure is calculated for each zone. These exposures and segments are used as an
input for the linear system solver, generating the tone mapped image, see Figure 2.32 for an
example.
The system presents an user friendly GUI and a complete tool for photographer, artists and
final users to tone intuitively map HDR images, or enhance LDR images. Moreover, it can be
applied to other tasks such as modification of the depth of field and white balance.
Exposure Fusion
HDR images usually need to be assembled from a series of LDR ones before tone mapping. A
novel approach that can avoid this step was proposed by Mertens et al. [131]. The idea of the
operator is to merge well-exposed pixels from each exposure.
The first step is the analysis of each LDR image to determine which pixels can be used dur-
ing merging. This is achieved calculating three metrics for each pixel: contrast, saturation,
and well-exposedness. Contrast, C, refers to the absolute value of the gradients in the im-
age. Saturation, S, is defined as the standard deviation of the red, green and blue channels.
Well-exposedness, E , of luminance L determines if a pixel is well-exposed in a fuzzy way as
E(L) = exp(−0.5(L− 0.5)2(σ)−2). These three metrics are combined together, obtaining a
weightWi(x) which determines the importance of the pixel for that exposure:
Wi(x) =Ci(x)
ωC ×Si(x)ωS ×Ei(x)ωE (2.76)
where i refers to the i-th exposure, and ωC, ωS, and ωE are exponents to increase the influence
of a metric over the others. Weights are normalised by T (x) = ∑ni=1Wi(x) to obtain consistent
results.
After analysis, the exposures are combined in the final image. To avoid seams and discontinuity
the images are blended using Laplacian pyramids [24]. While the weights are decomposed
in Gaussian pyramids denoted with the operator G, exposure images, Ik are decomposed in
Laplacian pyramids denoted with the operator L. Therefore, the blending is calculated as:
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)
Figure 2.33: An example of the fusion operator by Mertens et al. [131] applied to the Tree HDR
image: a) The first exposure of the HDR image. b) The weight map for a), note that pixels from the
tree and the ground have high weights because they are well-exposed. c) The second exposure of the
HDR image. d) The weight map for c), note that pixels from the sky have high weights because they are
well-exposed. e) The fused / tone mapped image using Laplacian pyramids.
Ll{Id}(x) =
n
∑
i=1
Ll{Ii}(x)Gl{Wi}(x) (2.77)
where l is the l-th level of the Laplacian/Gaussian pyramid. Finally, the L{Id} is collapsed
obtaining the final tone mapped image Id, see Figure 2.33.
The main advantage of this operator is that a consumer user does not need to generate HDR
images, also it minimises colour shifts that can happen in traditional TMOs. This is because
well-exposed pixel are taken in the blend without applying a real compression function, but
just a linear scale.
2.5 Native Visualisation of HDR Content
Only in the last few years, researchers have been working on display technologies with the
aim of native visualisation of HDR images and videos without using TMOs. The two main
devices are the HDR viewer [211, 179] and the HDR Monitor [179], for an overview on these
device see Table 2.5. Both of them divide an HDR image into a detail layer with colours and a
luminance layer that back-modulates the first one.
Device LMax in cd/m
2 LMin cd/m
2 Dynamic Range
HDR Viewer 5,000 0.5 10,000:1
HDR Monitor Projector based 2,700 0.054 50,000:1
HDR Monitor LED based 37” 3,000 0.015 200,000:1
Table 2.5: A summary of the built HDR devices and their main features.
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2.5.1 The HDR Viewer
Ward [211] and Ledda et al. [110] presented the first native viewer of HDR images, see Figure
2.34. Their device is inspired by the classic stereoscope, a device used at the end/beginning of
the 19th/20th century for displaying 3D images.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.34: The HDR viewer by Ward [211] and Ledda et al. [110]: a) A scheme of the HDR viewer.
b) A photograph of the HDR viewer prototype. The photograph is courtesy of Greg Ward [211].
The HDR viewer is composed by three main parts: two lenses, two 50Watt lamps, and two film
transparencies, one for each eye, that encodes an image taken/calculated at a slightly different
camera position to simulate the depth effect. The two lenses are large expanse extra perspective
(LEEP) ARV-1 optics by Erik Howlett [83], which allow a 120 degree field of view. Moreover,
an extra transparency image is needed for each eye that increases the dynamic range through the
light source modulation, because a film transparency can encode only 8-bit images due to limits
of the medium. Note that, when light passes through a transparent surface it is modulated, a
simple multiplication, by the level of transparency.
The processing method splits an HDR image in two, for the complete pipeline see Figure
2.35. The first one, that is used to modulate the light source, is created by applying a 32× 32
Gaussian filter to the square root of the image luminance. The second image, in front of the
one for modulation, is generated by dividing the HDR image by the modulation one. To take
into account the chromatic aberration of the optics, the red channel is scaled 1.5% more than
blue one, with the green channel halfway between. Note that while the image in front encodes
colours and details, the back one for modulation encodes the global luminance distribution.
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Figure 2.35: The processing pipeline to generate two images for the HDR viewer by Ward [211] and
Ledda et al. [110].
The device and the processing technique allow to display images with a 10,000:1 dynamic
range, where the measured maximum and minimum luminance are respectively 5,000 cd/m2
and 0.5 cd/m2. Ledda et al. [110] validated the device against reality and the histogram ad-
justment operator [107] on a CRT monitor using a series of psychophysical experiments. The
results showed that the HDR viewer is closer to reality than a TMO reproduced on a CRT
monitor.
The system was the first solution for the native visualisation of HDR images. However, it is
limited to display only static images, and the cost of printing the four film transparencies is
around $200 U.S. Finally, only one person can use it at a time.
2.5.2 HDRMonitors
Seetzen et al. [179] developed the first HDR Monitors based on two technologies: the DLP
projector, and light emitting diode (LED). As for the HDR viewer, there is a modulated light
source which boosts the dynamic range of a front layer that encodes details and colours. Both
technologies are based on LCD monitors for visualising the front layer.
The first developed technology is the DLP projector one, where a projector is driven to mod-
ulate the light, see Figure 2.36. The processing method for creating images for the LCD and
the projector is similar to the method for the HDR viewer in Section 2.5.1. However, there are
few differences. Firstly, chromatic aberration correction is removed because there is no optics.
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Figure 2.36: The HDR Monitor based on projector technology: a) A scheme of the monitor b) A
photograph of the HDR Monitor. The photograph is courtesy of Matthew Trentacoste [179].
Secondly, the filtering of the square root luminance is modelled on the point spread function
of the projector. Finally, the response functions are measured for both LCD panel and projec-
tor, and their inverses are applied to the modulation image and front image for linearising the
signal.
The measured dynamic range of the 15.1” prototype monitor is 50,000:1 dynamic range, where
the measured maximum luminance level is 2,700 cd/m2 and the measured minimum luminance
level is 0.054 cd/m2. For this monitor the LCD panel is a 15.1” Sharp LQ150X1DG0 with a
dynamic range of 300:1, and the projector is a Optoma DLP EzPro737 with a contrast ratio
of 800:1. Nevertheless, this technology has a series of problems. The required optical path
by the projector is large, around one meter for a 15.1” monitor, which is not practical for
home entertainment and bigger displays. Moreover, the viewing angle is very small, because a
Fresnel lens, which is used for uniforming luminance values, has a huge fall-off at wide viewing
angles. Finally, the projector needs to be very bright, and this causes high power consumption
and heat.
The second technology is the LED based one, where a low resolution LED monitor is driven
to modulate the light, see Figure 2.37. The processing algorithm for the generation of images
for the LED monitor and the LCD panel is similar to the one for the HDR Monitor based on
projectors [192]. The main difference is the addition of a step in which the luminance for each
LED is determined based on a down-sampled square root luminance to the resolution of the
LED monitor and solving for the values, taking the overlap of the point spread function of the
LED into account. The main LED model is the DR-37P, a 37” HDR Monitor with a 200,000:1
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.37: The HDR Monitor based on LCD and LED technologies: a) The scheme of a part of the
monitor in a lateral section. b) The scheme of a part of the monitor in a frontal section c) A photograph
of the HDR Monitor.
dynamic range where the measured maximum and minimum luminance level are respectively
3,000 cd/m2 and 0.015 cd/m2. For this monitor, 1,380 Seoul Semiconductor PN-W10290 LEDs
were mounted behind a 37” Chi Mei Optoelectronics V370H1L01 LCD panel with a contrast
ratio of 250:1 [49].
However, even this display technology has some problems. The first one is the quality. While
the dynamic range is increased, the image quality is reduced having a lower back-modulated
resolution than the projector technology. The second one is the LEDswhich are very expensive,
consume a lot of power (1,680 W), and produce heat. The heat dissipation is carried out using
fans and a liquid base system, but results in a reasonably loud system.
2.6 Evaluation of Tone Mapping Operators
In the last few years, researchers have started to investigate the performances of TMOs. The
large number of TMOs created the need to measure the quality of a TMO for a given task, or
on overall as a reproduction of the real world. These studies highlighted that the best TMO
has not yet been found, but they found some correlation between attributes of an image. In this
section the main studies regarding tone mapping evaluation are presented.
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2.6.1 Psychophysical Experiments
The main tool for measuring performances of a TMO is to run psychophysical experiments
rather than using metrics, because there is no metric that can fully simulate the HVS in all its
complexity for HDR values. For example, HDR-VDP [127, 124], which is considered the de
facto standard in HDR imaging, works only on the luminance channel without using any colour
information as it provides important stimuli in human vision.
HDR
Reference
TMO1TM
O2
HDR Monitor
LDR Display LDR Display
80cm
45o 45o
(a) (b)
Figure 2.38: An example of the setup for the evaluation of TMOs using an HDR monitor as reference:
a) The diagram. b) A photograph. The photograph is courtesy of Patrick Ledda [108].
The setup of a psychophysical experiment for tone mapping consists of a dark room, to avoid
interference’s by other stimuli, and calibrated HDR and/or LDR displays. While LDRmonitors
are used to visualise tone mapped images, HDR monitors are generally employed as HDR
references, see Figure 2.38. Nevertheless, a real scene can be used as well. A subject of an
experiment is a person with normal or corrected to normal vision who is instructed about the
task that has to be performed. He/She usually performs the task interacting with a computer
interface that collects data. There are three main kinds of psychophysical experiments that have
been used in the evaluation of TMOs:
• Ranking: each subject has to rank a series of stimuli based on a criteria. In this case
results are more accurate and precise because a human being has to make a firm deci-
sion. The main disadvantage is that the task is time consuming because a subject has to
compare all images. Ranking can be performed indirectly using pairwise comparisons.
• Rating: a subject has to rate on a scale an attribute of a stimulus. A reference or another
stimulus can be included. This method is very fast to perform because all other stimuli
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are not needed. However, subjects can have different perceptions of the rating scale so
collected data can be less precise than ranking experiments.
• Pairwise Comparisons: a participant needs to determine which image in a pair is closer
to a reference or which image in a pair satisfies better a certain property. The method
produces data with less subjective problems, such as rating, and there are statistics to
determine the significance of inferred ranks unlike ranking. Nevertheless, the method
usually requires more time than rating and ranking. Each subject needs to evaluate n(t−
1)t/2 pairs where t is the number of TMOs and n is the number of images.
2.6.2 Perceptual Evaluation of Tone Mapping Operators with Regard to Simi-
larity and Preference
One of the first studies in computer graphics on tone mapping evaluation was conducted by
Drago et al. [51], where the main goal was to measure the performances of TMOs applied to
different scenes. The study consisted of two parts. The first one is a pyschophysical experiment
in which participants answered subjective questions. The second one is a multi-dimensional
statistical analysis inspired by Pellacini et al.’s work [158]. Seven TMOs were tested: LCIS
[195], revised Tumblin-Rushmeier [193], photographic tone reproduction [169], uniform ra-
tional quantisation [178], histogram adjustment [107], Retinex [165], and visual adaptation
[63].
The results of the analysis showed that the photographic tone reproduction operator tone mapped
images closest to the ideal point extracted from preferences of participants. Moreover, this op-
erator, the uniform rational quantisation, and Retinex methods were in the same group for
better looking images. This is probably due to the their global contrast reduction operators
which shares many common aspects. While visual adaptation and revised Tumblin-Rushmeier
were in the second group, the histogram adjustment was between the two groups.
The study showed a methodology for measuring the performance of a TMO using subjective
data. However, the main problem is the number of people who took part, 11 subjects, and the
size of the data-set, 4 images, which are too small for drawing significance conclusions. Drago
et al. [50] used these findings to design a Retinex TMO, which was not counter-evaluated to
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check if the desired quality was reached.
2.6.3 Evaluating HDR Rendering Algorithms
Kuang et al. made two studies [102, 103] on the evaluation of TMOs. The first one [102]
showed the correlation in ranking between coloured and grey scale images. More interesting
is the second study which extended the first one by introducing a methodology for testing
TMOs for overall preference and accuracy. This study is divided in three experiments where
33 participants took part in them. The first experiments had the goal to determine participants
preferences amongst TMOs. The second one was designed to measure attributes that help
to choose a TMO among others. Finally, the third experiment had the goal to measure the
accuracy for a TMO of reproducing real world scenes. Six TMOs were tested: histogram
adjustment [107], Braun and Fairchild’s sigmoid transform for colour gamut [23], Funt et al.’s
Retinex [67], iCAM 2002 [59], a modified fast bilateral filtering [55], and photographic tone
reproduction [169].
The results of the first experiments showed that coloured and grey scale images were corre-
lated in the ranking. The second experiment highlighted that overall preference was correlated
with details in dark areas, overall contrast, sharpness and colourfulness. Moreover, the overall
appearance can be predicted by a single attribute. Finally, the third one showed that data of the
first part (preferences) and one of the second part (accuracy with the real world) were corre-
lated. Therefore, the authors suggested that both methodologies can be utilised as an evaluation
paradigm.
In all experiments the modified fast bilateral filtering outperformed the task, suggesting that it
is a good algorithm for tone mapping.
2.6.4 Paired Comparisons of Tone Mapping Operators using an HDRMonitor
One of the first studies using an HDR reference was presented by Ledda et al. [108], where
an HDR monitor was employed as the ground truth. This study used a pairwise comparison
methodology with a reference [43]. 48 subjects took part in the experiments, and 23 images
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were tone mapped using 6 TMOs: histogram adjustment operator [107], fast bilateral filter-
ing operator [55], photographic tone reproduction operator [169], iCAM 2002 [59], adaptive
logarithmic mapping [52], and local eye adaptation operator [109].
The collected data was analysed using accumulated pairwise preference scores [43] in combi-
nation with coefficients of agreement and consistency [93]. The study showed that on overall
the photographic tone reproduction and iCAM 2002 performed better than the other operators,
but in the case of grey scale images the first operator was superior. This is due to the fact the
iCAM processes primarily colours, and it is disadvantaged in a grey scale context. Moreover,
iCAM 2002 and the local eye adaptation operator performed very well for detail reproduction
in bright areas. In conclusion, iCAM 2002 performed generally better than other operators,
because colours are an important stimuli in human vision. Furthermore, the study highlighted
low performances of the fast bilateral filtering operator, which can be due to the fact that high
frequencies are exaggerated, when compared to the reference.
This study showed a robust methodology, where a large number of participants took part in
those experiments, and a large data set was used covering all varieties of scene categories such
as: day, night, outdoor, indoor, synthesised images, and captured images from the real world.
2.6.5 Testing TMOs with Human-Perceived Reality
A different approach to the evaluation was proposed by Yoshida et al. [225, 226], who ran a se-
ries of subjective psychophysical experiments using, as reference, a real world scene. The main
goal of the study was to assess the differences in the perception of different TMOs against the
real world. This was achieved by measuring some attributes such as image naturalness, over-
all contrast and brightness, and detail reproduction in dark and bright areas of the image. 14
participants took part in this experiment, and 7 TMOs were tested: linear mapping, histogram
adjustment [107], time dependent visual adaptation [156], Ashikhmin operator [10], fast bi-
lateral filtering [55], photographic tone reproduction [169], and adaptive logarithmic mapping
[52].
The first finding is that there is no statistical difference between the two scenes. The second one
is that the perception of naturalness seems to have no relationship with other attributes. While
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global TMOs performed better than local ones in terms of overall brightness and contrast, local
TMOs performed better for detail reproduction in bright areas. However, Ashikmin’s operator
and adaptive logarithmic mapping performed better than others for detail reproduction in dark
areas. Finally, the most natural operators were the photographic tone reproduction, histogram
adjustment and adaptive logarithm. The authors also compared these results with Ledda et al.’s
study [108] and Kuang et al.’s one [102, 103] noticing that their study shares some similar
results with this previous work.
This study analysed five attributes of an image. The provided analysis determined which TMO
can perform better than others for a given task, such as reproduction of contrast, brightness,
reproduction of detail in bright and dark regions, and naturalness. Nevertheless, the main
problem of this work is that only two indoor scenes with artificial illumination were used in the
experiment.
2.6.6 Image Attributes and Quality for Evaluation of Tone Mapping Operators
Cˇadı´k et al. [25, 26] presented a TMO evaluation study with subjective psychophysical exper-
iments using as reference real scenes as in Yoshida et al. [225, 226]. Both rating and ranking
methodologies were employed. Furthermore, collected data was fitted into different metrics.
The main focus of the study was on some image and HVS attributes such as: brightness or
perceived luminance, contrast, reproduction of colours, and detail reproduction bright and dark
areas of the image. 10 participants took part in the two experiments, and 14 TMOs where
employed: linear mapping, LCIS [195], revised Tumblin-Rushmeier [193], photographic tone
reproduction [169], uniform rational quantisation [178], histogram adjustment [107], fast bilat-
eral filtering [55] , trilateral filter [32], adaptive gain control [154], Ashikhmin operator [10],
gradient domain compression [61], contrast based factor [210], adaptive logarithmic mapping
[52], and spatially non-uniform scaling [31].
The first finding is there is no statistically difference between the data of the two experiments,
rating and ranking. Therefore, the authors suggested that for a perceptual comparison of TMOs
ranking without a reference is enough. The second one is the good performance of global
methods over local ones. This fact was confirmed with other studies such Ledda et al. [108],
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Akyu¨z et al. [7], Drago et al. [51], and Yoshida et al. [225, 226]. In the last part of the study,
the relationship between the overall image quality and the four attributes was analysed, and
fitted into parametric models for generating image metrics.
The study measured performances of a large number of TMOs. Furthermore, four important
attributes of an image were measured, and not only the overall quality. However, the number
of scenes is very limited as in the case of Yoshida et al. [225, 226], not covering the other
common real world lighting conditions.
2.6.7 A Reality Check for Tone-Mapping Operators
Another study on evaluation of TMO is based on ranking with real scenes as references was
proposed by Ashikhmin and Goyal [11]. The study explored how people perceive real scenes
when compared to TMOs, realism of TMOs and personal preference of them. 15 subjects took
part in the experiments, and 5 TMOs were tested: histogram adjustment [107], gradient domain
compression [61], photographic tone reproduction [169], adaptive logarithmic mapping [52],
and trilateral filtering [32].
The study showed that the difference between experiments with and without the reference is
large, in disagreement with Cˇadı´k et al. [25, 26]. The main problem of the proposed study,
as other ones which use a real scene as a reference, is the limited number of analysed scenes,
which are mostly indoor with artificial illumination. This is due to the problem of controlling
the scene in outdoor environment, but it does not allow the study to be generalised to all lighting
conditions and scenes. Furthermore, the first experiment was asking a personal preference,
which depends greatly for each subject.
2.6.8 Perceptual Evaluation of Tone Mapping Operators using the Cornsweet-
Craik-O’Brien Illusion
Akyu¨z and Reinhard [9] made a study in which contrast in tone mapped images was isolated
and evaluated for a better understanding of the attribute. This was achieved using synthesised
stimuli, in particular they chose to evaluate the Cornsweet-Craik-O’Brien illusion [35]. This is
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characterised by a ramp, Figure 2.39.a, between two flat regions that increases the perceived
contrast as:
C =
Lmax−Lmin
Lmax+Lmin
(2.78)
where Lmax and Lmin are respectively the maximum and minimum luminance value of the ramp.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.39: The Cornsweet-Craik-O’brien illusion used in Akyu¨z and Reinhard’s study [9]: a) The
profile needed to generate the illusion. b) The stimulus image used in the experiment. The red lines
indicates the scanlines evaluated in the experiment. The stimulus image is courtesy of Ahmet Og˘uz
Akyu¨z [9].
13 subjects took part in the experiment and 7 TMOs were tested: histogram adjustment [107],
revised Tumblin-Rushmeier [193], gradient domain compression [61], fast bilateral filtering
[55], photographic tone reproduction [169], and iCAM 2002 [59].
The results of the analysis showed that frequency based operator, such as the gradient domain
compression and the fast bilateral filtering, did not perform well. This is due to the process-
ing nature of TMOs that cannot handle smooth gradients well. iCAM 2002 performed as the
best TMO without statistical difference from the original image. This is due to clipping to dark
pixels, that increases contrast despite sigmoid compression. Note that photographic tone repro-
duction did not perform well in the last two scanlines, because its sigmoid shape compresses
the dynamic range too much.
A new methodology of comparisons was presented without the need of a true HDR reference,
only a slice of information is judged at a time, in fact each scanline was LDR. The study
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focused on contrast reproduction assessing that TMOs do not preserve the Cornsweet illusion
in the same way. While some TMOs decrease the illusion because gradients are attenuated,
others exaggerate it by pronouncing them.
2.7 Image Based Lighting
HDR images can simplify the definition and rendering process. In particular, a series of tech-
niques commonly referred to as Image Based Lighting are aimed at simulating light transport,
defining light sources and the surrounding environment.
2.7.1 Environment Map
IBL usually takes as an input an image, called environment map, that captures irradiance val-
ues of the real world environment for each direction, D = [x,y,z]>, around a point. There-
fore, an environment map can be parameterised on a sphere. Different 2D projection map-
pings of a sphere can be adopted to encode the environment map. The more popular ones
in computer graphics are: spherical mapping Figure 2.40.a, angular mapping Figure 2.40.b,
latitude-longitude Figure 2.40.c, and cube-map Figure 2.40.d. See Reinhard et al. [170] or
Akenine-Moller and Haines [6] for more details about the mapping methods.
2.7.2 Rendering with IBL
IBL was used to simulate perfect specular effects such as reflection and refraction in the seminal
work by Blinn and Newell [21]. The reflected/refracted vector at a surface point x is used to
look-up in the environment map, and the colour at that address is used as reflected/refracted
value, see Figure 2.41. This method allows very fast reflection/refraction, see Figure 2.44.a
and Figure 2.44.b. However, there are some drawbacks. Firstly, concave objects cannot have
internal inter-reflections/refractions, because the environment map does not take into account
local features, see Figure 2.42.a. Secondly, reflection/refraction can be distorted since there is a
parallax between the evaluation point and the point where the environment map was captured,
see Figure 2.42.b.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 2.40: The Computer Science environment map encoded using the projection mappings: a)
Mirrored spherical map. b) Angular map. c) Latitude-longitude map. d) Cube map unfolded into a
horizontal cross.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.41: The basic Blinn and Newell [21] method for IBL: a) The reflective case, the view vector
v is reflected around normal n obtaining vector r = v− 2(n · v)n, which is used to look-up into the
environment map and get the colour value t. b) The refractive case, the view vector v coming from a
medium with index of refraction n1 enters in a medium with index of refraction n2 < n1. Therefore, v is
refracted following the Snell law, n1 sinα1 = n2 sinα2, obtaining r. This vector is used to look-up into
the environment map and get the colour value t.
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.42: The basic Blinn and Newell [21] method for IBL: a) The point x inside the concavity,
erroneously uses t1 instead of t2 as colour for refraction/reflection. This is due to the fact the environment
map does not capture local features. b) In this case, both reflected/refracted rays for the blue and red
objects are pointing to the same direction, but from different starting points. However, the evaluation
does not take into account the parallax, so x1 and x2 shares the same colour t1.
In parallel Miller and Hoffman [136] and Green [71] extended IBL for simulating diffuse ef-
fects, see Figure 2.44.c. This was achieved by convolving the environment map with a low-pass
kernel:
E(n) =
∫
Ω(n)
L(ω)(n ·ω)dω (2.79)
(a) (b)
Figure 2.43: The Computer Science environment map filtered for simulating diffuse reflections: a) The
original environmental map. b) The convolved environment map using Equation 2.79.
where L is the environment map, n is a direction in the environment map, Ω(n) is the positive
hemisphere of n. For an example of a convolved environment map see Figure 2.43. In this
case, the look-up vector for a point is the normal. Nevertheless, this extension inherits the
same problems of the Blinn and Newell’s one: no inter-reflection and parallax issues.
Debevec [44] proposed a general method for IBL which takes into account arbitrary BRDF
and inter-reflections. In addition he used HDR environment maps, which encode real-world
irradiance data. The proposed method is based on ray tracing, and the evaluation, for each
pixel, is divided into the following cases:
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.44: An example of classic IBL using environment maps applied to the Stanford’s Happy
Buddha model [73]: a) Simulation of a reflective material. b) Simulation of a refractive material. c)
Simulation of a diffuse material.
1. No intersections: the ray of a pixel does not hit an object in its traveral of the scene.
In this case the colour of the pixel is set to the one of the environment map using the
direction of the ray as look-up vector.
2. Pure Specular: the ray of a pixel intersects an object with a pure specular material. In
this case the ray is reflected and/or refracted according to the material properties.
3. General Material: the ray of a pixel intersects an object with a general material de-
scribed by a BRDF. In this case a modified Rendering Equation [91] is evaluated as:
L(x,ω) = Le +
∫
Ω
L(ω ′) fr(ω ′,ω)V (x,ω ′)n ·ω ′dω ′ (2.80)
where x and n are respectively the position and normal of the hit object, Le is the emit-
ted radiance at point x, L is the environment map, fr is the BRDF, ω
′ is the out-going
direction, and ω is the view vector. V is the visibility function, a Boolean function that
determines if a ray is obstructed by an object or not.
The use of ray tracing efficiently remove the inter-reflections/refractions limitations of the first
approaches. Furthermore, visibility is evaluated allowing shadows and a more realistic visual-
isation, see Figure 2.45.
The evaluation of IBL using Equation 2.80 is computationally very expensive. For instance,
if all directions stored in an environment map are used in the evaluation the complexity for a
single pixel is O(n f (m)) where n is the number of pixel of an environment map, and f (m) =
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.45: An example of IBL evaluating visibility applied to Stanford’s Happy BuddhaModel [73]:
a) IBL evaluation without shadowing. b) IBL evaluation with Debevec’s method [44].
logm is the complexity for computing the visibility in a scene with m objects. To lower the
complexity there are two methods: light source extraction or Monte-Carlo integration.
Light Source Extraction
A simple method for the evaluation of Equation 2.80 is to generate a finite set of directional
light sources from the environment map. The idea is to place a light source in an area with high
luminance values.
The main techniques are: structured importance sampling (SIS) [4], k-means sampling (KMS)
[97], Penrose tiling sampling (PTS) [148], median-cut sampling (MCS) [170]. The main dif-
ference in all these methods is how lights are placed. In SIS, a light is placed in the centre of a
stratum generated by k-centre on a segmented environment map. In KMS, lights are generated
randomly on the environment map and then they are relaxed using Lloyds’s method [119]. In
PTS, the image is decomposed using Penrose tiles, where smaller tiles are applied to areas
with high luminance, and a light source is placed for each vertex of the a tile. Finally in MCS,
light sources are placed in the weighted centre of each region that the image is hierarchically
decomposed by a 2D-tree, that divides regions on the total luminance power of it.
After the generation of light sources, Equation 2.80 is evaluated as:
L(x,ω) = Le +
N
∑
i=1
Ci fr(ω
′
i,ω)(n ·ω ′i)V (x,ω ′i) (2.81)
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where N is the number of generated light sources, −ω ′i is the direction of the generated light
source, and Ci is the colour of it. For an example see Figure 2.46.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.46: An example of evaluation of Equation 2.81 using MCS [170] with different N: a) N = 16.
Note that aliasing artifacts can be noticed. b) N = 256, aliasing is alleviated.
The light sources extraction does not present noise, so they can be used in animated scenes.
However, the method can present aliasing if only few light sources are generated, depending
on radiance distribution and the dynamic range of the environment map.
Monte-Carlo Integration and Importance Sampling
Another popular method for IBL is to use Monte-Carlo integration, which uses random sam-
pling for evaluating complex multidimensional integrals as in the case of Equation 2.80. For
example, an 1D f (x) function needs to be integrated in the domain [a,b] is usually solved as:
Iab =
∫ b
a
f (x)dx = F(a)−F(B) F ′(x) = f (x) (2.82)
However, it can happen that F(x) is not possible to integrate analytically as in the case of
Normal distribution, or f (x) is known only in few points of the domain. In Monte-Carlo inte-
gration [163], integration is calculated by averaging the value of f (x) in N points distributed in
a domain, assuming Riemann integrals:
Iˆab =
b−a
N
N
∑
i=1
f (xi) Iab = lim
N→+∞
b−a
N
N
∑
i=1
f (xi) (2.83)
where x1,x2, ...,xN are random uniformly distributed points in [a,b], because deterministic cho-
sen points [163] do not work efficiently in the case of multidimensional integrals. Hence, to
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integrate a multidimensional function are needed equidistant point grids, which are very large
Nd, where N is the number of points for a dimension and d is the number of dimensions of
f (x).
The convergence in the Monte-Carlo integration Equation 2.83 is determined by variance,
σ ∝ N−
1
2 , which means that N has to be quadruplicated to half the error. A technique that
reduces variance is called importance sampling. The idea is to integrate by taking points xi that
contribute more to the final integral. This is achieved by using a probability density function
p(x) with a similar shape of f (x):
Iˆab =
1
N
N
∑
i=1
f (xi)
p(xi)
(2.84)
(a) (b)
Figure 2.47: A comparison between Monte-Carlo integration methods for IBL: a) Monte-Carlo inte-
gration using 4 samples per pixel. b) Importance Sampling Monte-Carlo integration using 4 samples
per pixel.
Note that the variance is still the same, but a good choice of p(x) can make it arbitrarily low.
The optimal case is when p(x) = f (x)
Iab
. To create samples, xi, according to p(x) the inversion
method can be applied. This method calculates the cumulative distribution function P(x) of
p(x), then samples, xi, are generated by xi = P
−1(yi) where yi ∈ [0,1] is a uniformly random
distributed number.
Importance sampling can be straightforwardly applied to the IBL problem, extending the prob-
lem to more than one dimension [162]. Good choices of p(x) are the luminance of the envi-
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.48: An example of stereo IBL by Corsini et al. [36] using the Michelangelo’s David model:
a) Three Michelangelo’s rendered using a single environment map. b) Three Michelangelo’s rendered
using a stereo environment map. Note that shadows directions change for each model. Images are
courtesy of Massimiliano Corsini.
ronment map image, l(ω ′), or the BRDF, fr(ω ,ω ′), or a combination of both. For an example
of the evaluation of IBL using Monte-Carlo integration see Figure 2.47. Monte-Carlo methods
are unbiased, they converge to the real value of the integration, but they have the disadvantage
of noise, that can be alleviated with importance sampling.
2.7.3 Beyond Environment Map
The use of a single environment map allows only infinite distant illumination, and introduces
parallax problems. Recently, some research has provided solutions to this problem.
(a) (b)
Figure 2.49: An example of dense sampling methods by Jonas et al. [197, 196] a toy cars scene: a)
The scene rendered using a single environment map. b) The scene rendered using lightfields. Note that
more details of lighting are present. Images are courtesy of Jonas Unger.
Corsini et al. [36] proposed to capturing two environment maps for each scene and to solve
spherical stereo [114]. When the geometry of the scene is extracted, light sources are extracted
and generated for use in the 3D scene, for an example see Figure 2.48.
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A different approach was presented by Jonas et al. [197, 196] where the scene is densely
sampled capturing environment maps with an HDR camera. Collected data is arranged in a
lightfield [113, 70], and used for drawing samples using Monte-Carlo rendering techniques
[162], for an example see Figure 2.49.
2.8 Summary
This chapter has presented a detailed overview of all the work conducted so far in the field
of the HDR imaging: capturing, storing, visualisation, TMO evaluation, and IBL. The next
chapter will review Inverse Tone Mapping, an emerging field in HDR imaging, which is the
main topic of the thesis.
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Chapter 3
Inverse Tone Mapping Operators
Inverse tone mapping is an emerging topic in the computer graphics community that links LDR
imaging and HDR imaging. This is achieved by transforming LDR content, tone mapped or
single exposure, into HDR content using an operator called inverse Tone Mapping Operator
(iTMO). iTMOs can be classified in two kinds:
• iTMOs for LDR Content Expansion: expand LDR images/videos to create HDR con-
tent suitable for HDR monitors or IBL.
• iTMOs for HDR Content Compression: expand tone mapped content. This content
was previously compressed using LDR standards.
3.1 Inverse Tone Mapping for Generating HDR Content from Sin-
gle Exposure Content
The application of an iTMO to an LDR single exposure content is mainly the reconstruction
of HDR content. This is an ill-posed problem, because information is missing in over-exposed
and under-exposed regions of the image/frame.
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3.1.1 Linearisation of the Signal using a Single Image
Linearisation of the signal is a very important step in many iTMOs in order to process further
images. The main reason to work in a linear space is that there is more control and predictability
over the expansion. In an unknown space, it is hard to predict how the expansion will behave,
see Figure 3.1 for an example. Furthermore, precise/estimated measurements of scene radiance
are needed to recover scene properties, such as mean, harmonic mean, standard deviation, and
etc.
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Figure 3.1: An example of the need of working in the linear space: a) Measured values from a sensor
in the linear domain. b) The expansion of signal in a) using f (x) = 10e4x−4. c) Measured values from
a sensor with an unknown CRF applied to it. d) The expansion of signal c) using f . Note that the
expanded signal in d) has a different shape from b) which was the desired one.
When there is access to the capturing device, linearisation can be done calculating the CRF of
that device. This function can be calculated using methods presented in Section 2.2.2. Also in
the ideal case when images are stored using raw data format (RAW) from the CCD sensor, this
step is not needed, because RAW format stores linear values. However, in the general case,
the CRF of the camera/video-camera is no available, and images/videos are stored in 8-bit non-
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linear format. In this case the estimation of the CRF needs to be carried out from a single image
or a couple of frames.
Blind Inverse Gamma Function
Computer generated images or processed RAW photographs are usually stored with gamma
correction. Farid [60] proposed an algorithm based on multi-spectral analysis to blindly lin-
earise the signal when gamma correction is applied to the image.
Farid observed that the application of gamma to a signal introduces new harmonics. For exam-
ple given a simple linear signal:
y(x) = a1 sin(ω1x)+a2 sin(ω2x) (3.1)
if y(x) is gamma corrected and it is rewritten using a second term Taylor expansion, y(x)
γ
2, the
result is given by:
y(x)γ ≈ y(x)γ2 = a1 sin(ω1x)+a2 sin(ω2x)+
+
1
2
a21(1+ sin(2ω1x))+
1
2
a22(1+ sin(2ω2x))+2a1a2(sin(ω1 + ω2)+ sin(ω1−ω2)) (3.2)
As can be seen, new harmonics are introduced after gamma correction which are correlated
with the original ones: 2ω1, 2ω2, ω1 + ω2, and ω1−ω2.
High order correlations introduced by the gamma in a one-dimensional signal y(x) can be
estimated with high order spectra, for example a normalised bi-spectrum correlation estimates
third order correlations [130]:
b2(ω1,ω2) =
E[Y (ω1)Y (ω2)Y (ω1 + ω2)]
E[|Y (ω1)Y (ω2)|2]E[|Y (ω1 + ω2)|2] (3.3)
where Y is the Fourier transform of y. b2(ω1,ω2) can be estimated using overlapping segments
of the original signal y:
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bˆ(ω1,ω2) =
| 1
N ∑
N−1
k=0 Yk(ω1)Yk(ω2)Y k(ω1 + ω2)|√
1
N ∑
N−1
k=0 |Yk(ω1)Yk(ω2)|2 1N ∑N−1k=0 |Yk(ω1 + ω2)|2
(3.4)
whereYk is the Fourier transform of the k-th segment, and N is the number of segments. Finally,
the gamma of an image is estimated by applying a range of inverse gamma to the gamma cor-
rected image and choosing the value that minimise the measure of the third order correlations
as:
ε =
pi
∑
ω1=−pi
pi
∑
ω2=−pi
|bˆ(ω1,ω2)| (3.5)
Farid evaluated this technique with fractal and natural images, and showed that the recovered
γ values had respectively an average errors of 5.3% and 7.5%.
Radometric Calibration from a Single Image
A general approach for linearisation using a single image was proposed by Lin et al. [116].
This approach exploits information at edges of the image for approximating the CRF.
Figure 3.2: A coloured edge region: a) The real scene radiance value and shape at the edge with two
radiance values R1 and R2. b) The irradiance pixels which are recorded by the camera/video-camera
with interpolated values between I1 and I2. Note that colours are linearly mapped in the RGB colour
space. c) The measured pixels after the CRF application, in this case colours are mapped on a curve in
the RGB colour space.
In an edge region Ω there are mainly two colours I1 and I2 separated by the edge. Colours
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between I1 and I2 are a linear interpolation of these two, and form a line in the RGB colour
space, see Figure 3.2.b. When the CRF is applied to these values,M = f (I), since it is a general
non-linear function, the line of colours is transformed into a curve, see Figure 3.2.c. In order
to linearise the signal the inverse CRF, g = f−1, has to map measured values M(x) to a line
defined by g(M1) and g(M2). This is solved by finding a g that for each pixel M(x) in the
region, Ω, minimises distance from g(M(x)) to the line g(M1)g(M2):
D(g,Ω) = ∑
x∈Ω
|(g(M1)−g(M2))× (g(M(x))−g(M2))|
|g(M1)−g(M2)| (3.6)
Edge regions, which are suitable for the algorithm, are chosen from non overlapping 15× 15
windows with two different uniform colours along edges, which are detected using a Canny
filter [69]. The uniformity of two colours in a region is calculated using variance. To improve
the quality and complete the missing parts of g, a Bayesian learning step is added using inverse
CRFs from real cameras [72].
Figure 3.3: A grey-scale edge region: a) The real scene radiance values and shape at the edge with
two radiance values R1 and R2. b) The irradiance pixels which are recorded by the camera/video-
camera. Irradiance values are uniformly distributed, this results in an uniform histogram. c) The
measured pixels after the CRF application. This transforms the histogram from an uniform one into a
non-uniform histogram.
Lin and Zhang [117] extended Lin et al.’s method [116] to grey-scale images. In this case g
is estimated using a function that maps non-uniform histograms of M into uniform ones, see
Figure 3.3. They propose a measure for determining the uniformity of an histogram H of an
image, which is defined as:
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N(H) =
1
b
Imax
∑
k=Imin
[
|H(k)|− |H(k)|
b
]2
+
β
3
3
∑
n=1
[
|Hn|− |H|
3
]2
where Hn =
Imin+
nb
3 −1
∑
i=Imin+
(n−1)b
3
|H(i)|
(3.7)
where |H| is the number of pixels in H , |H(k)| is the number of pixels of intensity k, b is the
number of grey scale levels, β is an empirical parameter, and Imin and Imax are respectively the
minimum and maximum intensity in H . The inverse CRF is calculated similarly as in Lin et
al.’s method [116], where g is a function that minimises the histogram uniformity for each edge
region:
D(g,Ω) = ∑
H∈Ω
ωHN(g(H)) (3.8)
where ωH =
|H|
b
is a weight for giving more importance to dense histogram. Regions are chosen
as in Lin et al. [116], and g is refined with a Bayesian learning. The method can be applied to
coloured images, applying it to each colour channel.
3.1.2 Bit Depth Expansion for High Contrast Monitors
Daly and Feng [41, 42] proposed a couple of methods for extending the bit-depth of 8-bit
images and videos (6-bit for MPEG-2 videos). New LCD monitors present high contrast, on
average around 1,000:1, and high luminance peak, on average around 400 cd/m2. This means
that displaying 8-bit data, without any refinement, would entail having the content linear ex-
panded for higher contrast visualised as artifacts such as banding/contouring. The goal of their
methods is to create a medium dynamic range image, removing contouring in the transition
areas, without a particular interest for over-exposed and under-exposed areas.
Amplitude Dithering for High Contrast Displays
The first algorithm [41] is based on amplitude dithering by Roberts [173], see Figure 3.4.
Amplitude dithering or noise modulation is a straightforward dithering technique which adds
a noise pattern to an image before quantisation. When the image needs to be visualised, the
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pattern is removed from it. The bit depth is perceived higher than the real one, because there is
a subsequent averaging happening in the display and in the HVS.
Daly and Feng modified Roberts’ technique to apply it to high contrast displays. Subtractive
noise was employed instead of additive, since during visualisation a monitor can not remove it.
The authors modelled the noise combining the effect of fixed pattern display noise and the one
perceived by the HVS, making the noise invisible. They used the contrast sensitivity function
(CSF) which is a 2D and anisotropic function derived by psychophysical experiments [40].
The CSF can be extended in the temporal dimension [217] for moving images, which allows
the noise to have a higher variance, and furthermore, they show that the range can extend by an
extra bit.
Figure 3.4: The pipeline for bit depth extension using amplitude dithering in Daly and Feng’s method
[41].
Contouring Removal
The second algorithm [42] presents a different approach where contours are removed instead of
being masked with invisible noise. The first step of the algorithm is to filter the starting image at
p-bit using a low-pass filter, see Figure 3.5. The filter needs to be wide enough to span across
the false contours. Note that this operation increases the bit depth to n > p because during
averaging a higher precision is needed than the one for the original values. Then this image is
quantised at p-bit, where any contour that appears here are false one, because the image has
no high frequencies. Subsequently, the false contours are subtracted from the original image,
and the filtered image at p-bit is added for restoring low frequency components. The main
limitation of the algorithm is that it keeps artefacts in high frequencies, but they are hard to
detect by HVS due to frequency masking.
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Figure 3.5: The pipeline for bit depth extension using de-contouring in Daly and Feng’s method [42].
3.1.3 A Power Function Model for Range Expansion
One of the first iTMOs was proposed by Landis [105] for IBL in the visual effects industry.
The operator is based on power functions, and expands the luminance of a LDR image as:
Lw(x) =

(1− k)Ld(x)+ kLw, MaxLd(x) if Ld(x)≥ R k =
(
Ld(x)−R
1−R
)α
Ld(x) otherwise
(3.9)
where R is the threshold for expansion (R = 0.5 in the original work), Lw, Max is the maximum
luminance of the expanded image, and α is the exponent of fall-off that controls the stretching
curve.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.6: An example of re-lighting of the Stanford’s Happy Buddha using Landis’ method [105]: a)
An LDR environment map. b) The re-lighted scene using the LDR environment in a). c) The re-lighted
scene using the expanded version of the LDR environment map in a).
While this technique produces suitable HDR environment map for IBL, it may not produce
good quality images/videos that can be visualised on HDR monitors. This is because it does
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not handle artefacts such as exaggeration of compression or quantisation artefacts.
3.1.4 Highlight Generation for HDRMonitors
Meylan et al. [132, 133] presented an iTMO with the specific task of reproducing highlights in
LDR images when displayed on HDR monitors. The main concept is to detect the diffuse and
specular part of the image and to expand these using different linear functions. The detection is
based on the assumption that highlights are small and bright, which means that the maximum
diffuse luminance value ω is obtained as the maximum of the low-pass filtered luminance
channel Ld of the image. However, more processing is needed to avoid the case when white
diffuse regions are next to highlights regions, see Figure 3.7 for the complete pipeline for
calculating ω .
Figure 3.7: The pipeline for calculating the maximum diffuse luminance valueω in an image in Meylan
et al.’s method [133]. The image is firstly filtered using a box filter of size m to calculate value t1 as
maximum the luminance value. This operation is repeated for a filter of size 2m+ 1 to calculate t2.
Then, t1 is used as threshold on the original luminance resulting in a mask, subsequently an erosion and
dilation filter is applied to the mask using t2. While pixels active in the mask are considered specular
pixels, black pixels are considered as diffuse ones.
After the calculation of ω , the luminance channel is expanded using the following function:
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f (Lw(x)) =
{
s1Ld(x) if Ld(x)≤ ω
s1ω + s2(Ld(x)−ω) otherwise
s1 =
ρ
ω
s2 =
1−ρ
Ld, Max−ω (3.10)
where Ld, Max = 1 since the image is normalised, and ρ is the percentage of the HDR display
luminance allocated to the diffuse part. However, a global application of f can produce quan-
tisation artefacts around the enhanced highlights. This is reduced using a low pass filter only
in the expanded regions, see Figure 3.8.
Finally, series of psychophysical experiments were run to determine the value of ρ for f us-
ing the DR-37P Dolby HDR monitor [49]. The results showed that for outdoor scenes users
preferred a high value of ρ , which means a small percentage of dynamic range allocated to
highlights, while for indoor scenes this is the contrary. For indoor and outdoor scenes of equal
diffuse brightness users chose a low value for ρ , so they preferred more range allocated to
highlights. In conclusion from the analysis of the data, ρ = 0.66 is a good estimate in general.
Figure 3.8: The pipeline for the range expansion in Meylan et al. [133]. The original LDR image is
expanded using Equation 3.10. Then, expanded luminance is filtered using a low pass filter. Finally,
filtered expanded luminance and unfiltered one are linearly interpolated using a mask. This mask is
calculated by thresholding LDR luminance with ω . To remove noise, the mask is filtered with a dilatation
and low pass filter.
This algorithm is designed for the reproduction of highlights on HDR monitors. The use for
other tasks, such as enhancement of videos, needs more processing and a classifier, which
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was underlined by authors’ evaluation experiment. Furthermore, there is no linearisation stage
which can result in an exaggerated gamma effect.
3.1.5 Hallucination of HDR Images
A different approach to inverse tone mapping problem was proposed by Wang et al. [207],
where they showed the benefits of an in-painting system to recover lost details in over-exposed
and under-exposed regions of an image, combined with a luminance boosting. The whole
process is called hallucination, and their system presents a mixture between automatic and
user-based approaches.
Figure 3.9: The pipeline of Hallucination of HDR in Wang et al.’s method [207].
The first step of hallucination is to linearise the signal, see Figure 3.9 for the complete pipeline.
This is achieved with an inverse gamma function with γ = 2.2, which is the standard value for
DVDs and television formats [89]. After this step, the image, I, is decomposed into large the
scale illumination layer, I f , and the fine texture detail layer, Id , using the bilateral filtering.
Radiance in I f is reconstructed using a linear interpolation of elliptical Gaussian kernels.
Firstly, a weight map, w, is calculated for each pixel as:
w(x) =


Cue−Y(x)
Cue
Y (x) ∈ [0,Cue)
0 Y (x) ∈ [Cue,Coe)
Y (x)−Coe
1−Coe Y (x) ∈ [Coe,1]
(3.11)
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whereY (x) =Rd(x)+2Gd(x)+Bd(x), andCue andCoe are respectively the threshold for under-
exposed and over-exposed pixels. The authors suggested values of 0.05 and 0.85 for Cue and
Coe respectively. Secondly, each over-exposed region is segmented and fitted with an elliptical
Gaussian lobe G, where variance of the axis is estimated using region extents. The profile of G
is calculated using an optimisation procedure based on non over-exposed pixels at the edge of
the region. Finally, the luminance is blended using a simple linear interpolation:
O(x) = w(x)G(x)+ (1−w(x)) log10Y (x) (3.12)
Users can optionally add Gaussian lobes using a brush. The lost texture details in Id are recon-
structed using a texture synthesis technique similar to [20]. However, this automatic synthesis
has some limits when scene understanding is needed, therefore a warping tool was included.
This allows the user to select with a stroke-based interface a source region and a target region,
and texture details will be transferred. A similar tool is available in Adobe Photoshop [3], and
it is called stamp tool.
Finally, the two reconstructed layers, Id and I f , are blended together using Poisson blending
[159] obtaining the final hallucinated or expanded image.
This system can be used for both IBL and visualisation of images, allowing the reconstruction
of lost details in clamped regions. However, the system can process only single images and
not videos, because user’s intervention is needed. Moreover, there is the possibility to not find
information to transfer in the same image or in other images.
3.1.6 LDR2HDR
A straightforward and fast technique was proposed by Rempel et al. [171]. Their goal was a
real-time iTMO for DVDs and television program videos.
The algorithm pipeline is shown in Figure 3.10. The first step of the LDR2HDR algorithm is
to remove artefacts due to compression algorithms such as MPEG of the media using bilat-
eral filter. A sophisticated artefact removal algorithm is not employed due to real-time con-
straints. Then, the signal is linearised employing a simple inverse gamma, because the method
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Figure 3.10: The pipeline of Rempel et al.’s method [171]. Firstly, gamma is inverted and filtering for
the linearisation of signal and reduction of noise. Secondly, the range is linearly expanded. In parallel,
a BEF is created to increase contrast in high luminance areas, where edges are enhanced using an
edge-stop function. Finally, the linearly expanded image is enhanced using the BEF.
is meant for DVDs and television programs as Hallucination [207]. Afterwards, the contrast is
stretched in an optimised way for the Dolby DR-37P HDR monitor [49]. A simple linear con-
trast stretching is applied to boost values, however the maximum contrast is limited to 5,000:1
to avoid artefacts. While the minimum value was mapped to 0.015 cd/m2, the maximum one
was mapped to 1,200 cd/m2.
To enhance brightness in bright regions a Brightness Enhance Function (BEF) is employed.
This function is calculated applying a threshold of 0.92 (on a scale [0,1] for LDR values).
At this point the image is Gaussian filtered using a filter with σ = 30 (150 pixels) which is
chosen for 1,920×1,080 content. In order to increase contrast around edges, an edge stopping
function is used. Starting from saturated pixels, a flood-fill algorithm strategy is applied until
an edge is reached, which is estimated using gradients. Subsequently, a morphological operator
is applied to remove noise, which is followed by a Gaussian filter with σ = 1. Finally, the BEF
is mapped in the interval [1,α ] where α = 4, and it is multiplied with the scaled image to
generate the final expanded image, see Figure 3.11 for an example. To improve efficiency the
BEF is calculated using Laplacian pyramids [24] on the GPU or FPGA [49].
The algorithm was evaluated using HDR-VDP [127, 124] for comparing the linearised starting
image with the generated HDR image. This evaluation showed that the proposed method does
not introduce spatial artefacts during expansion of the content. Note that LDR2HDR processes
each frame separately which may be not temporally coherent due to the nature of the BEF.More
important is that the maximum peak of the DR-37P HDR monitor is 3,000 cd/m2 meaning that
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(a) Original LDR image (b) f-stop -6 (c) f-stop -8
(d) f-stop -10 (e) f-stop -12
Figure 3.11: Application of Rempel et al.’s method [171] to the Beach image from the authors’ website:
a) The original LDR image. b,c,d,e) The different f-stops after expansion of a). The original LDR image
is courtesy of Wolfgang Heidrich [171].
LDR2HDR can produce HDR frames not suitable for the HDR monitor. α = 4 and having
boosted pixels with a maximum peak of 1,200 cd/m2 can lead to a maximum peak of 4,800
cd/m2 which has to be clamped by DR-37P.
3.1.7 Linear Scaling for HDRMonitors
A series of psychophysical experiments were run by Akyu¨z et al. [7] to evaluate tone mapped
images, single exposure images and HDR images using the Dolby DR-37P HDR monitor [49].
The experiment involved 22 naı¨ve participants between 20 and 40 years old, and in all exper-
iments 10 HDR images were used, ranging from outdoor to indoor, from dim to very bright
light conditions. The HDR images had around 5 orders of magnitude in order to be mapped to
the HDR monitor.
The first experiment was a comparison between HDR and LDR images produced using vari-
ous TMOs [107, 55, 169], an automatic exposure (that minimises the number of over/under-
exposed pixels), and an exposure chosen by subjects in a pilot study. Images were displayed on
the DR-37P using calibrated HDR images. LDR images were calibrated to match the appear-
ance on a Dell UltraSharp 2007FP 20.1” LCD monitor on the HDR monitor. Subjects had the
task of ranking images which were looking best to them. For each original test image a subject
had to watch a trial image for 2 seconds which was randomly picked between the different type
of images. The results of experiments showed that participants preferred HDR images, and
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between tone mapped images and single exposure (automatic and chosen by the pilot) there is
not a large difference.
In the second experiment the authors compared expanded single exposure images with HDR
images and single exposure images (automatic and chosen by the pilot). They employed a
simple expansion method, which is defined as:
Lw(x) = k
(
Ld(x)−Ld, Min
Ld, Max−Ld, Min
)γ
(3.13)
where k is the maximum luminance intensity of the HDR display, and γ is the non-linear
scaling factor. For this experiment images with different γ values equal to 1, 2.2 and 0.45 were
generated. The setup and the ranking task was the same as the first experiment. The results
showed that brighter chosen exposure expanded images were preferred to HDR images, and
viceversa when they had the same mean luminance. Authors suggested that mean luminance
is more preferable than contrast. Finally, another important result is that linear scaling, γ = 1,
was the most favoured expansion, suggesting that a linear scaling is maybe enough for an HDR
experience.
The authors worked only with high resolution HDR images, without compression artefacts,
and artistically captured. While this works well under such ideal conditions, in more realistic
scenario such television programs or DVDs, where compression is employed, this makes not
always the case. In these cases a more accurate expansion needs to be done in order to avoid
amplification of compression artefacts, and contouring.
3.1.8 Enhancement of Bright Video Features for HDR Display
Didyk et al. [48] proposed an interactive system for enhancing brightness of LDR videos, tar-
geting and showing results for DVD content. The main idea of the system is to classify a scene
in three components: diffuse, reflections, and lights, and then to enhance only reflections and
lights. The authors explained that diffuse components are difficult to enhance without creating
visual artefacts and it was probably the intention of film-maker to show them saturated contrary
to light sources and clipped reflections. The system works on non-linear values, because the
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goal is the restoration and not physical accuracy.
Figure 3.12: The pipeline of the system proposed by Didyk et al. [48]: pre-processing (calculation
of features vector, optical flow, and clipped regions), classification of regions using temporal coherence
and a training set, user corrections (with updating of the training set), and brightness enhancement.
The system consists of three main parts: pre-processing, classification, enhancement of clipped
regions, see Figure 3.12 for the pipeline. The pre-processing step generates data needed during
the classification. In particular it determines clipped regions using a flood-fill algorithm for
luma values over 222 (230 for DVD content). Also, optical flow is calculated as well as other
features such as image statistics, geometric features and neighbourhood characteristics.
Classification determines lights, reflections, and diffuse regions in a frame and relies on a train-
ing set of 2,000 manually classified regions. In the first part, a support vector machine [200]
with kernel k(z,z′) = exp(−γ‖z− z′‖2) does an initial classification of regions. In the second
part, motion tracking improves the initial estimation, using a nearest neighbour classifier based
on a simple Euclidean metric:
d2((z,x, t),(z′ ,x′, t ′)) = 50‖x− x′‖2 +‖z− z′‖2 +5(t− t ′)2 (3.14)
where z are region features, x are coordinates in the image, and t is the frame number. The
whole classification method had on average a classification error of 12.6% during tests. Track-
ing of clipped regions using motion compensation further reduced the percentage of objects that
require manual correction to 3%. Finally, the user can supervise classified regions, correcting
wrong classifications using an intuitive user interface, see Figure 3.13.
Clipped regions are enhanced by applying a non-linear adaptive tone curve, which is calculated
based on partial derivatives within a clipped region stored in a histogram H . The tone curve is
defined as an histogram equalisation on the inverted values of H:
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Figure 3.13: The interface used for adjusting classification results of the system proposed by Didyk et
al. [48]. The image is courtesy of Piotr Didyk [48].
f (b) = k
b
∑
j=2
(1−H[ j])+ t2 (3.15)
where t2 is the lowest luma value for a clipped region, k is a scale factor that limits to the
maximum boosting valuem (equal to 150% for lights and 125% for reflections) and it is defined
as:
k =
m− t2
∑Nj=1(1−H[ j])
(3.16)
where N is the number of bins in H . To avoid contouring during boosting, the luma channel
is filtered with bilateral filtering separating it into fine details and a base layer, which will be
merged after luma expansion.
Enhanced videos generated with this method were compared with original videos and ones pro-
cessed using Rempel et al. [171], the only method at the time suitable for videos. Comparisons
were performed running a paired comparison psychophysical experiment with 14 naı¨ve sub-
jects using a LCD Barco Coronis Color 3MP Diagnostic Luminance. The participants ranked
9 videos times 3 combinations: original video, Rempel et al. and their method. The study was
analysed with a similar approach as in Ledda et al. [146]. The experiment showed that on
overall scores this method was preferred with statistical significance compared to both original
video and the Remepel et al. one. However, there is no statistically significance between this
method and other ones for six of the analysed videos.
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3.2 HDRCompression using ToneMapping and Inverse ToneMap-
ping
Inverse tone mapping can be employed not only for the generation of content from a single
exposure image, but also for HDR content compression. Tone mapping already compresses
HDR content for visualising it on LDR monitors. An additional compression of HDR images
can be achieved using traditional compression method such as JPEG, in the case of images or
MPEG in the case of videos. In this, inverse tone mapping plays the role of the decoder to
restore the HDR signal from an LDR one.
This approach to the compression of HDR content has the advantage of re-using previous
compression schemes and standards. Also, it can allow backward-compatibility because the
iTMO function can be easily stored in an extension header of a standard. These functions
require a few parameters to be stored.
3.2.1 Backward Compatible JPEG-HDR
JPEG-HDR is an extension of JPEG compression scheme to HDR images by Ward and Sim-
mons [213, 214]. The method does not use an explicit inverse tone mapping operator, never-
theless a spatial inverse function called Ratio Image (RI) is employed.
The encoding, see Figure 3.14, starts with the tone mapping of the HDR image. After this, the
original HDR image is divided by the tone mapped one obtaining the RI which is going to be
stored as a sub-band. The RI can be down-sampled reducing the sub-band size, because the
HVS has a limited ability to detect large and high frequency changes in luminance. This fact
was also exploited in Setzeen et al. [179] to improve the efficiency of HDR displays. However,
down-sampling needs correction of the image, because the naı¨ve multiplication of a down-
sampled image times the tone mapped LDR image can produce halos/glare around edges. This
problem can be solved in two ways: pre-correction and post-correction. The former method
introduces corrections in the tone mapped image. This is achieved by down-sampling and
afterwards up-sampling the RI image obtaining RId . Subsequently, the original HDR image is
divided by RId , which is a tone mapped image with corrections. The latter method consists of
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Figure 3.14: The encoding pipeline for JPEG-HDR by Ward and Simmons [213, 214].
an up-sampling with guidance, such as joint bilateral up-sampling [98], but it is more expensive
than the pre-correction one. While RId is discritised at 8-bit in the logarithmic and stored in
application markers of JPEG, the tone mapped layer needs a further processing for preserving
colours. Two techniques are employed to solve this problems: compression of the gamut and
a new YCbCr encoding. A global desaturation is performed for the gamut compression. Given
the following definition of saturation:
S(x) = 1− min(R(x),G(x),B(x))
Lw(x)
(3.17)
the desaturation of each colour channel is achieved by:

Rc(x)Gc(x)
Bc(x)

= (1−S(x)′)

Lw(x)Lw(x)
Lw(x)

+S(x)′

Rc(x)Gc(x)
Bc(x)

 S(x)′(x) = αS(x)β−1 (3.18)
where α ≤ 1 is a parameter which controls the level of saturation kept during colour encoding,
β is a parameter which determines the colour contrast. After this step, the image is encoded in a
modified YCbCr colour space, because it has a larger gamut than RGB colour space. Therefore,
unused YCbCr values can be exploited to preserve the original gamut of an HDR image. This
is achieved by the following mapping:
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R′(x) =


1.055Rc(x)
0.42−0.055 if Rc(x) > 0.0031308
12.92Rc(x) if |Rc(x)| ≤ 0.0031308
−1.055(−Rc(x))0.42 +0.055 if Rc(x) <−0.0031308
(3.19)
which is repeated for the green and blue channel.
The decoding consists of few steps, see Figure 3.15 for the complete pipeline. Firstly, the tone
mapped layer is decoded using a JPEG decoder and the gamut is expanded inverting Equation
3.18. After this step, the RId image is decoded, expanded (from logarithmic domain to linear
domain), and up-sampled to the resolution of the tone mapped layer. Finally, the image is
recovered by multiplying the tone mapped layer by the RId image.
A first study [213] was conducted to determine a good TMO for compression purposes, which
was based on comparison with the original HDR images using VDP [40]. In this experiment
different TMOs were compared such as histogram adjustment [107], global photographic tone
reproduction operator [169], fast bilateral filtering operator [55], and gradient operator [61].
Experiments showed that fast bilateral filtering operator performed the best followed by the
photographic tone reproduction one. A second study was carried out to test image quality and
compression rates on a data set of 217 HDR images. The data set was compressed using JPEG-
HDR at different quality settings using the global photographic operator, RGBE, OpenEXR and
LogLuv TIFF to study compression rates. HDR images compressed using JPEG-HDR were
compared with original ones using VDP to study quality of the image. The study showed that
the method can achieve a compression rate between 0.6-3.75 bpp for quality settings between
57− 99%. However, quality degrades rapidly for JPEG quality below 60%, but only 2.5% of
pixels were visibly different with a quality set at 90%, and only 0.1% with maximum quality.
Most important, the method is backward compatible, because RId is encoded using only extra
application markers of JPEG format. When an application not designed for HDR imaging
opens a JPEG-HDR file, it displays only the tone mapped layer allowing the user to have
access to part of the content.
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Figure 3.15: The decoding pipeline for JPEG-HDR by Ward and Simmons [213, 214].
3.2.2 HDR-JPEG 2000
Xu et al. [223] proposed a simple pre-processing technique which enables the JPEG 2000
standard [33] to encode HDR images. The main concept is to transform floating point data in
unsigned short integers (16-bit), that are supported by JPEG 2000 standard.
The encoding phase starts with the reduction of the dynamic range applying the natural loga-
rithm to the RGB values:

R′w(x)G′w(x)
B′w(x)

=

logRw(x)logGw(x)
logBw(x)

 (3.20)
Then, the floating point values in the logarithmic domain are discretised to unsigned short
integers:

Rw(x)Gw(x)
Bw(x)

=

 f
(
R′w(x)
)
f
(
G′w(x)
)
f
(
B′w(x)
)

 f (x,n) = (2n−1) x− xmin
xmax− xmin (3.21)
where xmax and xmin are respectively the maximum and minimum value for the channel of x,
and n = 16. Finally, the image is compressed using a classic JPEG 2000 encoder.
The decoding phase is quite straightforward. Firstly, the image is decompressed using a JPEG
2000 decoder, then the integer data is converted into floating point by inverting f in Equation
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3.21 which is subsequently exponentiated:

Rw(x)Gw(x)
Bw(x)

=


e
g
(
Rw(x)
)
e
g
(
Gw(x)
)
e
(
Bw(x)
)

 g(x,n) = f−1(x,n) = x2n−1(xmax− xmin)+ xmin (3.22)
The method was compared in JPEG-2000 lossy mode against JPEG-HDR [214] and HDRV
[126], and in JPEG-2000 lossless mode against RGBE [209], LogLuv [106], and OpenEXR
[86]. The metrics were RMSE in the logarithm domain and Lubin’s VDP [120]. The results
of these comparisons showed that HDR JPEG 2000 in lossy mode is superior to JPEG-HDR
and HDRV, especially at low bit rates when these methods have artefacts. Nevertheless, the
method does not perform well when lossless JPEG 2000 is used, because the file size is higher
than RGBE, LogLuv, and OpenEXR (these methods are lossy in the float precision, but not
spatially).
The HDR JPEG 2000 algorithm is a straightforward method for lossy compression of HDR
images at high quality, without artefacts at low bit rate. However, the method is not suitable for
real-time graphics, because fixed time look-ups are needed. Also, the method does not exploit
all the compression capabilities of JPEG 2000 because it operates at high level. For example,
separate processing for luminance and chromaticity could reduce the size of the final image
while keeping the same quality.
3.2.3 Compression and Companding High Dynamic Range Images with Sub-
bands Architectures
Li et al. [115] presented a general framework for tone mapping and inverse tone mapping
of HDR images based on multi-scale decomposition. While the main goal of the algorithm
is tone mapping, in addition, the framework can also compress HDR images. A multi-scale
decomposition splits a signal s(x) (1D in this case) into n sub-bands b1(x), ...,bn(x) with n
filters f1, ..., fn, in a way the signal can be reconstructed as:
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s(x) =
n
∑
i=1
bi(x) (3.23)
Wavelets [186] and Laplacian pyramids [24] are examples of multi-scale decomposition that
can be used in the framework.
(a) Activity map (b) Gain map (c) Tone mapped luminance
Figure 3.16: An example of tone mapping using the multi-scale decomposition with Haar Wavelets.
Images are courtesy of Edward Adelson [115].
The main concept is to apply a gain control to each sub-band of the image to compress the
range. For example, a sigmoid expands low values and flats peaks, however it introduces
distortions that can appear in the final reconstructed signal. In order to avoid such distortions, a
smooth gain map inspired by neurons was proposed. The first step, is to build an activity map,
reflecting the fact that the gain of a neuron is controlled by the level of its neighbours. The
activity map is defined as:
Ai(x) = G(σi)⊗|Bi(x)| (3.24)
where G(σi) is a Gaussian kernel with σi = 2
iσ1 which is proportional to i, the sub-band’s
scale. The activity map is used to calculate the gain map, which turns gain down where activity
is high and viceversa:
Gaini(x) = p(Aix) =
(
Aix+ ε
δi
)γ−1
(3.25)
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where γ ∈ [0,1] is a compression factor, and ε is the noise level that prevents the noise to be
seen. δi = αi ∑xAi(x)/(M) is the gain control stability level where M is the number of pixels
in the image, and αi ∈ [0.1,1] is a constant related to spatial frequency. Once the gain maps are
calculated, sub-bands can be modified:
B′i(x) = Gaini(x)Bi(x) (3.26)
Note that it is possible to calculate a single activity map for all sub-bands by pooling all activity
maps as:
Aag(x) =
n
∑
i=1
Ai(x) (3.27)
From Aag, a single gain map Gainag = p(Aag) is calculated for modifying all sub-bands. The
tone mapped image is finally obtained summing all modified sub-bands B′i, see Figure 3.16.
The compression is applied only to the V channel of an image in the HSV colour space [69].
Finally, to avoid over-saturated images S can be reduced by α ∈ [0.5,1]. The authors presented
comparisons with the fast bilateral filter operator [55] and gradient domain operator [61], see
Figure 3.17.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 3.17: A comparison of tone mapping results for the Stanford Memorial Church HDR image: a)
The framework using Haar Wavelets. b) The framework using Laplacian Pyramids. c) The fast bilateral
filter operator. d) The gradient domain operator. Images are courtesy of Edward Adelson [115].
The framework can be additionally used for the compression task, applying expansion after
tone mapping. This operation is called companding. The expansion operation is obtained by a
straightforward modification of Equation 3.26:
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Bi(x) =
B′i(x)
Gaini(x)
(3.28)
A simple companding operation is not sufficient for compression especially if the tone mapped
image is compressed using lossy codecs. Therefore, the companding operation needs to be
iterative to determine the best values for the gain map, see Figure 3.18. The authors proposed
to compress tone mapped image into JPEG. In this case a high bit rate is needed (1.5 bpp
- 4bpp) with chrominance sub-sampling disabled to avoid that JPEG artefacts are amplified
during expansion, because a simple up-sampling strategy is adopted.
Figure 3.18: The optimisation companding pipeline of Li et al. [115].
3.2.4 Backward Compatible HDR-MPEG
Backward compatible HDR-MPEG is a codec for HDR videos that was introduced by Mantiuk
et al. [125]. As in the case of JPEG-HDR this algorithm is an extension to the standard MPEG-
4 codec (H.264) [220] that works on top of the standard encoding/decoding stage allowing
backward compatibility. In a similar way to JPEG-HDR each frame is divided in a LDR part
using tone mapping and an HDR part, but in this case for the reconstruction function (RF)
a numerical iTMO is employed instead of a RI. HDR-MPEG is an extension to perception
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motivated video encoding (HDRV) [126], which is not backward compatible.
Figure 3.19: The encoding pipeline for Backward Compatible HDR-MPEG by Mantiuk et al. [125].
The encoding stage takes as input an HDR video in the XYZ colour space and it applies tone
mapping to each HDR frame obtaining LDR frames as first step, see Figure 3.19 for the com-
plete pipeline. These are coded with MPEG-4, stored in an LDR stream, and finally decoded to
obtain a uncompressed and MPEG quantised frames. After this, LDR frame and HDR frame
are converted to a common colour space. For both HDR and LDR frames CIE 1976 Uniform
Chromaticity Scales (u′,v′) coordinates are used to code chroma. While non-linear luma of
sRGB is used for LDR pixels, a different luma coding is used because sRGB non-linearity is
not suitable for high luminance ranges [10−5,1010], see [125]. This luma coding, at 12-bit, for
HDR luminance values is given as:
lw = f (Lw) =


209.16log(Lw)−731.28 if Lw ≥ 10469
826.81L0.10013w −884.17 if 5.6046 ≤ Lw < 10469
17.554Lw if Lw < 5.6046
(3.29)
At this point HDR frames and an LDR ones are in a comparable colour space. Then RF, that
maps LDR values, ld, to HDR ones, lw, is calculated in a straightforward way by averaging lw
values which fall into one of 256 bins representing the ld values:
RF(i) =
1
|(Ωi)| ∑x∈Ωi
lw(x) where Ωi =
{
x|ld(x) = i
}
(3.30)
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where i∈ [0,255] is the index of a bin. RF for chromaticity is approximated imposing (u′d,v′d) =
(u′w,v′w). Once RFs are calculated for all frames, they are stored in a auxiliary stream using
Huffman encoding. After this stage, a residual image is calculated for improving overall qual-
ity, especially in small details for luma:
rl(x) = lw(x)−RF(ld(x)) (3.31)
The residual image is discretised at 8-bit, using a quantisation factor different for each bin
based on its maximum magnitude value, which leads to:
rˆl(x) =
[
rl(x)
q(m)
]127
−127
where m = k⇔ i⊂Ωk (3.32)
where q(m) is the quantisation factor which is calculated for a bin Ωl as:
q(m) = max
(
qmin,
maxx∈Ωl (|rl(x)|)
127
)
(3.33)
Then rˆl needs to be compressed in a stream using MPEG, but a naı¨ve compression would
generate a low compression rate, because a large amount of high frequencies is present in rˆl .
In order to improve the compression rate, the image is filtered removing frequencies in regions
where the HVS can not perceive any difference. This is achieved using the original HDR
frame as a guidance in the filtering. The filtering is performed in the wavelet domain, and it is
applied only to the three finest scales modelling contrast masking, and lower sensibility to high
frequencies.
The decoding stage is quite straightforward. MPEG streams (tone mapped video and residuals)
and RF streams are decoded, see Figure 3.20 for the complete pipeline. Then, an HDR frame is
reconstructed applying firstly its RF to the LDR decoded frame, and secondly adding residuals
to the expanded LDR frame. Finally, CIE Luv values are converted to XYZ ones inverting
Equation 3.29 for luminace.
HDR-MPEG was evaluated using three different metrics: HDR VDP [127, 124], universal
image quality index (UQI) [208], and classic Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). As in the case of
JPEG-HDR, there was a first study that explored the influence of a TMO on quality/bit rate.
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This experiment was performed using different TMOs such as time dependent visual adap-
tion [156], fast bilateral filtering [55], photographic tone reproduction [169], gradient domain
[61] and adaptive logarithmic mapping [52]. These TMOs were modified for avoiding tempo-
ral flickering and applied to a stream using default parameters. The conclusion of the study
showed that most of these TMOs have the same performances except the gradient domain one,
which creates larger streams than others. However, this TMO generated more attractive images
for backward compatibility, therefore the choice of a TMO for the video compression depends
by the trade-off between bit rate and the backward compatible quality. The second study com-
pared HDR-MPEG against HDRV [126] and JPEG-HDR [214] using the photographic tone
reproduction operator as the TMO [169]. The results showed that HDR-MPEG has a better
quality than JPEG-HDR, but a similar one to HDRV.
Figure 3.20: The decoding pipeline for Backward Compatible HDR-MPEG by Mantiuk et al. [125].
3.2.5 Encoding of High Dynamic Range Video with a Model of Human Cones
Similarly to Li et al. [115], Van Hateren [75] proposed a new tone mapping operator based
on a model of human cones [76] which can be inverted to encode HDR images and videos.
The TMO and iTMO work in troland units (td), the measure of retinal illuminance I, which
is derived by the scene luminance in cd/m2 multiplied by the pupil area in mm2. Van Hateren
proposed a temporal and a static version of its TMO.
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Figure 3.21: The pipeline for range compression (red) and range expansion (green) proposed by Van
Hateren [75].
The temporal TMO is designed for HDR videos and presents low-pass temporal filters for re-
moving photon and source noise, see Figure 3.21. The TMO starts by simulating the absorption
of I by visual pigment, which is modelled by two low-pass temporal filters and described in
terms of a differential equation:
dy
dt
+
1
τ
y =
1
τ
x (3.34)
where τ is a time constant, x(t) is the input at time t, and y(t) is the output. At this point, a
strong non linearity is applied to the result of low-pass filters E∗ for simulating the breakdown
of cyclic guanosine monophosphate (cGMP) by enzymes (cGMP is a nucleotide, that controls
the current across the cell membranes):
α =
1
β
=
(
cβ + kβE
∗
)−1
(3.35)
where kβE
∗ is the light-dependent activity of an enzyme, and cβ the residual activity. The
breakdown of cGMP is counteracted by the production of cGMP; a highly non-linear feed-
back loop under control of inter-cellular calcium. This system is modelled by a filtering loop
which outputs the current across cell membrane, Ios (the final tone mapped value), by the outer
segment of a cone.
Van Hateren showed that the range expansion is quite straightforward by inverting the feedback
loop. However, the process can not be fully inverted because the first two low-pass filters are
difficult to invert, so the result is I′ ≈ I. In order to fully invert the process for inverse tone
mapping purposes Van Hateren proposed a steady version of the TMO, a global TMO, defined
as:
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Ios =
1
(1+(aCIos)4)(cβ + kβ I)
(3.36)
which can be easily inverted as:
I =
1
kβ
[
1
Ios(1+(aCIos)4)
− cβ
]
(3.37)
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.22: An example of Van Hareten’s algorithm with a frame of the RNL sequence: a) original f-
stop 0. b) Tone mapped frame using cone model. c) Reconstructed frame using proposed iTMO. Images
are courtesy of Van Hareten [75].
Van Hateren applied its TMO and iTMO to uncalibrated HDR movies and images, which were
scaled by harmonic mean. His results showed that the method does not need gamma correction,
removes noise, and present light adaptation, see Figure 3.22. The main drawbacks of the TMO
are the introduction of motion blur in movies, and the limited dynamic range that can handle,
10,000:1, which causes saturation regions in very dark and bright regions. Finally, the author
does not provide any study on companding and further quantisation for his TMO/iTMO.
3.2.6 Two-layer Coding Algorithm for High Dynamic Range Images Based on
Luminance Compensation
A similar compression scheme to HDR-MPEG was proposed by Okuda and Adami [146] for
compression of HDR images. This scheme is designed to be backward compatible as JPEG-
HDR and HDR-MPEG. The main differences are the presence of a minimisation step for opti-
mising tone mapping parameters, the compression of residuals using wavelets, and the use of
the Hill function for tone mapping and its analytic inverse instead of a tabled function as in
HDR-MPEG. The Hill function is a generalised sigmoid function which is defined as:
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Ld(x) = f (Lw(x)) =
Lw(x)
n
Lw(x)n + kn
(3.38)
where n and k are a constants that depend on the image. The inverse g of f is given by:
Lw(x) = g(Ld(x)) = f
−1(Ld(x)) = k
(
Ld(x)
1−Ld(x)
) 1
n
(3.39)
Figure 3.23: The encoding pipeline presented of Okuda and Adam’s method [146].
The encoding is divided into a few steps, see Figure 3.23. Firstly, a minimisation process using
the original HDR image is performed in the logarithmic domain to match HVS perception and
avoid outliers at high values. The error to minimise is given by:
E = ∑
x∈I
(
log(Lw(x))− log(g(Ld(x)))
)2
(3.40)
for determining n and k. The optimum solution is uniquely determined imposing the partial
derivatives of E for k and n equal to zero, leading to:
k = exp
((
∑xB(x)
2
)(
∑xA(x)
)− (∑xB(x))(∑xA(x)B(x))
M
(
∑xB(x)
2
)− (∑xB(x)2)
)
n =
M
(
∑xB(x)
2
)− (∑xB(x))2
M
(
∑xA(x)B(x)
)− (∑xA(x))(∑xB(x)) (3.41)
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where M is the number of pixels, and A and B are defined as:
A(x) = logLw(x) B(x) = log
(
Ld(x)
1−Ld(x)
)
(3.42)
Figure 3.24: The decoding pipeline presented of Okuda and Adami’s method [146].
Once the parameters are determined the image is tone mapped and encoded using JPEG. To
improve quality, residual are calculated as:
R(x) =
(
Lw(x)
g(Ld(x))+ ε
)γ
(3.43)
where γ ∈ (0,1] is a constant, and ε ≥ 0 is a small value to avoid discontinuities chosen by the
user. Finally, R is encoded using a wavelet image compression scheme.
The decoding stage is straightforward. Once the LDR image and residuals are decoded using a
JPEG decoder and a wavelet decoder, final HDR values are recovered by:
Lw(x) = R(x)
1
γ
(
g(Ld(x))+ ε
)
(3.44)
Two colour compensation methods are presented to preserve distortions caused by tone map-
ping. The first one is a modification of Ward and Simmons [214] where α and β are calculated
with a quadratic minimisation using an error function similar to Equation 3.40. The second
method is to apply a polynomial P(x) for each LDR colour channel, assuming that a polyno-
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mial relationship exists between LDR and HDR values. Coefficients of P(x) are fitted using the
Gaussian weighted difference between the original HDR channel and the reconstructed HDR
channel.
The compression scheme was evaluated on a data set of 12 HDR images and compared with
JPEG-HDR and HDR-MPEGusing twometrics: the mean square difference (MSE) in CIELAB
colour space [58] and MSE in the Daly’s non-linearity domain [40]. In these experiments the
proposed method achieved better results for both metrics in comparison with JPEG-HDR and
HDR-MPEG at different bit rates. While the quality of this method is up to two times better
than HDR-MPEG and JPEG-HDR at high bit rates (around 8-10 bits), it is comparable to them
at low bit rates (around 1-4 bits).
3.3 Summary
In this chapter the state of art of inverse tone mapping was reviewed. The first part described
methods for expanding single exposure LDR content into HDR content that can be employed
for HDR applications. The second part showed compression techniques that exploit tone map-
ping, inverse tone mapping, and de facto compression standards for efficient compression of
HDR images and videos.
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Chapter 4
Methodology
This chapter presents the methodology that was adopted for the developing of the new algo-
rithm for the expansion of LDR content into HDR content. This is presented in Chapter 5. The
methodology follows an iterative process, and all iterations are presented as well.
4.1 The Method
Inverse tone mapping bridges the gap between LDR and HDR imaging with very practical ap-
plications as shown in previous chapters. Therefore, a practical approach was employed in the
design of the final solution in Chapter 5. The adopted methodology can be seen as a simplified
version of Action Research methodology. The starting of the process is an existing algorithm
for expanding LDR content into HDR one. The algorithm is modified at each iteration until the
wanted result is reached. At each iteration a set of images is expanded and used for an appli-
cations (IBL or image visualisation). Then they are analysed to understand which features are
important, and which lead to drawbacks. Finally, the algorithm is modified in accord with the
analysed data. If there are no more modifications, the process stops, otherwise another iteration
is performed. The diagram of this process is shown in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: The diagram of the used methodology. A starting algorithm is used for expanding images.
Then images are analysed to understand which are the important features and drawbacks. Afterwards
the algorithm is modified to add or remove some features. If no modifications are added the goal
algorithm is obtained otherwise the process is reiterated.
4.2 Starting Solutions
At the time of developing of the main algorithm there were only a few solutions for expanding
LDR content into HDR one. Landis’ method [105] and Daly and Feng’s ones [41, 42] were
the only available algorithms. Moreover, they model a specific application and not a general
case. For example, while Landis’ operator can expand LDR images which are suitable for
IBL, it produces images with noticeable contouring artifacts. Daly and Feng’s algorithm re-
moves contours for image visualisation, but the generated images do not enhance light sources.
This means that it performs very poorly for IBL applications. Between these two algorithms,
Landis’s one was chosen as starting algorithm, because IBL is a very important application in
computer graphics, visual effects, videogames, and automotive industry.
4.3 The Iteration of the Process
The Landis operator expands pixel values over a certain threshold using a power function.
Figure 4.2.b shows that the operator produces a better result than a linear one, Figure 4.2.a,
regarding high frequency shadows. This can produce visible artifacts such as contours in the
environment map. These can be noticed if the environment map is visualised when highly
specular materials are employed in the virtual scene.
In the first iteration, the thresholding was removed for understanding if it is needed in the ex-
pansion, for an example see Figure 4.2.c. Note that the high contrast contour is not present
anymore in the reflections of the specular sphere. However, the control of the user is limited
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4.2: An example of the iterations for IBL: a) A render using an LDR environment map.
b) Landis’s method [105]. c) Landis’s method without thresholding. d) Expansion through an
inverse TMO and expand map.
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to the power coefficient, not allowing to focus the enhancement only on high luminance ar-
eas. Furthermore, colours are greatly modified increasing saturation due to the power function
application.
In order to expand only certain pixel values, as in thresholding but avoiding its main disadvan-
tage, the power function was replaced with the inverse of a TMO. This is because the inverse
of a TMO typically expands high luminance values, keeps medium values, and compresses
low values. However, light sources were not properly reconstructed, they were flat producing
only hard shadows. Therefore, a reconstruction mechanism was added, the Expand Map, for
an example see Figure 4.2.d. Moreover, the expand map can reduce quantisation artifacts due
to expansion at the edges between high and medium/low luminance areas.
A final iteration was performed for extending the algorithm to videos in order to avoid temporal
flickering, colour correction, and colour reconstruction. This can happen when frames are
separately processed.
4.4 Summary
In this chapter, the adopted methodology is reviewed. Furthermore, the main iterations of the
process are shown, explaining the choices made and how they related to learning from previous
literature.
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Chapter 5
An Inverse Tone Mapping Operator
This chapter describes an iTMO [16, 18, 17] which can expand LDR images for visualisation
on HDR displays and IBL.
In Section 5.1 the core concepts of the algorithm for static images are presented. In Section 5.2
these are extended to video sequences where all parameters are automatically estimated and
flickering is minimised. Finally, an efficient implementation that exploits graphics hardware
and multi-core CPU is exposed in Section 5.3.
5.1 Inverse Tone Mapping for Still Images
The developed iTMO was firstly designed for static images which can be generalised into a
framework. This is outlined in Figure 5.1, and it comprises of the following steps:
1. Linearisation: the starting LDR image is linearised, to produce controllable and con-
sistent results as discussed in Section 3.1.1. The users can choose different methods of
linearisation based on the source of the image.
2. Range Expansion: an initial HDR image is generated by applying an expansion function
to the LDR image generated at Step 1. Many monotonically increasing TMOs can be
used for this purpose by using the inverted form.
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Figure 5.1: The pipeline of the framework for the iTMO for still images. The LDR image is expanded
using an expansion function obtaining a preliminary HDR image. Then, an expand map is generated
from the original LDR image by calculating the density estimation of light source samples. Finally, the
original LDR and the preliminary HDR image are interpolated using the expand map as interpolation
weight.
3. Expand Map: a smooth field is generated to reconstruct clipped areas and reduce noise.
This field is called expand map and it is created from density estimation of light source
samples generated using importance sampling.
4. Combination: The final HDR image is generated by interpolating the original LDR
image and the expanded one at Step 2 using the expand map as interpolation weights.
This process reduces artefacts and reconstructs clipped areas.
5.1.1 Linearisation of the Signal
Linearisation is an important step for an iTMO, because it allows to control the results of the
expansion, see Section 3.1.1. In the developed system there are three options for linearising
LDR images: known cameras, unknown cameras, and DVDs or television programs. The
selection of an option depends by the knowledge of the user about the device that captured
LDR images as input.
For the first option, the user needs to determine the CRF of this camera, see Section 2.2.2,
and to apply the inverse CRF to the image to obtain the linearised image. For the second
option, algorithms for linearisation from a single image are applied, see Section 3.1.1. Finally,
in the last option, inverse gamma of 2.2 is applied to an image, because DVDs and television
programs formats encode videos using this curve as described in the ITU-R BT.709 standard
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[89].
Note that the presence of three options allows to have the best precise results, because the blind
application of single image linearisation algorithms such as Lin et al. [116] and Lin and Zhang
[117] can present errors in the estimation of the CRF.
5.1.2 Pixel Values Expansion
A key part of the framework is the enhancement of the original signal, in particular how pixels
are expanded to obtain HDR values. The expansion is driven by a monotonically increasing
function g assuming the hypothesis that the order of luminance values is kept in the LDR image,
which means:
∀x,y Ld(x)≤ Ld(y)↔ Lw(x)≤ Lw(y) (5.1)
where Ld is the luminance channel of the LDR image, and Lw would be the luminance channel
of an HDR image if it was taken of the same scene and position of the LDR one. g is defined
as:
g(I) : [0,255]w×h×c → Rw×h×ci (5.2)
where I is the input LDR image, w, h, and c are respectively the width, the height, and the
number of colour channels of I. While g tries to expand over-exposed pixels and compress
under-exposed ones, it keeps linearly well-exposed ones similarly to a TMO. This behaviour is
the opposite of a global TMO. However, it is convenient to work only on the luminance channel
to avoid colour shifts during expansion, a similar problem that happens in tone mapping. This
leads Equation 5.2 to:
g(I) =


Lw = gL(Ld) : [0,255]
w×h → Rw×hi


Rw
Gw
Bw

= LwLd


Rd
Gd
Bd


(5.3)
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A simple approach to define g is to invert an existing TMO, because just an inverse behaviour
is needed as it was shown before. This approach was adopted focusing on inverting a non
linear global TMO with a small number of parameters. Non linearity is important as in the
case of tone mapping, Schlick [178] addressed the fact that a linear mapping produces a not
well distributed quantisation, producing very dark images in many cases. Furthermore a linear
mapping produces quantisation problems in the case of inverse tone mapping. This appears in
the form of contouring as shown in Daly and Feng’s work [41, 42].
A small number of parameters is crucial to help users make and to allow an automatic estimate
for video sequences. However, good control to users in how the expansion has to be led needs
to be kept. Finally, the operator has to be computationally efficient for real-time applications
such as streaming live events or movies playback.
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Figure 5.2: iTMO curves: a) The inverse of power function. In this example different curves are plotted
with increasing value for c: 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32. b) The inverse of the photographic tone reproduction
operator, showing how Lwhite is related to the shape of the iTMO. In this example different curves are
plotted with increasing value for Lwhite: 1, 2.5, 5, 10, 25, 50, 100, and 1000 (the arrow shows the
increasing direction).
Only a few global operators have all these features and they are: non uniform quantisation
[178], global photographic tone reproduction [169], time dependent visual adaptation [156],
and more in general sigmoid functions. Other popular TMOs are not suitable for being inverted
for expansion purposes. For example, linear scaling operators [210, 63] do not increase the
dynamic range. Furthermore, the inverted revised Tumblin-Rushmeier [193], which represents
the family of power functions Lw(x) = Lw, MaxLd(x)
c, does not provide a good control of the
shape. For the same reason logarithmic and exponential functions are not applicable to this
problem. Moreover, medium and high values for c produce an extreme flat profile for mid and
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low LDR values, see Figure 5.2.a, which can create false contours.
Among the three suitable operators, which are all sigmoid functions, it was decided to invert the
photographic tone reproduction operator. For example, the time dependent visual adaptation
[156] was discarded because it is excessively computationally complex. Furthermore, inverted
sigmoids of cones and rods are not suitable for a single exposure because they are not related
to perceptual quantities in the general case.
For clarity the formula of the photographic tone reproduction operator is recalled from Section
2.4.2:
Ld(x) =
αLw(x)
(
αLw(x)+Lw, HL
2
white
)
Lw, HL
2
white
(
αLw(x)+Lw, H
) (5.4)
This equation can be straightforwardly inverted. The first step is to group all terms on the left
side obtaining:
α2
L2whiteL
2
w, H
Lw(x)
2 +
α
Lw, H
(
1−Ld(x)
)
Lw(x)−Ld(x) = 0 (5.5)
The full inversion is achieved by finding the roots of second order polynomial in Lw(x), which
leads to the final iTMO:
Lw(x) = gL(Ld(x)) =
L2whiteLw, H
α
(
Ld(x)−1+
√(
1−Ld(x)
)2
+
4
L2white
Ld(x)
)
(5.6)
Note that Equation 5.5 can have two solutions, but the positive one is chosen because the iTMO
has to generate positive values. Moreover, Equation 5.6 can be used for expansion of pixels,
and it is always positive for α > 0, and Ld(x) ≥ 0.
The only parameters that users need to specify are α , Lw, H, and Lwhite. The first two parameters
can be combined together in a single one β = Lw, Hα , because they appear both in the single place
as multiplicative coefficients of Equation 5.6. This simplifies users task for parameter choice,
obtaining a new equation:
Lw(x) = gL(Ld(x)) = L
2
whiteβ
(
Ld(x)−1+
√(
1−Ld(x)
)2
+
4
L2white
Ld(x)
)
(5.7)
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β ∈ (1,+∞) and Lwhite ∈ (1,+∞) map the range from [0,1] to a subset of [0,+∞). However, it
is not intuitive for an user to determine the desired scale from two parameters. To simplify this
task, an interface parameter is added, which determines the maximum expansion value, called
Lw, Max, for the maximum value in the LDR image, Ld, Max. β is calculated from Lw, Max by
solving Equation 5.7 for β with Ld(x) = Ld, Max and Lw(x) = Lw, Max, obtaining:
β =
Lw, Max
L2white
(
Ld, Max−1+
√(
1−Ld, Max
)2
+ 4
L2white
Ld, Max
) (5.8)
Note that Ld, Max can be assumed to be equal to 1 which is the maximum LDR value, so Equa-
tion 5.8 can be simplified as:
β =
Lw, Max
2Lwhite
(5.9)
This speeds up the expansion, because Ld, Max does not need to be calculated. The other param-
eter, Lwhite, determines the shape of the curve, and it is directly proportional to curve steepness,
see Figure 5.2.b for an empirical study of the curve increasing Lwhite. Note that the steepness
is increased significantly using multiples of the order of Lw, Max.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.3: An example of saturation recovery using Equation 5.11 applied to the Cloud LDR image:
a) A zoom of the original LDR image. b) The expanded image in a) without saturation recovery at a
visualisable exposure. c) The image in b) with saturation recovery. Note that red colours are more
saturated in a) and c) compared to b).
The main problem of expansion is that colours can be desaturated. This is the contrary effect
of a typical TMO, where colours are over-saturated, see Figure 5.3.b for an example. This
problem is solved in a straightforward way by increasing the level of saturation:
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
RwGw
Bw

= Lw
(
1
Ld

RdGd
Bd

)s s = h(Lw,Ld)≥ 1 (5.10)
where h is a function that estimates the needed saturation based on the amount of expansion.
Its definition is related to g for guiding saturation and avoiding over-saturation. The concept is
to assign a high saturation values to expanded values, and to keep saturation for unexpanded
ones. A possible h that satisfies these conditions can be defined as:
h(x) = SMax(1−3t(x)2 +2t(x)3)+SMin(3t(x)2−2t(x)3) t(x) = Ld(x)
Lw(x)
(5.11)
where SMax and Smin are respectively the maximum and minimum saturation value which are
interpolated using a cubic with ratio rL as weight. Note that SMin = 1, because unexpanded
values does not need to be corrected. From experiments, it was found SMax = 2 to avoid
exaggeration in the final saturation. An example of this technique can be seen in Figure 5.3.
5.1.3 Expand Map
A point-wise range expansion can be sufficient in the case of images with well-exposed pixels,
such as an outdoor picture in a cloudy day, see Figure 5.4 for an example.
(a)
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(b)
Figure 5.4: An example of expansion for well-exposed content for the Vineyard LDR image: a) The
original LDR image. b) The false colour image of the expanded image in a) using Equation 5.7 with
Lw, Max = 20 and Lwhite = 40. Note that there are no over/under-exposed, so there are no missing areas
with details and colours.
However, more sophisticated image processing is needed when saturated areas are in the image,
such as very bright sky in a sunny outdoor picture or a lamp in an indoor scene, see Figure 5.5
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for an example. Indeed, saturated regions are clipped with no extra information about the
original signal, and an expansion can not generate the lost content.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.5: An example of expansion for over-exposed content for the Venice Bay LDR image: a)
The original LDR image. b) F-stop -4 for the expanded version using Equation 5.7 with Lw, Max = 40
and Lwhite = 80. Note that quantisation artefacts are around the sun and there is no reconstruction of
content, and the sun is uniformly white.
Assuming that over-exposed pixels belong to light sources, or self-emitting or reflecting sur-
faces, a solution is to reconstruct the low frequency profiles of these parts of the scenes using
neighbours of saturated pixels to retrieve information about the original signal. Moreover, a
large neighbourhood needs to be used in the case of a large over-exposed area. A function
that reconstructs these profiles is called Expand Map, a smooth function, that determines the
level of needed expansion for pixels belonging to areas of high luminance allowing a plausible
restoration with available local information. The expand map can be defined as:
Λ : [0,255]w×h → [0,1]w×h (5.12)
Since Λ is a smooth function, it can reduce contouring during expansion, because expansion
follows the low frequency profiles of reconstructed light sources. For example, a smooth gra-
dient is created in an over-exposed region next to a well-exposed one, reducing the step edge
that expansion can introduce in this situation.
Note that the expand map leaves under-exposed regions untouched. A reason is that there is
no good criteria to restore luminance in very dark regions, such as the creation of light sources
in very bright areas. Furthermore, pixels of an image are not well discretised in very dark
areas, and these parts have many quantisation artefacts such as blocks and ringing [205] in
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compressed images.
Figure 5.6: The pipeline for the generation of the expand map for still images. The luminance channel
of the LDR image is used to create light sources using an importance sampling algorithm. Then, density
estimation is calculated using these samples, generating a smooth field that is the final expand map.
A simple definition for Λ is to determine areas of high luminance and smooth them with a low
pass filter. However, this process can not be based on thresholding, because it is a local function
without spatial knowledge which can remove important areas of high luminance, see Figure
5.7 for an example. An approach that preserves all these features is to discretise the image into
light source samples, see Section 2.7.2. Then, a smooth field is created using density estimation
from these samples. Density estimation is a statistical method that constructs an estimate of a
probability density function from observed data [53]. 2D density estimation is calculated for
each pixel of Λ using the n-nearest samples inside an influence radius rs:
Λ(x,rs) =
1
|P|V (P) ∑
p∈P(x)
Ψp V (P) = pir
2
max (5.13)
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.7: An expand map generated using thresholding and Gaussian filtering: a) A single exposure
LDR image of Bristol Bridge. b) Thresholding on the luminance channel where threshold was set equal
to 0.9 for determining over-exposed regions. c) A Gaussian filtered image of b) with kernel size of 48.
Note that the threshold approach does not include other features of the sky which is an area of high
luminance compared to the wood in the bottom. The original HDR image is courtesy of Greg Ward
[212]
where P =
{
y : ‖x− y‖ ≤ rs
}
is the set of samples in the radius rs, Ψp is the luminance of
the p-th sample, V is the area of the n-nearest samples that fits a circle, and rmax ≤ rs is the
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maximum distance from x to ymax the farthest sample in P . Parzen windows or smoothing
kernels can improve the smoothness of Equation 5.13, obtaining:
Λ(x,rs) =
1
|P|V (P) ∑
p∈P
K
(‖x−yp‖
rmax
)
Ψp (5.14)
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Figure 5.8: An example of density estimation in 1D with different kernels with samples at x =
[0.0,1.0,8.0,8.25,8.50]>: a) The density estimation using a Cone kernel with α = 1/3. While Λ is
plotted in red, partial contributions are plotted in blue. b) The density estimation using a Gaussian
kernel. Note that while the global shapes is kept both in a) and b), the shape of the kernel influences
local features. For example, the concavity in b) around x = 5 is not present in a).
where K is a symmetric smoothing normalised kernel based on distance. This is a decreas-
ing function where K(x ≥ rs) = 0. The more common kernels for K are Gaussian and Cone
functions. The first is defined as:
KG(x) =


1√
2pi
e
− x2
2r2s if |x| ≤ 1
0 otherwise
(5.15)
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.9: An example of 2D density estimation applied to an LDR version of the Bristol Bridge HDR
image: a) The density estimation using a Cone kernel with α = 1. b) The density estimation using a
Gaussian kernel. Note that the estimates in a) and b) look similar, differences are more difficult to find
compared to the 1D case. The original HDR image is courtesy of Greg Ward [212].
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Figure 5.8.b and Figure 5.9.c show examples of estimation using KG. The latter is defined as:
KC(x) =


1
α
(
1−α |x|
)
if |x| ≤ 1
0 otherwise
(5.16)
where α ∈ (0,+∞) is a constant that characterises the filter shape, see Figure 5.8.a and Figure
5.9.b for examples of estimation using KC.
An example application of reconstruction and noise reduction using the outlined expand map
is shown in Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.10: An example of reconstruction and noise reduction using the expand map. On the left side
the Red Bulb LDR image, where a row around the light bulb is highlighted in green. On the right side
the graph of luminance values of the highlighted row for the original image (blue line), expansion with
(red line) and without (green line) expand map. Note that the simple expansion expands noise and does
not reconstruct the clipped profile, it keeps the flat clipped region. On the other hand, the expansion
with the expand map generates a plausible reconstruction shape profile which reduces expansion of the
noise.
Light Sources Generation
Light sources generation was reviewed in Section 2.7.2. Among the main methods for extract-
ing light source samples, see Section 2.7.2, a suitable one for generating an expand map is MCS
[170, 45]. This is because MCS is computationally fast, therefore it is suitable for real-time
applications and videos. Moreover, it is straightforward to implement in parallel or on graphics
hardware. Other methods such as SIS [4] and k-means sampling (KMS) [97] need iterative
relaxations which can be computationally expensive and can not meet real-time deadlines due
to their iterative nature. Furthermore, MCS is easier to implement and more computationally
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efficient than PTS [148], which allows real-time sampling as well.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.11: An example of generated samples using MCS from Memorial Church HDR image: a) A
single exposure of the image. b) Light source samples are calculated from HDR values. c) Light source
samples are calculated from LDR values, single exposure in a). Note that the samples distribution shares
some features to the one in b). The original HDR image is courtesy of Paul Debevec [44].
Note that applying a sampling method to an LDR image and to an equivalent HDR one can
produce different results. However, some features in the distribution of samples are kept in the
LDR image, see Figure 5.11.
MCS is based on median cut colour quantisation by Heckbert [80]. The idea of the algorithm
is to divide the image in 2p regions of equal luminance, where n= 2p is the number of samples
and p is the number of cuts of the image. At the beginning of the algorithm there is only one
region, the full image. Then, at each iteration the image is subdivided along the longest dimen-
sion such that the luminance is divided evenly in the two sub-images. The process continues
until n regions are created. Subsequently, for each region a sample is placed in the centroid of
each region with energy equal to the sum of luminance values within the region. An example
of the sampling process using MCS is shown in Figure 5.12. Samples are stored in a 2D-tree
[177], to improve the efficiency of range queries for P . Note that the whole process can be
sped up calculating a summed area table of the image [37].
An heuristic for determining the number of cuts is given by p = dlog2
√
h×we where h and
w are respectively the height and width of the image. The idea is to generate a sample for
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Figure 5.12: An example of MCS applied to Pisa HDR image for generating 32 lights. From the top to
the bottom the increasing number of cuts from 1 to 32, which doubles for each iteration. In the last row
on right, there are the final generated samples. The original HDR image is courtesy of Paul Debevec
[44].
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each 2
p
2 × 2 p2 region in the case of a uniformly coloured image. This produces enough low
frequency information for calculating a smooth Λ. For example, 1,024 samples are generated
for an 1,920×1,080 image.
A problem with MCS is the generation of few isolated samples. This is due to the presence
of large low luminance areas, and few samples are drawn there. However, these can produce
isolated areas of high luminance during the evaluation of density estimation, which have to
be considered as outliers because they are low luminance ones. A straightforward solution
to this problem is to set void density estimation, when few samples are in P , which can be
mathematically expressed as:
Λ′(x,rs) = Λ(x,rs) f (|P|) f (x) =
{
1 if x≥ nsMin
0 otherwise
(5.17)
where nsMin is the minimum number of needed samples to validate the estimation.
Colours Treatment
Clipped colours in over-exposed areas can be reconstructed employing coloured expand maps.
The only modifications is to generate coloured light source samples during MCS, and to extend
density estimation to three colour channels, see Figure 5.13 for an example. Note that the risk
of colour shifts in well-exposed areas is minimal. This is because light source samples are
placed in areas of high luminance where pixels are usually clipped. Therefore, the application
of a coloured expand map happens in saturated regions. Furthermore, the colour of the expand
map in a region is similar to the one of that region in the LDR image. Therefore, colours are
not greatly modified. In the worst case, when a well-exposed region is under the influence of a
coloured expand map, there is an increase of colour saturation.
The use of a coloured expand map works well when over-exposed areas are not too large, for
example less than 5-10% of the area of the image. Large over-exposed areas tend to produce
white samples, so the expand map is grey in those areas.
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Figure 5.13: An example of coloured expand map in the Redentore LDR image. On the left side the
original image. On the right side two zooms of two differently expanded images around some lanterns
in the scene: a) The image was expanded using a luminance expand map. Note that colours inside
the lantern are lost. b) The image was expanded using a coloured expand. Note that yellow tint was
reconstructed using colours from light source samples.
5.1.4 Computational Complexity Analysis
An important aspect for an iTMO is its computational complexity for understanding its scala-
bility when applied to images at different resolutions [151]. It is assumed that the number of
samples is
√
n where n is the number of pixels in the image. The computational complexity of
the whole framework is calculated as a sum of the contribution of each step, which are:
• Linearisation. O(n): the application of the inverse CRF has a constant computational
time cost, O(1), and it is applied to all n pixels of the image;
• Range expansion. O(n): the application of range expansion function has a constant
time cost, O(1), and it is applied to all n pixels of the image;
• MCS complexity. O(n logn): in the worst case a median cut moves through all m pixels
of the longest regions, which means a O(m) complexity. Therefore, the number of cuts is
log
√
n for generating
√
n samples, assuming the worst case for each cut with a reduction
of only one pixel along the longest direction the complexity for MCS is given by:
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log
√
n
∑
i=1
(n− i) = n log√n−
log
√
n
∑
i=1
i
= n log
√
n− 1
2
(
log2
√
n+ log
√
n
)
=
1
2
n logn− 1
8
log2 n− 1
4
logn (5.18)
• Density Estimation. O(n(k+ log√n)): a k-nearest neighbours search in a kD-tree costs
O(k+ log
√
n). The evaluation of density estimation costs O(k). This process is iterated
for all n pixels;
• Linear Interpolation. O(n): the application of linear interpolation has a constant com-
putational time cost, O(1), and it is applied to all n pixels of the image;
Summing all contributions, the final complexity is O(n log(n) + n). The main costs in the
algorithm are due to the sampling algorithm and the data structure for storing samples, the
kD-tree.
5.2 Inverse Tone Mapping for Videos
The method presented in Section 5.1 can produce flickering if it is applied to video sequences
for a series of reasons. Firstly, many parameters need to be hand chosen for generating the
desired result for each image, which makes the task very tedious for all frames of a video.
Secondly, range expansion, median cut, and density estimation are not temporally coherent.
Hence, they use only the information from the current image.
This section shows how to extend the algorithm for videos. Moreover, only the parts that
need to be modified for temporal coherence are presented. The parts that can be kept from the
previous algorithm are the linearisation process and the linear interpolation. The former is a
simple application of a function that depends on the device that captured the content, therefore
it maintains temporal coherence. The latter is a simple interpolation between the linearised
LDR image and the expanded one using an expand map, which final result depends on the
temporal coherence of inputs.
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Figure 5.14: The pipeline of the framework for the iTMO for videos. For each frame of a video, light
source samples are generated for the next n frames and stored in a buffer that caches the n backward
and forward frames. Then, the current LDR frame is expanded using the expansion function which is
the same as in Section 5.1.2, but Ld, Max is smoothed using neighbour’s frame Ld, Max to avoid flickering.
Subsequently, a temporal coherent expand map is generated using buffered samples and the current LDR
frame. Finally, the LDR and the expanded frame are linearly interpolated using the temporal expand
map as weight.
In the case of video sequences the temporal coherence between frames must be taken into
account, and the framework has to be accordingly modified, see Figure 5.14. In this new
version of the framework, the range expansion has as input smoothed values. This is necessary
to reduce flickering during expansion, see Section 5.2.2. Also the density expansion is changed
to be temporal coherent. This is achieved by using light source samples from previous and
forward frames, see Section 5.2.2.
5.2.1 Temporal Pixel Values Expansion
Assuming that Ld, Max = 1, the expansion of pixel values remain the same as in Section 5.1.2.
This is because Equation 5.7 does not produce any flickering if β is calculated as in Equation
5.9.
However, flickering can occur if β is computed as in Equation 5.8, because it takes as input
the current frame Ld, Max, which can vary rapidly from one frame to another. The first step to
solve this problem is to calculate robustly Ld, Max. This is achieved by utilising percentiles,
for example the 95-th percentile gives a robust estimate of the maximum value. This avoids
problems introduced by noisy pixels. Then, the second step is to filter Ld, Max to have smooth
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values over frames, avoiding flickering:
L′d, Max = Ld, Max⊗Gs (5.19)
where L′d, Max is the filtered LDR maximum, and Gs is a 1D Gaussian kernel with variance σs.
From preliminary tests, σs = 1 results to be a suitable value, see Figure 5.15.
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Figure 5.15: An example of filtering Ld, Max for two scenes. While the blue line is the original signal,
the red one is for the filtered one: a) An HD BBC sequence [19]. b) A flame sequence from Fedkiw’s
website [62]. Note that large fluctuation that can cause flickering are smoothed.
5.2.2 Temporal Expand Map
A naı¨ve application of the method in Section 5.1.3 to a video sequence can produce flickering
in the expand map, and therefore flickering in the final expanded video. This is because light
source samples are generated independently for each frame, and a sample can pop in and out
in small regions for two next frames. Furthermore, density estimation is performed with only
samples of the current frame.
In order to solve this problem of incoherent samples median cut can be extended to the temporal
domain, see Figure 5.16 for the pipeline. This would allow to keep 2D density estimation,
which would use samples of the current frame which are temporally created. However, due
to its nature, MCS needs to have the uncompressed video or its summed-area table [37] in
the main memory. This is quite impractical due to hardware constraints. For instance, an 8
seconds video sequence in high definition resolution, 1,920× 1,080, at 24 frames per second
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would require more than 1GB of free memory. Clearly, this solution is not very space efficient.
Figure 5.16: The pipeline for the generation of temporal expand maps. The volume density estimation
is calculated using light source samples from a buffer that caches them from the n-th backward and
forward frames from the current one. Then, edges from the current frame are transferred to the result
of volume density estimation obtaining the final temporal expand map. The edge transfer alleviates
ghosting effects and enhances edges.
An alternative more efficient memory-wise approach is to apply MCS separately to each frame,
but to extend density estimation to temporal domain. Firstly, samples for all frames are stored
onto a 3D-tree, where the third coordinate is set to the frame number or time. Secondly, tempo-
ral density estimation is evaluated gathering samples from other frames using a volume shape,
in a similar approach to volume photon mapping [90]. To avoid incoherent samples from
frames that change completely from the previous one, videos are cut in shots. A shot is a se-
ries of frames where changes between frames are smooth. These can be determined using an
histogram video partition technique [74].
The temporal density estimation ensures that flickering is alleviated if not removed. Note that
a small radius in the temporal domain is needed, because objects can rapidly move in a video,
invalidating samples. Therefore, an ellipsoidal volume was chosen rather than a spherical one,
otherwise features are lost in the motion of objects, see Figure 5.17 for a 2D temporal example.
The density estimation is filtered using a cone kernel for removing unwanted noise. The final
equation for density estimation is given by:
Λ(x, t,rs,rt) =
1
|P|V (P) ∑
p∈P
KC
(‖x−yp‖
rmax
)
Ψp V (P) =
4
3
pir2s rt (5.20)
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Figure 5.17: An example of temporal density estimation applied to a 1D video sequence. The density
estimation is calculated at frame 4 using a temporal radius of 1 frames in backward and forward. Two
different shapes, a circle and an ellipse, are used in the density estimation. On the left side a circle has
as radius the maximum between temporal and spatial radius, otherwise the spatial radius is too small.
Therefore, a circle includes too many samples. This produces a too smoothed motion losing features.
On the right side an ellipse has a shape that avoids to gather too many samples with a large spatial
radius. Therefore, original features of the motion are kept better than using a circle.
where P =
{
y : (x− y) · [rs,rs,rt ]−> ≤ 1
}
is the set of points in the ellipsoid, and rs and rt
are respectively the semi-axis in space and time. V is the volume of the ellipsoid that fits the
n-nearest samples, and rmax ≤max(rs,rt) is the maximum distance from x to ymax, the farthest
sample in P . As in Section 5.1.3 the estimate is clamped if there are more than nsMin samples.
Automatic Estimation of Density Estimation Parameters
The main problem for video sequences is how to estimate the parameters for density estimation
which are: rt , rs, nsMin. Note that an optimal estimation for the first few frames does not assure
that they will be kept during the video sequence. Therefore, some heuristics to avoid tedious
hand selections and possible flickering are proposed.
The first parameter, rt , can be calculated in a progressive way. For example, the ellipsoid is
expanded in the temporal direction until variations in the number of samples is very large. This
means that samples are completely changed, therefore they are no longer valid. However, it
can be found empirically, analysing various videos, that rt ∈ [3,5] is large enough, avoiding
further computations for expansion of ellipsoid along the time direction.
The second parameter, rs, affects more the estimation, because it determines the number of
samples for the current frame. These samples represent a large percentage in the total estima-
tion. As for the case of rt , rs should be expanded until enough samples are reached. On the
other hand, this expansion has to be limited to an upper bound. This can lead to an indefinite
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5.18: A comparison between automatic and non automatic density estimation for the 20-th
frame of the sky sequence: a) The LDR frame. b) The light sources generated by median cut. c) The
result of the density estimation using automatic parameters estimation. d) The result of the density
estimation using parameters which were estimated by an user for the first frame. Note inside red circles
the expand map is estimating wrongly the density of light sources generating areas to expand. The
original HDR image is courtesy of Paul Debevec [187].
expansion in areas without samples, which will produce a wrong estimation. The upper bound
rs,max is calculated from nsMin the minimum number of samples needed to terminate the expan-
sion of rs. nsMin is calculated using a simple heuristic. For the current frame, the XY plane is
divided in a regular grid of cells with length lsquare = max(w,h)/k, where k = log2 nsamples, w
and h respectively are the width and height of the frame. Subsequently, the number of samples
for each region is counted and sorted in an array, H . At this point, nsMin is calculated as the
value in H with the biggest slope between its predecessor and its successor, see Figure 5.19.
The idea is that the presence of a large slope indicates the difference from cells with few or no
samples to cells with many samples. However, it may happen that there is a constant slope, in
this case this metric will not work. To solve this problem nsMin is set equal to the median value
in H . Finally, rs,max is calculated as the distance from the centre of the median square to the
farthest sample in it.
Note that these heuristics can generate values that vary at each frame potentially causing flick-
ering. To avoid it, these values are filtered similarly to Ld, Max in Section 5.2.1 using a 1D
Gaussian filter.
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Figure 5.19: An example of automatic parameter estimation: a) The image used for the estimation. b)
Generated samples from a) which are divided by a grid. c) The graph of number of samples for each
cell of the grid, with division line for nsMin (in red).
Figure 5.18 shows the advantages of automatic parameter estimation using the sky sequence.
As can be seen, artefacts appear in the expanded HDR frame where parameters were not chosen
correctly.
Edge Enhancement
Once the volume density estimation is calculated, it can be used for interpolation of the LDR
and the expanded frame. However, volume density estimation can introduce some ghosting
effect even if the temporal axis rt is small including only a few frames. Moreover, a too smooth
field can reduce contrast around edges in the form of glare. A simple solution to these problems
would be to employ an edge stop function as in Rempel et al.’s work [171], but this function
needs a threshold for defining edge and it can potentially produce flickering.
Another straightforward solution is to transfer edges, which are present in the original frame, to
the expand map. The idea is that keeping original edges reduces the ghosting effects which can
be more noticeable at the boundaries of a moving object. Furthermore, edges are enhanced. The
transferring of edges is achieved by employing the cross/joint bilateral filtering, see Appendix
A for more details. The filter is defined as:
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ΛE(x) =
1
k(x) ∑
y∈W
Λ(x)GS(‖y−x‖)GR(‖Ld(x)−Ld(y)‖)
k(x) = ∑
y∈W
GS(‖y−x‖)GR(‖Ld(x)−Ld(y)‖)‖) (5.21)
where Λ(x) is the final expand map, W is the filtering window, GR and GS are two Gaussian
functions, Ld is the luminance of the LDR frame used as a guidance map, in this case the
luminance of the image.
Figure 5.20 compares the proposed expand map using joint bilateral filtering ΛE , and the one
produced with Rempel et al.’s algorithm [171].
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
Figure 5.20: A comparison between methods for generating the expand map. In the top row the method
presented in [171]: a) A single exposure LDR version of Bristol Bridge HDR image. b) A Gaussian
filtered luminance channel for a) after thresholding. c) The final expand map with the application of an
edge stopping function to b). In the bottom row our method: d) Light source samples for a) generated
using median cut algorithm. e) The expand map, for each colour channel, which is the result of the
density estimation applied to d). f) Final expand map for a) applying cross/joint bilateral filter to e)
using luminance of a) as guidance. The original HDR image is courtesy of Greg Ward [212].
The calculation of the temporal density estimation is the main cost during the calculation of
the expand map. To speed-up computations, MCS and density estimation can be generated
using a down-sampled version of the luminance channel, such as a quarter of the area. The
up-sampling to full frame size can be applied during the edge transfer using the joint bilateral
up-sampling [98]. In this way, up-sampling and joint bilateral filtering are performed at the
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same cost in one filtering operation. Therefore, Equation 5.21 can be modified as:
ΛE(x) =
1
k(x) ∑
y∈W
Λ(x ↓)GS(‖y ↓−x ↓‖)GR(‖Ld(x)−Ld(y)‖)
k(x) = ∑
y∈W
GS(‖y ↓−x ↓‖)GR(‖Ld(x)−Ld(y)‖)‖) (5.22)
where ↓ is an operator which maps Ld’s coordinates to Λ’s coordinates. While the variance
value for GS depends on the down-sampling factor, see Paris et al. [153], the one for GR
depends on which edges are desired to transfer. In the implementation of the framework weak
edges are not kept, to avoid to transfer noise, therefore σR = 0.1, see Paris et al. [153].
This operation does not degrade the quality of the expand map because it is a smooth field, and
up-sampling operations usually deteriorate more edges than low frequencies, see Figure 5.21
for an example.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.21: An example of expand map calculated at low resolution: a) An expand map calculated
at full resolution. b) An expand map calculated at one 16th of the original resolution. Note that the
differences are difficult to notice due to the smooth nature of Λ.
5.2.3 Computational Complexity Analysis
The computational complexity of the whole framework for videos is calculated as a sum of the
contribution of each step for t frames. The complexity for a single frame is presented, and only
for the steps that changed compared to the still images version:
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• Automatic Parameter Estimation. O(√n+ log2 n log log2 n): sorting the cells of the
grid has a computational cost O(log2 n log log2 n). Where m = log2
√
n is the number
of cells, and state of art sorting algorithm has computational complexity O(m logm)
[172]. The maximum slope or median derivate cost O(m). Finally, rs has computational
complexity O(
√
n) in the worst case, when all samples are in the same cell.
• Density Estimation. O(n(k+ log p)): the computational complexity is similar to the
one for still images. The total number of samples is p =
√
nt instead of
√
n. Hence, the
3D-tree is built using samples from all frames.
• Joint Bilateral Up-sampling. O(nl2): complexity depends on the size of the kernel
l = d5max(σs,σr)e. Note that the filter can be approximated to speed computations
up. For example Pham and van Vliet’s method [161] applies two 1D separate bilateral
filters achieving a O(nl) complexity, but quality decreases for large kernels. This prob-
lem can be solved using Paris and Durand’s approximation [152], which employs signal
processing techniques and has O
(
|S|
σ2s
|R|
σ2r
log
(
|S|
σ2s
|R|
σ2r
))
complexity, where S and R are
respectively the spatial and range domain.
Summing all contributions, including the unchanged ones from Section 5.1.4, the final com-
plexity for a video is O(tnl2 + tn logn+ tn log(k+
√
nt)). The main costs are still given by
MCS and the data structure for samples, the 3D-tree. However, joint bilateral up-sampling can
have a substantial weight, especially if it is not sped up.
5.3 Real-Time Inverse Tone Mapping using Graphics Hardware
and Multi-Core CPUs
An efficient implementation of algorithms presented in Section 5.1 and Section 5.2 can based
on multi-core CPUs and graphics processing units (GPUs) to speed-up calculation, and make
it possible to generate real-time expansion for images and videos, see Appendix C for an intro-
duction on GPUs.
The idea is to split computations between a multi-core CPU and a GPU. This is achieved by
leaving pure image processing computations to the GPU such as linear interpolation, range
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Figure 5.22: The computation flow showing the cooperation between CPU and GPU threads for the
iTMO. The first thread in the top
expansion, linearisation, and density estimation. Compuations which are difficult to map on
graphics hardware are left to the CPU, such as automatic parameter estimation and MCS which
requires a stack to save the cuts and arbitrary writing access to the memory (still not efficient
on modern GPUs). GPU operations can be classified in two kinds:
• Simple Operation: needs only to apply a function f to all pixels of the image, without
further processing. Linearisation, interpolation, and range expansion are simple opera-
tions.
• Multi-pass Operation: needs more passes to be completed, these can be simple oper-
ation or a pass which renders primitives. The generation of an expand map needs more
passes such as the evaluation of density estimation and the joint bilateral up-sampling.
5.3.1 Simple Operations
Linearisation was implemented copying the kernel of the software implementation in a pixel
shader, see Listing 1 for the shader source code. Range expansion and interpolation were
combined together in a single operation which saves a rendering pass, see Listing 2 for the
shader source code.
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5.3.2 Point-Based Density Estimation
Evaluation of density estimation on the CPU is computed in two steps. Firstly, samples around
the evaluation point are collected using a spatial query. Secondly, Equation 5.14 is evaluated
using gathered samples. However, a spatial query on a GPU can be not very efficient to im-
plement, because hierarchical data structures can not be naturally mapped on current graphics
hardware.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5.23: An example of density estimation on GPU using Cone and Gaussian kernel applied to
Bristol Bridge LDR image: a) Density estimation using a Cone kernel. b) The Cone kernel with α = 1
used in a) in the domain [−1,1]× [−1,1]. c) Density estimation using a Gaussian kernel. d) The
Gaussian kernel with σ = 1 used in c) in the domain [−3,3]× [−3,3].
GPUs are very fast in drawing primitives (fill-rate is 38 Gpixels per second for G80 class
boards [145]), especially for simple primitives such as points. Furthermore, they have built-in
instructions for texture and filtering operations. Therefore, the evaluation of density estimation
can be redesigned to exploit these capabilities: fast primitive rendering, and texture support.
The idea is to render a textured point for each light source sample, where the size of the point
is equal to the radius rs. This covers all pixels under the influences of that sample. The texture
used for these points is a discretised smoothing kernel used in Equation 5.14, which allows to
perform filtering, see Figure 5.23. Furthermore, the accumulation of values, when two points
are overlapped, is achieved by disabling the Z-buffer and enabling the Alpha blending [6].
Moreover, the implementation on GPU is straightforward, because there are only two steps to
compute: load samples into a vertex buffer and render points from the vertex buffer using a
short shader, see Listing 3 for the shader source code.
The method described before is designed for 2D still images, but the extension to videos is
straightforward and it requires only a few modifications. The first step is to add samples from
backward and forward frames to the vertex buffer used for rendering. Furthermore, each sample
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1 sampler2D LDR_Image;
2 float inverse_gamma;
3 float4 poly1[3], poly2[3];
4
5 float4 PixelShaderCRF(float2 texCoords)
6 {
7 float4 LDR=tex2D(LDR_Image, texCoord);
8 float4 ret=float4(0.0f,0.0f,0.0f,1.0f);
9
10 for(int i=0;i <3; i++)
11 {
12 //Inverse CRF using a quintic
13 ret[i]=((poly1[i].x*LDR[i]+poly1[i].y)*LDR[i]+poly1[i].z)*
14 LDR[i]+poly1[i].w;
15 ret[i]=(ret.x*LDR[i]+poly2[i].x)*LDR[i]+poly2[i].y;
16 }
17 return ret;
18 };
19
20 float4 PixelShaderGamma(float2 texCoords)
21 {
22 return pow(tex2D(LDR_Image,texCoords),inverse_gamma);
23 };
Listing 1: The pixel shaders for linearisation of the LDR image. PixelShaderCRF linearises an LDR
image using a CRF fitted into a quintic polynomial which coefficients are stored in poly1 and poly2.
This method can be used for known cameras, when the CRF can be measured, or for unknown ones
using techniques in Section 3.1.1. PixelShaderGamma linearises an LDR image applying the inverse
gamma function, which can be employed for DVDs and television programs [89].
Figure 5.24: An example of flattened 3D texture for storing a Gaussian temporal kernel using rt = 5.
From left to right slices for the current frame to the last forward/backward frame. Note that the kernel
from backward and forward frames are symmetric, so there is the need to only store only one direction.
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1 sampler2D LDR_Image;
2 sampler2D ExpandMap;
3
4 float Lwhite2, Lwhite2beta;
5 float2 SatValues;
6 float3 LUMINANCE={0.2126,0.7152,0.0722};
7
8 float4 PS_Renge_Interpolation(float2 texCoord): COLOR
9 {
10 //Fetch an LDR pixel
11 float4 LDR=tex2D(LDR_Image, texCoord);
12 float Ld=dot(LDRI.xyz, LUMINANCE);
13 //Expansion
14 float tmp=Ld-1;
15 float Lw=Lwhite2beta*(tmp+sqrt(tmp*tmp+4*Ld/Lwhite2));
16 //Expand Map
17 float4 emap=tex2D(ExpandMap, texCoord);
18 //Linear Interpolation
19 float Lfinal=Lw*emap.x+Ld*(1-emap.x);
20 //Saturation
21 tmp=Ld/Lfinal;
22 tmp=tmp*(3*tmp-2*tmp*tmp);
23 float sat=SatValues.x*(1-tmp)+SatValues.y*tmp;
24 return pow((LDR/Ld),sat)*Lfinal;
25 };
Listing 2: The pixel shader for the range expansion and linear interpolation. The first step is to
load from memory the current pixel of the LDR image (line 11), and calculate the luminance (line
12). Then, range expansion is performed using Equation 5.7 (line 14-15), for speeding calculations up
some constants are used. For example, Lwhite2beta=L2whiteβ , and Lwhite2= L
2
white. Afterwards, lin-
ear interpolation is performed (line 19) using the expand map previously loaded from memory (line
17). Finally, saturation is performed (line 21-24) using Equation 5.10 and Equation 5.11, where
SatValues.x= SMax and SatValues.y= SMin.
1 sampler3D texFilter;
2
3 float PixelShaderPointSplatting(float mc_sample_val, float3 texCoords)
4 {
5 //Fetch to precomputed filter
6 float4 val=tex3D(texFilter,texCoords);
7 //Filter value times sample value
8 return val.x*mc_sample_val;
9 };
Listing 3: The pixel shader for 2D/3D density estimation. The shader simply draws all pixels of each
textured point. The first step is to load from memory the texture used for encoding the kernel (line 6).
Then, this value is multiplied times the luminance power of the sample (line 8) which is stored in the
vertex buffer. Note that texCoords.z refers to the frame in time, for 2D evaluation texCoords.z= 0.
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in the vertex buffer has an attribute t ∈ [−5,5], which identifies the frame of the sample, where
t = 0 is the current frame. The second step is to discretise the 3D smoothing kernels. The idea
is to store each slice in time of the 3D kernel into a 3D texture, see Figure 5.24 for an example.
When textured points are rendered, the access to the correct time slice of the 3D texture is
achieved using the extra attribute t added to each sample, see Listing 3 for the shader source
code.
Note that the CPU version needs all frames to create the 3D-tree used for the spatial query. The
GPU implementation needs only few backward and forwards frames, up to 5, which makes it
suitable for real-time streaming of content.
Separate Joint Bilateral Up-Sampling
Joint bilateral up-sampling is a non-linear filter similar to a bilateral filter, see Appendix A,
and it can not be computed separately as in the case of a Gaussian filter. Pham and van Vliet
[161] proposed an approximation of the filter that produces good and indistinguishable results
when max(σR,σS) is not too large. For example a maximum variance up to 8−10 can produce
acceptable results [161, 30].
Figure 5.25: The scheme of Joint Bilatereal Up-Sampling on the GPU. Two separate 1D joint bilateral
filters are used to transfer edges from the LDR image to the expand map. The first filter is applied to
columns and the second one to rows.
To speed-up computations the GPU version of the expansion algorithm uses a separate joint
bilateral up-sampling inspired by the separation technique of Pham and van Vliet, see Figure
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5.25 for the scheme of the up-sampling method. The approximation applies two 1D joint
bilateral up-samplings, the first one is applied horizontally and the second one vertically on the
result of the first one.
Light Sources Samples Clamping
On the GPU, it is difficult to create a clamping such as on the CPU version presented in Equa-
tion 5.17. In fact, on the CPU this operation can be done immediately after the spatial radius
query, because it returns the number of samples in the volume, and this avoids performing a
density estimation evaluation. However, using the point-based approach the density estimation
is performed as a first step, and it is not possible to know in advance the number of samples that
will contribute to estimate a pixel. Therefore, there is the need to count these using a second
channel in the kernel (equal to 1) during the density estimation, and to store them. Further-
more, a second pass is needed to perform the clamping. As can be noticed this process would
slow down performances, because an extra channel in the expand map and in the precomputed
kernel, and a second pass are needed to be added. To have a more efficient solution in terms of
computational time and memory, an approximated solution is to perform clamping directly on
samples before rendering textured points, this operation is called precomputed clamping. For
each sample x, P =
{
y : ‖x−y‖< rs
}
is computed. Then it is tested if the number of samples
in P is enough for a density estimation in its area, |P| ≥ nsMin.
(a)
x
y
A
(b)
Figure 5.26: An example of precomputed clamping: a) The precomputed clamping using rs removes
the sample y from P for area A in red. However, A is influenced for splatting by y . b) The use of 2rs
allows to include the sample y in P for the precomputed clamping.
However, P has to be calculated using 2rs instead of rs, because it is possible to exclude some
samples for some areas, see Figure 5.26.a and Figure 5.26.b.
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5.3.3 Computational Complexity and Timing
The computational complexity of the whole framework the for GPU implementation is cal-
culated as sum of the contribution of each step for t frames. Similarly to Section 5.2.3, only
the complexity for a single frame will be presented, and for the steps that changed due to the
implementation on the GPU:
• Density Estimation. O(nkp): the density estimation is achieved using textured points.
A textured point needs to be drawn for nk pixels, the resolution of the kernel texture.
This has to be done p =
√
n times, the number of samples, assuming the worst case
where clamping did not remove samples. In the case of the temporal density estimation,
if only samples from 3-5 frames backward and forward are used, the complexity does not
change, because they can be considered constant and they are absorbed in the notation.
• Joint Bilateral Up-sampling. O(nl): the separate joint bilateral up-sampling costs
O(nl) where l = d5max(σs,σr)e.
Computational complexity on the GPU can be summarised in two parts, one for still images
and another for videos. Summing up common and unchanged contributions from Section 5.1.4
and Section 5.2.3, the results are:
• Still Images: O(n+n logn+nk
√
n).
• Videos: O(t(n logn+nl+nk
√
n)).
In the case of the GPU implementation, timed real-time performances are more important than
computational complexity. Therefore, the CPU and GPU version for still images and video
were evaluated. While the CPU version was implemented using Matlab R2007b with enabled
multi-threading, the GPU one was implemented in C++ using Direct3D9c for accessing to GPU
capabilities. Both versions were timed on an Intel Extreme Quad core at 2.4 Ghz, with 2Gb of
main memory, and a GeForce 8800GTX with 768 Mb of memory under Windows XP-32 SP3.
The CPU and GPU versions were timed for still images and videos, the results are shown in
Table 5.1. As can be seen the GPU version can achieve on average 28.44 fps at high definition
(HD) resolution (1,920× 1,080) while the CPU version can achieve 1 fps at low resolution
(360×240). The main bottleneck of this implementation is the low band for transferring frames
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Static Images Videos
Image Resolution CPU (sec) GPU (fps) CPU (sec) GPU Full-Screen (fps)
360×240 0.51 95.32 0.99 83.89
720×480 1.85 69.91 3.56 60.97
1280×720 7.73 53.82 11.68 47.39
1920×1080 26.93 30.59 29.27 28.44
Table 5.1: The results of the performances of the CPU and GPU algorithm for static images, and
video for High Definition televisions resolutions. The performances for the video extension is meant for
a frame using as test a video sequence of 60 frames taken from BBC HD Gallery [19].
from the main memory to the GPU’s one, which is more an issue when large images such as
at HD resolution, because less memory is available for buffering the video stream. However,
the algorithm can expand content in real-time for DVDs and HD content which are at the time
of writing the standard for entertainment. Note that the difference between the GPU version
for still images and videos is quite small, on average 7-8fps. This is due to the fact that the
estimation of parameters is not an computationally expensive task. Moreover, the use of more
samples in the density estimation (on average 8 times more for frame in the sequence in Table
5.1) causes a small slow-down, because rendering textured points is a built-in computationally
efficient function of modern GPUs.
5.4 Summary
In this chapter, three algorithms for expanding LDR content to HDR content were presented.
The first algorithm is designed for static images and needs user intervention for the selection
of the parameters. The second one extends the first to video sequences, proposing heuristics to
estimate parameters for the model and to avoid temporal flickering. Finally, the third algorithm
is a GPU implementation of the other two, where some approximations are introduced for
porting the algorithm onto graphics hardware. In conclusion, the GPU algorithm approximates
with both previous algorithms, considerably speeding-up computations and achieving real-time
frame rates.
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Chapter 6
Validation of Inverse Tone Mapping
Operators
Recently, the development of inverse tone mapping produced several iTMOs with different
features, see Chapter 3. Therefore, there is a need to determine the quality performances of
these to understand which iTMO is more suitable than another for a given image and task.
Moreover, the analysis of performances can help to highlight important features.
In this chapter a validation of the main iTMOs is presented for two main applications: visu-
alisation of content and IBL. The chapter is divided into two parts. The first one presents a
psychophysical study based on the pairwise comparisons [15]. The second part describes a
study based on computational metrics [16, 18, 17].
6.1 Inverse Tone Mapping Operators
For both the first and second part of the chapter, five iTMOs were selected which vary in
complexity and computational cost. One of the main goals was to determine whether more
complex models are required to solve the LDR to HDR problem. The five operators used in
the comparisons are:
• Akyu¨z et al.’s operator [7] (A): is a global linear expansion.
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• Banterle et al.’s operator Section 5.1 (B): is a non linear inverse TMO, that expands the
range. To improve reconstruction and reduce noise, an expand map is used to expand
only pixels which belong to high luminance areas. The version is used is without colour
reconstruction.
• Melyan et al.’s operator [133] (M): is a straightforward method for creating specular
highlights on HDR monitors. Two linear tone scales with thresholding are applied to
LDR images, and discontinuities are solved using a Gaussian convolved threshold map.
• Wang et al.’s operator [207] (W): is a system for adding details in the over-exposed and
under-exposed regions of an LDR image. This system transfers texture details from a
correct exposed patch to over-exposed and under-exposed patches, followed by a mor-
phological Gaussian expansion.
• Rempel et al.’s operator [171] (R): is a global linear expansion, where an expand map
reconstructs over-exposed areas. The expand map is based on thresholding and Gaussian
filtering.
For a more in depth review of these see Chapter 3. All the iTMOs were implemented by the au-
thor. Akyu¨z’s operator [7] and Melyan’s operator [133] are very straightforward to implement.
However, Rempel’s operator [171] and Wang’s operator [207] are quite complex to implement.
Authors of these two operators were contacted to gain access to the original implementations,
but they were not available for public use because they were developed inside private compa-
nies. Therefore, an attempt was made to recreate the original implementation by following the
details outlined in the original papers very closely.
6.2 Validation using Psychophysical Experiments
This section presents the psychophysical study on iTMOs. The study is inspired by the one on
TMOs by Ledda et al. [108], which employed pairwise comparisons as well.
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6.2.1 Experimental Framework
In HDR imaging there are three popular methods used for psychophysical experiments which
are: rating [51, 102, 103, 225, 226, 25, 26], ranking [11, 25, 7] and paired comparisons
[102, 103, 108, 9]. These methods implicate a necessity for a subject/participant to make
simple judgements on selection, grouping, sorting and ordering of stimuli properties such as
preference, similarity, etc.
In this study paired comparisons with a reference image was chosen as the methodology. Rating
and ranking have some drawbacks compared to paired comparisons.
Rating has three main problems: range effects, frequency effects, and distribution effects. In
the first one, range scales can produce different results depending on subjects’ perception of
the relationship between the scale and stimuli. In the second one, scales are affected by how
many times a subject sees stimuli. The subject needs prior training to gain confidence with
scales and stimuli. In the last one, an unequal distribution of test stimuli along the range leads
to different scale estimates. Therefore, this method needs an accurate definition of the range
scale for each task with pilot studies and a training of subjects. Moreover, a large number of
participants and stimuli is required to acquire valid and reliable data [93].
Ranking works well when differences are quite noticeable and fine judgement is not needed.
Otherwise many paired comparisons are needed before establishing a ranking. Furthermore,
it is not a very accurate method to measure performances because there is no mechanism to
determine the difference between an image that comes immediately after another one in the
rank. This means that it is not possible to determine whether two different ranks are statistically
different or not.
For these reasons, a paired comparison was conducted where each inversely tone mapped image
generated by an iTMO was compared with the inverse tone mapped image generated by the
other iTMOs and the HDR reference. At any one time, the viewer was presented with three
images displayed side by side on the Dolby DR-37P HDR display. The display was calibrated
and has a luminance maximum peak of 3,000 cd/m2 and a minimum value of 0.015 cd/m2.
The reference was always displayed in the centre and the images produced by two iTMOs
were presented on either side, see Figure 6.1. The task of the viewer was to observe the two
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Figure 6.1: The setup of experiments. On the left side a diagram showing the setup of the experiment.
On the right side an example of a paired comparison using the Dolby DR-37P HDR display. Subjects
were required to determine which image (left or right) was most similar to the reference (middle).
images and to indicate which one appeared to be most similar to the reference with respect to a
specific criteria which varied across the experiments as explained in Section 6.2.4 and Section
6.2.5.
The main advantage of gathered data using a paired comparison approach is that the degree of
agreement amongst observers in their preferences can be calculated. Since each subject was
instructed to assess the performance of all possible pairs, the main disadvantage was that a
large number of images had to be displayed. On the other hand, this approach is more logical
with the advantage of being straightforward. Although, adopting another approach might have
been swifter, due to the limited number of inverse tone mapping algorithms published, such a
paired comparison was a more suitable choice.
A B M W R Score ai
A - 0 0 0 0 0
B 1 - 0 1 1 3
M 1 1 - 0 0 2
W 0 0 1 - 0 1
R 1 0 1 1 - 3
Table 6.1: An example of the ai j preference matrix for a subject and an image for the comparisons of
iTMOs.
For each reference HDR scene, the total number of possible pairs is (t(t−1)/2) where t = 5 is
the number of iTMOs being tested. Therefore, each subject had to evaluate 10 pairs in order to
asses all of the combinations for the five iTMOs. For any given pair, the subject had to select
which image appeared most similar to the reference. The votes for all participants were then
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added into a single preference matrix.
Data collected in pair comparison for each image and participant is recorded in a matrix ai j,
where the value ai j denotes the number of times iTMOi was preferred to iTMO j. The score of
a class or iTMO, ai, is defined as the number of times that it was picked in a comparison with
all others:
ai =
t
∑
j=1, j 6=i
ai, j (6.1)
For an example of the matrix and scores see Table 6.1.
Consistency and Agreement Coefficients
There are several methods to analyse paired data. An approach would be to use Thurstone’s
Law of Comparative Judgments [190] which is a measuring model for paired comparisons.
Such a model however is more appropriate in the case where one would assume that there
are perceptual differences between iTMOs. On the other hand, the chosen approach was to
analyse the experimental data by primarily testing two “properties”: the individual consistency
of subjects and the overall agreement amongst them.
Consistency or transitivity is an important aspect to consider with paired comparisons. Due
to the nature of the experiment a participant can make inconsistent choices when observing
paired data. In the simpler case of evaluating three iTMOs for example, if the participant voted
iTMOi to be closer to the reference than iTMO j and the latter closer than iTMOk, then one
would assume, by logic, iTMOi to be better than iTMOk:
iTMOi // iTMO j iTMO j // iTMOk
then
iTMOi // iTMOk
where→ is a closeness operator; operand on the left side is closer to the reference than the one
on the right. In the case of a straightforward ranking, this is what would happen. On the other
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hand, paired comparisons allow for the case where iTMOk is voted to be better than iTMOi
thus making an inconsistent choice:
iTMOi
((Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
iTMOk
OO
iTMO joo
this situation is called circular triad. To determine such inconsistencies the Kendall Coefficient
of Consistency can be used [180]. This is defined as follows:
ζ = 1− 24c
t(t2−1) where ζ ∈ [0,1] (6.2)
where t is the number of iTMOs and c is the number of inconsistencies per subject. ζ is
calculated on a per-subject and per-image basis. If ζ is 1, then there are no inconsistencies
and the data could be directly expressed as ranks. ζ will move towards zero as the number of
inconsistencies increases. From the above, it may appear that straightforward ranking or rating
might be more appropriate as it avoids transitivity issues, nevertheless asking an observer to
rank an algorithm from first to last is not always natural behaviour. Measuring inconsistency
is useful as it provides a clear indication of the similarity of the algorithms. If there are small
differences in the iTMOs, high inconsistency would be expected as the task is hard for the
observers.
The overall agreement amongst all participants in evaluating all iTMOs for each image can be
judged via the Kendall and Babington-Smith’s Coefficient of Agreement [180]. The coefficient
is defined as:
u =
2Σ(
s
2
)(
t
2
) −1 where u ∈ [−1,1] (6.3)
where, s is the number of subjects. Σ is the sum of number of agreements between pairs of
observers:
Σ = ∑
i6= j
(
ai j
2
)
(6.4)
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Such a coefficient is a suitable measure of association or correlation between a set of ranks. u
represents the amount of agreement among the participants. It has a maximum value of 1 in
the case of complete agreement, and -1 in the case of complete disagreement.
Tests of Significance
To reinforce the analysis of the data, a further investigation was conducted on the ratings from
subjects via three statistical tests to search for significance. The idea is to firstly test if there
was agreement amongst the participants. In the case of agreement, it is tested if iTMOs were
perceived as different. Finally, if iTMOs are found to be perceived significantly differently;
pairs of iTMOs, that give different perception, are searched. Subsequently, the set of all iTMOs
is divided into groups of iTMOs, where iTMOs in same group do not give different perceptual
differences and iTMOs in separate groups are perceived as different.
The first test has the goal to determine if the coefficient of agreement, u, is significantly different
from the value that would be obtained if the comparisons were randomly made thus with no
agreement amongst subjects. This formally corresponds to test the following null hypothesis,
H0 : µ = 0, against H1 : µ 6= 0, where µ is the population coefficient of agreement, i.e.
the coefficient if the whole population had rated the iTMOs. For a small number of observers
(less than 6) and a small number of iTMOs (less than or equal to 8) the critical values of u are
tabulated in statistics books, see for example Table U in [180]. On the other hand, for a large
number of subjects, s, and iTMOs, t, the following test statistic is computed:
X2 =
t(t−1)(1+u(s−1))
2
(6.5)
which approximates a chi-square distribution with
(
t
2
)
degrees of freedom (d f ). The critical
values are tabulated in most statistical textbooks, see for example Table C in [180]. If the value
of the test statistic X2, Equation 6.5, is greater or equal to the tabulated critical values at a
specific level of significance α the null hypothesis can be rejected and confirm that there is
strong agreement amongst observers when observing the various algorithms compared to the
reference. At α = .05 and 10 d f the critical value is 18.31.
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After the agreement amongst subjects is concluded, the overall test of equality across iTMOs
was performed. This test determines whether differences in scores are purely by chance or if
indeed the differences are significant. This is formally equal to test the following null hypoth-
esis:
H0 : piiTMOi =
1
2
∀ iTMOi (6.6)
where piiTMOi is the unknown probability that the iTMOi is preferred to another iTMO. This
is achieved by checking if there are differences in the scores ai across the iTMOs. For each
image, the standardised sum of squares of the scores S is computed as:
S =
4
st
(
t
∑
i=1
a2i −
1
4
ts2(t−1)2
)
(6.7)
and compared with Sc, the upper α critical value of the χ
2 distribution with t− 1 degrees of
freedom. If the observed S value is greater than or equal to the corresponding critical value Sc,
the null hypothesis H0 is rejected. For example, from χ
2 tables, for t = 5 at 0.05 significance
level, the critical value Sc = 9.45.
After a good agreement in rating across subjects and disagreement in ratings across iTMOs are
concluded, pairs of algorithms that had significantly different ratings were investigated. Par-
ticularly if one algorithm is consistently preferred against the others. A natural way to do this
is to calculate observed differences in ratings between two algorithms and to test them to see
if these observed differences in scores are due to chance or if they are statistically significant.
Since for t iTMOs there exists t(t− 1)/2 pairs of iTMOs, multiple (i.e. t(t− 1)/2) values of
paired differences need to be calculated and hence a multiple comparison test is needed. In this
case, the critical value, R, for determining the statistical significance, is defined as:
R =
1
2
Wt ,α
√
st+
1
4
(6.8)
whereWt ,α is the upper (1−α) quantile of theWt distribution. At a significance level of 0.05
and t = 5Wt ,α = 3.86, see Table 22 in [157]. This procedure is based on the range of the scores
obtained by the five iTMOs and it is equivalent to Tukey’s multiple comparison correction used
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in ANOVA [43]. Note that the value of R can be used to generate different groups of iTMOs
based on significance.
6.2.2 Generation of Expanded Images for Experiments
The goal of experiments was to measure performances of different iTMOs against an HDR
reference which was displayed on an HDRmonitor. In order to achieve this, LDR images must
be generated from the respective HDR counterparts and then expanded using iTMOs.
The first step was to create LDR images. The idea was to simulate the process that most
consumer digital cameras and video-cameras do when they capture images or videos. Each
reference HDR image was processed using an automatic exposure algorithm [111], and then
it was scaled by an estimated exposure e. Subsequently, values of the image were clamped in
the range [0,1], and finally discretised at 8-bit by applying a gamma correction of 2.2. Note
that the application of a known gamma simplifies the linearisation process, because only the
inverse needs to be applied to linearise the signal.
Each operator was subsequently applied to the generated LDR images. Since each iTMO
required different parameters, what follows are the settings used for these:
• Akyu¨z et al.’s operator [7] (A): has two parameters, γ and k. γ was set equal to 1, because
it was shown, in the original paper, to be the preferred parameter. k, the maximum input
intensity, equal to Lw, Max which was the 95th percentile of the luminance of the original
HDR image, thus avoiding outliers.
• Banterle et al.’s operator [16] (B): the maximum output luminance, L′max, was set equal
to Lw, Max, and Lwhite equal to 2Lw, Max as suggested in the original paper. Following
the original paper, the radius for the density estimation, rt , was set equal to 16 and the
threshold for the number of samples was set equal to 6.
• Meylan et al.’s operator [133] (M): values for thresholds were the same as the ones
presented in the paper. Y(max), the maximum value of the highlight, that was set equal
to Lw, Max.
• Rempel et al.’s operator [171] (R): the total maximum luminance, was set equal to Lw, Max
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instead of 4,800 cd/m2 as in the original paper. If the reference has a much lower or
higher peak than 4,800 cd/m2 the generated image will appear much darker or brighter
than the reference and lead to unfair comparisons.
• Wang et al.’s operator [207] (W): the same parameters presented in the original paper
were used. In this case manual interaction was needed for generating images. All possi-
ble under-exposed and over-exposed regions were hallucinated, however in some cases it
was not possible to find patches for hallucinating from these regions in the same image.
Note that tone mapped images were not used as starting LDR images for iTMOs, since all
iTMOs have been designed and tested for content generated with traditional capturing devices,
cameras and video-cameras, and not for tone mapped images. Moreover, an iTMO generally
works in under-exposed and over-exposed areas of the image which, in tone mapped images,
are typically well reproduced.
6.2.3 HDR Image Calibration for the HDR Monitor
The HDR images were visualised on the Dolby DR37P HDR monitor using Dolby’s drivers,
see Section 2.5 for an in depth review of the monitor. The drivers generate images appropriate
for the LCD panel and LEDs in order to display a linear signal taking into account the gamma
of the LCD panel and LEDs, see Trentacoste et al. [192] for more details about drivers.
The drivers perform a linearisation of the signal, which takes into account the non-linear nature
of the LCD panel and LEDs. However, this process is partially realised. From measurements
of white patches at different luminance values, it was observed that the generated signal by
the drivers has two linear slopes, see Figure 6.2.a . This problem was solved by applying the
inverse curve before the processing through the Dolby’s drivers, Figure 6.2b.
Moreover, Dolby’s drivers work only on the luminance channel without the implementation of
a colour profile for the monitor. To solve this deficiency, each HDR image was firstly converted
from RGB colour space to the XYZ one, sRGB colour space:

XY
Z

=MRGB to XYZ

RG
B

 MRGB to XYZ =

0.4124 0.3576 0.18050.2126 0.7152 0.0722
0.0193 0.1192 0.9505

 (6.9)
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Figure 6.2: Linearisation of the luminance signal in the Dolby DR37P HDR Monitor: a) the
measurements of output luminance values at given input luminance. Note that the behaviour is
not linear. There are two slopes. b) To correct the signal and have a linear one the inverse of
the measurements in a) is applied to input values.
then XYZ values are converted into the RGB colour space of the monitor:

RMGM
BM

= MXYZ to mRGB

XY
Z

 MXYZ to mRGB =

 4.0955 −2.1195 −0.5164−1.0530 1.9575 −0.0061
0.0921 −0.2030 1.0007

 (6.10)
where [RM,GM,BM]
> is a converted colour in the RGB colour space of the HDR Monitor.
MXYZ to mRGB was derived from measurements in Ruppertsberg et al.’s work [176].
6.2.4 Experiment 1: Image Visualisation
In this experiment, the goal was to investigate the quality of images generated by the five
iTMOs compared to a reference HDR image. Three sub-experiments were conducted. The
first was focused on the overall appearance of iTMOs with respect to the reference whereas
in the second and third the focus was on under and over-exposed areas. iTMOs stretch the
luminance channel especially in over-exposed and under-exposed regions of an LDR image,
maintaining luminance values in well-exposed regions. Therefore, these regions need to be
separately tested in order to have a better understanding of individual algorithms. In the first
sub-experiment each participant was asked: Which of the two images is the most similar to the
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reference? In the second/third: Observe the bright/dark areas only; which of the two images is
the most similar to the reference?
Stimuli Generation and Setup
A selection of eight common HDR images was used for this psychophysical study; these im-
ages represent indoor and outdoor scenes in various lighting conditions, from very dark to
sunlight, see Figure 6.3. All of the HDR images selected for experiments were distributed
around five orders of magnitude Table 6.2. This is within the contrast ratio limits of the Dolby
DR-37P display. Then, inverse tone mapped images were generated applying the procedure in
Section 6.2.2.
Figure 6.3: The eight images used for Experiment 1. In the top row from left to right: Scene 1,
Scene 2, Scene 3, and Scene 4. In the bottom row from left to right: Scene 5, Scene 6, Scene 7,
and Scene 8. Scene 1-3 and 5-8 are courtesy of Ahmet Og˘uz Akyu¨z [9]. Scene 4 is courtesy of
Kimmo Roimela [174]. Note that a high resolution version of each image is shown in Appendix
J.
Image Scene 1 Scene 2 Scene 3 Scene 4 Scene 5 Scene 6 Scene 7 Scene 8
Dynamic Range 3.2 3.8 5.5 5.4 3.2 5.3 4.4 3.2
Table 6.2: The dynamic ranges of the HDR images used in the first experiment Figure 6.3.
During the actual experiment a random sequence of all possible pair comparisons for all oper-
ators was generated. At any one time three images were presented to the participants: in the
centre the HDR image and on either side an inverse tone mapped LDR image, chosen randomly,
see Figure 6.1. Each pair combination was only presented once. The Dolby DR-37P display
has a resolution of 1,920× 1,080 pixels therefore, three images were resized in order to fit
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them on the monitor simultaneously. Image width was scaled to 600 pixels whilst maintaining
the height-width ratio; in between each image a 50-pixel wide black band was inserted.
For each pair the participants had a maximum of 30 seconds to observe the three stimuli before
answering. This was shown in a pilot experiment to be sufficient time to successfully complete
the task. Since the total number of pairs was 80 (8 images × 10 pairs), each participant’s
experiment was split into two sessions of 20 minutes reducing the risk of observers getting
tired or bored. A group of 24 naı¨ve participants (18 men, 6 women) between 21 and 50 years
old (mean age 28) with normal or corrected to normal vision took part in this experiment. The
display was placed in a dark room minimising the effects of ambient light, and participants
were seated one meter away from the monitor. Prior to the experiment, each subject was
given five minutes to adapt to the environment and was presented with three trials in order to
familiarise themselves with the experiment. The same group of participants took part in all
three sub-experiments. The presentation order of the three sub-experiments was randomised.
Results: Overall Similarity Sub-experiment
The results for the first sub-experiment are shown in Table 6.3. The rows represent data ob-
tained for each of the 8 scenes. In the first column of Table 6.5, the average consistency is
tabulated. As can be seen, the consistency of participants was reasonably high implying that
the task was sufficiently simple for the subjects. Such a result also indicates that the algorithms
are different enough to be clearly assessed.
First, the agreement in rating amongst the participants was investigated. For this purpose the
coefficient of agreement u, Equation 6.3, was calculated. The observed value of u for each
scene can be found in Table 6.3. The higher the value the greater the agreement the between
observers is. To determine the statistical significance of u the null hypothesis H0, that there is no
agreement amongst the raters, can be tested. This would imply that all iTMOs are perceptually
equivalent causing difficulties in judging which image is most similar to the reference. In other
words, it tests whether subjects made all their choices at random. To test the significance of u a
large-sample approximation to the sampling distribution may be used. For each image the value
of X2, Equation 6.5, is compared to a critical value tabulated in statistics tables. As shown in
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Ave. Coeff. Cons. ς Coeff. Agr. u X 2 Sign. u S Sign. S 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Scene 1 0.700 0.210 58.333 p < . 05 50.133 p < . 05 B R W A M
Scene 2 0.508 0.059 23.667 p < . 05 15.000 p < . 05 A B R W M
Scene 3 0.792 0.476 119.500 p < . 05 109.867 p < . 05 W B R M A
Scene 4 0.917 0.650 159.500 p < . 05 145.933 p < . 05 B W R M A
Scene 5 0.858 0.149 44.333 p < . 05 41.600 p < . 05 B A W R M
Scene 6 0.867 0.392 100.167 p < . 05 94.467 p < . 05 B M W R A
Scene 7 0.692 0.263 70.500 p < . 05 69.533 p < . 05 M B R W A
Scene 8 0.500 0.058 23.333 p < . 05 9.867 p < . 05 R B W A M
Average 0.729 0.282 74.917 p < . 05 67.050 p < . 05 B W R M A
531 434 411 295 249
Table 6.3: The results for Experiment 1 Overall Similarity. The first column shows the average coef-
ficient of consistency within subjects. The second the coefficient of agreement amongst subjects. In the
third column the value of X2 is presented which is approximately distributed as χ2. From this value the
significance u is determined, fourth column. The standardised sum of the squares of the scores S for
testing of equality across iTMOs algorithms and its confidence are respectively in column five and six.
Finally, the obtained ranks are presented. Any two iTMOs within the same circle cannot be considered
perceptually different. The R value is equal to 21 for a single scene and equal to 60 for the Average.
Table 6.3, for each scene the value of the test statistic u is larger than the 95% critical value, i.e.
it is significant at the standard α = 0.05 level. Typically, the agreement was much higher (p <
.001). Therefore, it can be stated, with 95% (or even with 99.9%) confidence, that observers
generally agree with each other when assessing the algorithms. Therefore, H0 hypothesis, no
agreements amongst the participants, is rejected for each scene. It can be concluded that the
subjects generally agree with each other in assessing the algorithms.
The next step is to evaluate the agreement in rating across the iTMOs for each scene, using
the standardised sum of squares S, Equation 6.7. To test for significance, S is compared to a
critical value Sc for a desired significance level, α = 0.05. As can be seen in Table 6.3, observed
agreements across participants are highly significant (p < .05). Thus, the null hypothesis H0,
that the iTMOs are perceptually the same, can be rejected.
The previous test revealed that some iTMO algorithms are perceived differently from others.
Now a natural question to ask is which pairs of algorithms are perceptually different. Therefore,
the multiple comparison range test for each scene individually and for all scenes combined
was performed. This was accomplished by comparing the pairs of algorithms via observed
differences in ratings ai− a j (defined in Equation 6.1). These differences are then compared
with critical value R = 21 for individual scenes and with R = 60 for all scenes combined.
These R values are visualised by grouping iTMOs in circles as shown in the tables. If the
difference in scores ai of any two iTMOs is larger than a critical value R, the algorithms are
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assigned to different circles and may be considered distinguishably different. Therefore, it can
be concluded that iTMOs within the same circle are considered perceptually similar.
Although results are scene dependent, a reasonably clear pattern can be seen. iTMO B always
ranks in the first group. It is also fairly clear that iTMOsM and even more soA, did not perform
as well. One or the other was always ranked last for most scenes. The poor performance of A
can be explained by the fact that the algorithm is a simple linear scale which, especially in dark
HDR images, leads to overly bright images. Finally, the performance of iTMOs R andW were
more or less the same exchanging position throughout the 8 test scenes.
Results: Bright and Dark Areas Sub-experiments
The results for the comparison of bright regions sub-experiment are presented in Table 6.5. As
in the previous experiment, iTMO B was always ranked in the first group. The performance of
iTMO W was also very positive being ranked in the first group for many of the scenes and in
the second for the rest. iTMOM performed, once more, poorly. As in the overall comparison,
the agreement u was always statistically significant. In this experiment the significance was
even higher at the α = .001 level. This result is also verified analysing the score differences
which are highly significant (p < .05). In summary a strong evidence that for bright regions
the perception differs across iTMOs was found, particularly B is the best iTMO for this sub-
experiment.
Ave. Coeff. Cons. ς Coeff. Agr. u X 2 Sign. u S Sign. S 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Scene 1 0.625 0.219 60.333 p < . 05 55.200 p < . 05 M R B A W
Scene 2 0.783 0.459 115.500 p < . 05 106.867 p < . 05 M A R W B
Scene 3 0.892 0.612 150.833 p < . 05 137.533 p < . 05 W R B M A
Scene 4 0.883 0.601 148.167 p < . 05 140.200 p < . 05 B W R M A
Scene 5 0.658 0.218 60.167 p < . 05 54.200 p < . 05 M A W B R
Scene 6 0.808 0.273 72.833 p < . 05 64.867 p < . 05 B W R M A
Scene 7 0.600 0.208 57.833 p < . 05 52.667 p < . 05 M B W R A
Scene 8 0.475 0.107 34.500 p < . 05 11.867 p < . 05 M R W A B
Average 0.716 0.337 87.521 p < . 05 77.925 p < . 05 M B R W A
477 411 405 382 245
Table 6.4: The results for Experiment 1 Dark Areas. The R value is equal to 21 for a single scene and
equal to 60 for the Average.
The results of the comparison of dark regions sub-experiment are presented in Table 6.4. In-
terestingly, in this instance a complete reverse can be noticed in performances compared to
the overall and bright areas sub-experiments. iTMO M, which performed relatively badly in
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the two previous sub-experiments, was ranked in the first group for the majority of scenes and
was first on average. A performs poorly which may be related to the fact that linear scaling
increases the luminance in the dark regions. The significance level of the data is the same as
in the Bright Areas experiment. In conclusion the perceptually best algorithm for dark areas
is M. There are not significant differences in perception for other algorithms, expect A which
performed worst.
Ave. Coeff. Cons. ς Coeff. Agr. u X 2 Sign. u S Sign. S 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Scene 1 0.808 0.578 143.000 p < . 05 118.733 p < . 05 B W A R M
Scene 2 0.717 0.328 85.333 p < . 05 75.867 p < . 05 B A W R M
Scene 3 0.708 0.268 71.667 p < . 05 64.667 p < . 05 B W R M A
Scene 4 0.775 0.257 69.000 p < . 05 61.867 p < . 05 B W M R A
Scene 5 0.858 0.374 96.000 p < . 05 88.133 p < . 05 B W A R M
Scene 6 0.833 0.399 101.833 p < . 05 93.133 p < . 05 M B A R W
Scene 7 0.625 0.193 54.333 p < . 05 42.133 p < . 05 M B A W R
Scene 8 0.642 0.228 62.333 p < . 05 59.800 p < . 05 B R W A M
Average 0.746 0.328 85.437 p < . 05 75.542 p < . 05 B W R A M
554 427 350 320 269
Table 6.5: The results for Experiment 1 Bright Areas. The R value is equal to 21 for a single scene and
equal to 60 for the Average.
6.2.5 Experiment 2: Image Based Lighting
In a second experiment the performances of inverse tone mapping with regards to IBL was
tested. Subjects had to make paired assessments of images generated using IBL with the five
iTMOs and compare them to images generated using an HDR environment map. IBL consists
of the re-lighting synthetic/real objects using an environment map which is achieved by the
evaluation of a modified Rendering Equation [91], see Equation 2.80.
Since the appearance of an object depends strongly on the BRDF, different materials were
tested. For example, a BRDF that represents a perfect specular mirror shows more details
of an environment map, therefore differences between iTMOs might be perceptually more
noticeable, because the integral in Equation 2.80 degenerates into a single weighted value,
L(x,ω ′). On the other hand, a pure diffuse material could mask these differences because the
integral degenerates to an equal distribution on the hemisphere, that can be thought of as an
averaging process. The performance of the five iTMOs was investigated for three classes of
materials: pure diffuse, glossy, and pure specular reflective.
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6.2.6 Stimuli Generation and Setup
Six HDR environment maps were selected as lighting data for the IBL experiment with dif-
ferent orders of magnitude, see Table 6.6. The environment maps are shown in Figure 6.4.
Each HDR environment map was scaled and converted to a LDR one using the same technique
presented in Section 6.2.2. The resulting LDR environment maps acted as input to the five
iTMOs.
Figure 6.4: Environment maps used for the Experiment 2 from the left to right: Saint Peter’s Basilica
(Scene 1), Eucalyptus Grove (Scene 2), Grace Cathedral (Scene 3) and Ennis (Scene 4), Pisa’s square
(Scene 5), and Campus (Scene 6). Scene 1-5 are courtesy of Paul Debevec [44].
Image Scene 1 Scene 2 Scene 3 Scene 4 Scene 5 Scene 6
Dynamic Range 5.4 3.7 7.1 4.6 3.7 3.2
Table 6.6: The dynamic ranges of the HDR images used in the second experiment, see Figure 6.4. All
used environment maps have a resolution of 1,500×1,500 pixels.
For the experiment, a simple 3D scene consisting of a teapot was lit with the generated envi-
ronment map images, see Figure 6.5. The teapot does not contain any high-frequency local
geometry that could have disturbed the appearance of the illumination, such as the complex
geometry which made it hard to distinguish illumination as shown in Ramanarayanan et al.
[166]. The model is a standard teapot from the 3D modelling package Autodesk Maya [12],
which is made of 6,300 triangles. Each teapot had a different material or BRDF assigned to it:
• Pure Diffuse: is a pure Lambertian BRDF with reflectance ρd = [1,1,1]> in RGB colour
space.
• Glossy: is a specular BRDF which spreads light towards an anisotropic direction. In the
experiment, Ward’s BRDF [215] was employed with specular reflectance ρs = [0.9,0.6,0.15]
>
in RGB colour space and anisotropic direction α = [0.1,0.25]> . These settings were cho-
sen to have a copper material appearance. The diffuse part of the full model, which is a
pure Lambertian BRDF, was disabled in order to avoid influencing judgement.
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Figure 6.5: An example of IBL using the reference environment map for Scene 5: on the left side a
render with the diffuse material, in the centre a rendering with a glossy material, and on the right side
a rendering with a mirror material.
• Pure Mirror: is a pure total reflective BRDF with reflectivity equal to ρs = [1,1,1]> in
RGB colour space.
A Monte-Carlo ray tracer rendered the images for each environment map, BRDF, and iTMO
at the resolution of 600×600 with 4 samples per pixel, see Figure 6.5. Note that all images at
exposure 0 are in Appendix K. With 10 comparisons for each environment map, the total image
pairs to be evaluated were 60. A randomly generated sequence of such pairs was presented
using the same approach as in the previous experiment. As in the first part of Experiment 1, the
task was to select which image appeared to be closer to a reference image rendered with the
original HDR environment map. For the IBL experiment, only overall performance was studied
as distortions due to reflections would make it hard to distinguish dark and bright areas.
For each possible pair, as before each subject had a maximum of 30 seconds in which to give
an answer. The experiment was split for each material (pure diffuse, glossy, pure specular). A
group of 24 naı¨ve participants (16 men, 8 women) between 19 and 56 years old (mean age 22)
took part in this experiment. All exhibited normal or corrected to normal vision. Subjects were
given five minutes to adapt to the environment and three test trials to familiarise themselves
with the experiment.
6.2.7 Results: Diffuse Material
The results for the experiment with the diffuse material are shown in Table 6.7. The rows
represent data obtained for each of the 6 environment maps. B performed better overall being
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placed in the first group on all occasions. W, R and M obtained similar overall results. A
performed quite poorly overall and was placed last. As seen in Experiment 1, A performs badly
because it is a simple linear scale. This linear process is equivalent to evaluating IBL using a
normal LDR and subsequently scaling the resulting image. The outcome of the experiment was
statistically significant (p < .05). Note that for IBL experiments R = 21 for each single image,
and R = 52 for the Average.
Ave. Coeff. Cons. ς Coeff. Agr. u X 2 Sign. u S Sign. S 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Scene 1 0.658 0.073 26.833 p < . 05 15.000 p < . 05 R B A M W
Scene 2 0.725 0.322 84.000 p < . 05 78.933 p < . 05 B R W M A
Scene 3 0.658 0.100 33.000 p < . 05 30.600 p < . 05 W B R M A
Scene 4 0.600 0.116 36.667 p < . 05 28.467 p < . 05 W B R M A
Scene 5 0.608 0.154 45.500 p < . 05 38.067 p < . 05 B A M W R
Scene 6 0.700 0.069 25.833 p < . 05 20.067 p < . 05 B A M W R
Average 0.658 0.139 41.972 p < . 05 35.189 p < . 05 B W R M A
355 305 282 280 218
Table 6.7: The results for Experiment 2 Diffuse Material. The R value is equal to 21 for a single scene
and equal to 52 for the Average.
6.2.8 Results: Specular Materials
The results for the experiment with the glossy material are shown in Table 6.8. In this case they
are similar results to the one obtained for diffuse material shown in Table 6.7.
Ave. Coeff. Cons. ς Coeff. Agr. u X 2 Sign. u S Sign S 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Scene 1 0.733 0.166 48.167 p < . 05 41.933 p < . 05 B R M W A
Scene 2 0.742 0.225 61.833 p < . 05 60.267 p < . 05 R W B M A
Scene 3 0.542 0.015 13.500 p < . 05 11.667 p < . 05 M B R W A
Scene 4 0.608 0.063 24.500 p < . 05 12.667 p < . 05 B R W M A
Scene 5 0.617 0.073 26.833 p < . 05 19.533 p < . 05 B A M W R
Scene 6 0.633 0.076 27.500 p < . 05 18.133 p < . 05 B W A M R
Average 0.646 0.103 33.722 p < . 05 27.367 p < . 05 B W R M A
353 304 294 281 208
Table 6.8: The results for Experiment 2 Glossy Material. The R value is equal to 21 for a single scene
and equal to 52 for the Average.
Finally the results for the perfect specular mirror material are shown in Table 6.9. In this
experiment B again performed better. W, R and M had very similar performances. It is worth
noting thatM performed well for both specular materials for the Scene 3, possibly echoing the
results from Experiment 1 where it performed best in darker areas.
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Ave. Coeff. Cons. ς Coeff. Agr. u X 2 Sign. u S Sign. S 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th
Scene 1 0.675 0.172 49.667 p < . 05 45.400 p < . 05 B R W M A
Scene 2 0.692 0.250 67.500 p < . 05 59.000 p < . 05 B R M W A
Scene 3 0.683 0.070 26.167 p < . 05 17.667 p < . 05 M B R W A
Scene 4 0.533 0.048 21.000 p < . 05 12.667 p < . 05 M B A W R
Scene 5 0.800 0.353 91.167 p < . 05 84.667 p < . 05 W B A R M
Scene 6 0.717 0.220 60.500 p < . 05 52.200 p < . 05 W B A M R
Average 0.683 0.186 52.667 p < . 05 45.267 p < . 05 B W M R A
381 315 275 274 195
Table 6.9: The results for Experiment 2 Mirror Material. The R value is equal to 21 for a single scene
and equal to 52 for the Average.
6.2.9 Discussion
For the first experiment, the monotonically increasing functions B, W and R that enhance
contrast non-linearly perform better overall and in many of the results are grouped together.
The linear method A, and to a lesser extent M, perform worse overall, reflecting that for still
images complex methods recreate HDR perceptually better.
For Experiment 2, the diffuse results show few differences. This is mostly due to the fact that
rendering with IBL consists of the evaluation of an integral and during integration small details
may be lost. This is less true for perfectly mirror-like or high glossy materials. However, in
these cases details of the environment map reflected in the objects may be too small to be seen
as is shown by the large groupings in the results. With certain scenes, for example Scene 4 and
Scene 5 where the upper hemisphere of the environment map is uniformly well lit, the linear
operators perform well. For more complex environment maps, the previously found ranking
was reverted. Overall it is still clear that the operators that perform best, as with Experiment 1,
are the non-linear operators.
Judging from the average results in the experiments, operator B performs better overall than
the other operators, having been ranked in the top group for all sub-experiments except for
Experiment 1, Dark Areas. This result may come at a cost since it is also the most expensive to
compute. Nevertheless, when the most accurate results are required, this operator is currently
the most likely to recreate most closely the original dynamic range of an image. W and R are
commonly paired together in the average results. There is only one instance, Experiment 1,
Bright Areas, when W outperforms R in the average results. W is not as expensive as B since
the expansion is localised to require only the required under-exposed and over-exposed regions
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of the image. However, it requires a substantial amount of manual work. The results for R
are very promising since it is fast enough to compute in real time using graphics hardware and
while the experiment accounts only for still images, unlike B andW, it also adapts well to HDR
videos. In the overall M ranks somewhere between, W and R, and A. In particular, for all the
average IBL results it is grouped perceptually withW and R. Furthermore, most importantly it
performed best in the experiments for dark regions. This conforms to the design of the operator,
since it was primarily designed to enhance the specular highlights when expanding the dynamic
range. These results are further strengthened by the operator’s performance in the pure specular
mirror material experiment were it came first in the two darkest scenes. Another advantage of
M is that it is faster to compute than the other, non-linear, operators. Finally, A always ranks
in the last group, except in the case of Experiment 1, Bright Areas. While A was designed to
show that HDR images can be enhanced in a simple way to give a good HDR appearance as
shown in Akyu¨z et al. [7], when attempting to recreate the original lost data this approach is
insufficient. The advantages of this operator lie with its fast execution times and the possibility
of using it with uniformly well-lit environment maps.
The experiments have shown that more advanced iTMOs, that cater for quantisation errors
introduced during expansion of an LDR image, such as B, R and W, can perform better than
simple techniques that apply single or multiple linear scale expansions, such as A and M.
The more computationally expensive methods B, R and W, are better at recreating HDR than
simple methods. Even if a linear scale can elicit an HDR experience in an observer, as shown
in Akyu¨z et al. [7], it does not correctly reproduce the perception of the original HDR image.
6.3 Validation using Quality Metrics
In this section a study of iTMOs using computational metrics is presented. The study is divided
in two parts. In the first one, quality is evaluated for still images. In the second part, flickering
of iTMOs for videos.
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6.3.1 Quality Evaluation for Still Images
Quality for still images was evaluated as for the psychophysical study in Section 6.2 for the
two main applications: visualisation and IBL. Moreover, the same stimuli of Experiment 1 and
Experiment 2 were employed in order to compare results and find possible connections.
Each inverse tone mapped image generated for Experiment 1 and Experiment 2 were compared
against the HDR reference using an HDR metric. In HDR imaging there are few metrics that
can deal with HDR values. These are: HDR Visual Difference Predictor (HDR-VDP) [127,
124], Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) in the log2[RGB] domain [223], and multi-exposure
Peak Signal Noise Ratio (mPSNR). The last two metrics are statistical metrics that are mainly
used for the evaluation of HDR compression algorithms. They are very sensitive metrics. For
example, if an image and its shifted copy (few pixels) are compared, the error will be very high
with these metrics. However, these images will be perceived as the same for the HVS. This
problem can happen even in the case when pixel values are increased by a few intensity values.
This is as in the case as inverse tone mapping, where reconstructed values are not exactly the
same of the original image. Therefore, an HDR perceptual metric was employed. In particular,
the used metric was HDR-VDP [127, 124] which is an extension for HDR images of the Visual
Difference Predictor (VDP) [40]. The principle of VDP is to take into account limitations
of the HVS rather than just compute upon physical values when comparing images. HDR-
VDP outputs an image showing per-pixel false colouring highlighting the perceptual difference
between images. Two values can be extracted from this resulting colour-coded image. The first
is the percentage of different pixels detected with the probability of 0.75 (P(X) ≥ 0.75). The
second is the percentage of different pixels detected with the probability of 0.95 (P(X)≥ 0.95).
Recently, newmetrics for comparing HDR images have been proposed such as the visual equiv-
alence metric (VEP) [166] and dynamic range independent image quality assessment (DR-
IIQA) [13] which are driven by the goal to improve or to propose an new alternative to HDR-
VDP. VEP is not publicly available, including the needed psychophysical experiment data for
running the model. An implementation of DR-IIQA is currently available via a web application
with size limitations for images. Moreover, it is not practical for comparing medium/large data
set of images, because the web application allows a comparison at the time with long uploading
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and processing times. Finally, VEP and DR-IIQA are not used in the computer graphics com-
munity which is still employing mostly HDR-VDP as the de facto standard perceptual image
quality metric algorithm.
Results: Image Visualisation
The results of HDR-VDP comparisons for the image visualisation task are shown in Table
6.10. Each table entry records the HDR-VDP result for a given scene and operator in the case
of P(X) ≥ 0.95. B performed better on average than other operators. Moreover, there was a
similar ranking as in Table 6.3. However, W performed worse than A, with two worst cases,
Scene 6 and Scene 8, the error is 1.8-117 times more than A.
Rank Scene 1 Scene 2 Scene 3 Scene 4 Scene 5 Scene 6 Scene 7 Scene 8 Average
1st B R M M R B B B B
P(X)≥ 0.95 0.914 0.597 0.188 3.91 0.060 3.12 2.478 0.066 1.535
2nd A B B B B M M R R
P(X)≥ 0.95 1.208 0.653 0.181 4.813 0.0594 3.537 2.656 0.073 1.887
3rd R W R W W R R A M
P(X)≥ 0.95 1.265 0.812 0.198 4.996 0.075 4.256 3.07 0.149 2.138
4th W M W R M A W M A
P(X)≥ 0.95 3.065 1.033 0.231 5.576 0.593 5.249 3.095 0.648 2.64
5th M A A A A W A W W
P(X)≥ 0.95 4.542 1.299 2.826 5.928 1.264 9.814 3.196 17.51 4.95
Table 6.10: The results of HDR-VDP comparisons for the Visualisation experiment. Values refers to
the percentage of different pixels being detected with P(X)≥ 0.95 by the metric.
Results: Image Based Lighting
The results of HDR-VDP comparisons for IBL are shown for the diffuse material in Table 6.11,
for the glossy one in Table 6.12, and for the mirror material in Table 6.13. B performs on av-
erage better than other iTMOs for the diffuse and mirror material. Nevertheless, M performed
better on average for the glossy material. As the for the image visualisation task W performed
poorly, but better than A which performed as the last operator for all materials. Finally, the
ranking relationships between R,M and B were kept for diffuse and mirror materials as in the
psychophysical study shown in Table 6.7, Table 6.8, and Table 6.9. Note that, for the glossy
case the average errors of B, R, andM are very close.
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Rank Scene 1 Scene 2 Scene 3 Scene 4 Scene 5 Scene 6 Average
1st M M B B B B B
P(X)≥ 0.95 7.466 0.015 16.59 4.378 0.045 0.145 4.883
2nd B B R R W W R
P(X)≥ 0.95 8.103 0.038 17.38 4.742 0.051 0.159 5.1
3rd R A M M R R M
P(X)≥ 0.95 8.193 0.051 19.03 5.456 0.062 0.166 5.454
4th A R W W M M W
P(X)≥ 0.95 8.399 0.0512 20.12 7.329 0.224 0.531 6.035
5th W W A A A A A
P(X)≥ 0.95 8.444 0.111 20.42 13.35 0.222 0.531 7.161
Table 6.11: The results of HDR-VDP comparisons for IBL tasks for the Diffuse Material. Values refers
to the percentage of different pixels being detected with P(X)≥ 0.95 by the metric.
Rank Scene 1 Scene 2 Scene 3 Scene 4 Scene 5 Scene 6 Average
1st M M B M B B M
P(X)≥ 0.95 7.081 0.239 17.94 9.333 0.231 0.464 6.211
2nd B A R R W W B
P(X)≥ 0.95 7.782 0.403 18.37 9.948 0.293 0.515 6.234
3rd R B M W R R R
P(X)≥ 0.95 8.183 0.403 18.3 10.27 0.451 0.697 6.35
4th A R W B A M W
P(X)≥ 0.95 8.414 0.453 19.21 10.58 0.769 1.538 6.6
5th W W A A M A A
P(X)≥ 0.95 8.776 0.536 19.64 13.45 0.771 1.545 7.371
Table 6.12: The results of HDR-VDP comparisons for IBL task for the Glossy Material. Values refers
to the percentage of different pixels being detected with P(X)≥ 0.95 by the metric.
Rank Scene 1 Scene 2 Scene 3 Scene 4 Scene 5 Scene 6 Average
1st M B B R B R B
P(X)≥ 0.95 14.27 0.901 32.18 8.634 1.572 3.56 10.73
2nd B M R B W B R
P(X)≥ 0.95 17.27 0.9471 34.61 8.545 1.625 3.913 11.47
3rd R R M M R W M
P(X)≥ 0.95 18.89 1.006 36.77 8.467 2.127 4.83 11.73
4th A A A W M A W
P(X)≥ 0.95 19.09 1.066 39.65 10.32 4.729 5.202 13.06
5th W W W A A M A
P(X)≥ 0.95 20.38 1.621 39.61 18.24 4.729 5.208 14.66
Table 6.13: The results of HDR-VDP comparisons for IBL task for the Mirror Material. Values refers
to the percentage of different pixels being detected with P(X)≥ 0.95 by the metric.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.6: An example of the concentration HDR-VDP error in Scene 6 for the visualisation task
usingW: a) The starting LDR images and the brushes for hallucination. While covered pixel by the red
brush were hallucinated using pixel from the wooden of the table, the others in green were hallucinated
using pixels from the mug. b) The HDR-VDP output, note that error is mostly concentrated where
brushes are. The original HDR image is courtesy of Ahmet Og˘uz Akyu¨z [7].
Discussion
For the visualisation application comparisons using HDR-VDP partially confirmed the trends
that were shown in Section 6.2. B performed, overall as the best of the iTMOs. However, W
had worse performance in this study than in the psychophysical one. On W the concentration
of the error of the HDR-VDP output is mostly distributed in areas of the image which were
hallucinated, see Figure 6.6. In these areas gradients and colours were transferred from differ-
ent patches of the image, but they had similar features. For example, the under-exposed area
near the mug was hallucinated from the well-exposed areas of the wooden table. Participants
in the psychophysical study did not notice differences from the original pixels of the reference
because that pattern looked similar, this effect is called visual masking [64]. However, HDR-
VDP can not correctly determine the visual masking that happens in the HVS, and therefore
the error was detected in the hallucinated areas.
Two main results have to be highlighted: the bad performance of W, and the overall good
performance of M of the glossy material. The performances of W are due to hallucinated
areas as in the case for the visualisation task. This is straightforward to show for the mirror
material. Hence, a mirror visualises an image, so this case can be seen as a visualisation
task and hallucinated areas are detected by the metric. For the diffuse and glossy materials
the connection is more subtle. The hallucination of saturated lights introduced new structures
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into environment maps. These change how samples are distributed. On the other hand, when
smooth gradients were transferred as in the case of Scene 5 and Scene 6 the operator performed
better than in the other scenes. Regarding the performances of M, the first rank for the glossy
material is because the operator is designed for reproducing highlights. These are usually
important for good reproductions of a glossy material. However, as can be seen from all the
IBL results tables the method failed to produce good results when a clear sky was present as
in Scene 5 and Scene 6. This is because no clipped highlights were present in the environment
map.
Note that the simple linear model, A, performed as the worst operator on average and in many
scenes. This confirms a linear model is not suitable for IBL as shown in Section 6.2.5.
An interesting pattern can be seen from the HDR-VDP results for each scene and operator,
see Figure 6.7. The pattern is an increase of the HDR-VDP error when the material increases
in specularity. This is because the mirror material needs only a look-up in the environment
map for the evaluation of Equation 2.80. This can produce a similar evaluation as for the
visualisation application, although the surface is curved instead of being planar. On the other
hand, the diffuse material needs more samples from the environment map for the evaluation
of Equation 2.80, which are then averaged masking details. The glossy material is half-way
between the two, less samples are required than a normal diffuse material, but more than a
mirror material. Therefore, averaging is still happening but a low frequency environment map
is reflected.
The error is higher in the IBL task than for the visualisation one, even if the area in the mirrored
teapot is smaller than the one for visualisation. This is because initial environment maps were
generated simulating the process of a real camera which employs automatic exposure. Auto-
matic exposure does not well-expose pixels in the light source, which are needed for accurate
IBL. It tries to minimise under-exposed and over-exposed pixels, saturing lights most of times.
The use of automatic exposure is still a sound procedure for the generation of HDR environ-
ment maps. This is because most of existing the LDR environment maps/panoramas, for which
inverse tone mapping is designed for, were captured whilst having over-exposed light sources.
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Figure 6.7: This graph shows for the tested iTMOs that average HDR-VDP error (P(X) ≥ 0.95)
increases moving from a diffuse material to a mirror one.
6.3.2 Temporal Coherence Evaluation for Videos
A few iTMOs have been proposed for the expansion of LDR videos. Moreover, a frame by
frame expansion can introduce flickering in the original video. This is particularly evident in
the case of R, which is designed for videos, because the expand map is based on thresholding.
To test the quality of the temporally coherent expand map presented in Section 5.2, B2, a
comparison between the two expand maps was conducted. In order to have expand maps in the
same range, the one in B2 was mapped in the interval [1,4] as in R.
To have an estimate of flickering, the Brightness Flicking Metric (BFM) [201] was computed.
BFM is a straightforward statistical metric which calculates the difference of the mean lumi-
nance channel between two frames:
βi = ‖L¯i+1− L¯i‖ (6.11)
where i is the current frame and L¯i is the average of the luminance for the i-th frame or for
a window in the frame. The metric is calculated for all frames of the sequence, which can be
summarised in a graph. High variations in the graph mean that flickering can occur in the video
sequence. To improve the estimate βi was calculated in areas where fluctuations are frequent.
A challenging flickering test is to expand videos with fire, flames or smoke in it, because the
animation is smooth but changes rapidly in these video sequences. The tested video sequences
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are fireball.avi and fireball-smoke.avi from Fedkiw’s website [62], which are com-
puter generated animations of fire and smoke. The results of BFM applied to expand maps of
R and B2 are shown in Figure 6.8 and Figure 6.9. These two graphs show that B2 has less
fluctuations and lower intensities than R, which means that it less prone to flickering artefacts.
Further tests were run for four shots from the video sequences bbc-hd.mov from BBC HD
Gallery [19]. The results are shown in Figure 6.10, Figure 6.11, Figure 6.12, and Figure 6.13.
As for the previous tests, B2 outperforms R. However, there are less peaks, because the motion
is smoother than in fireball.avi and fireball-smoke.avi.
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Figure 6.8: Flickering evaluation for fireball.avi sequence from Fedkiw’s website [62]. On the
left side the 58th frame of the sequence with a red square where βi was calculated. On the right side the
βi values graph of the sequence. The B2 compared to R presents less fluctuations and lower intensities.
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Figure 6.9: Flickering evaluation for fireball-smoke.avi sequence from Fedkiw’s website [62].
On the left side the 58th frame of the sequence with a red square where βi was calculated. On the right
side the βi values graph of the sequence. The B2 compared to R presents less fluctuations and lower
intensities.
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Figure 6.10: Flickering evaluation for sequence 1 from bbc-hd.mov from BBC HD Gallery [19]. On
the left side the first frame of the sequence with a red square where βi was calculated. On the right
side the βi values graph of the sequence. The B2 compared to R presents less fluctuations and lower
intensities.
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Figure 6.11: Flickering evaluation for sequence 2 from bbc-hd.mov from BBC HD Gallery [19]. On
the left side the first frame of the sequence with a red square where βi was calculated. On the right
side the βi values graph of the sequence. The B2 compared to R presents less fluctuations and lower
intensities.
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Figure 6.12: Flickering evaluation for sequence 3 from bbc-hd.mov from BBC HD Gallery [19]. On
the left side the first frame of the sequence with a red square where βi was calculated. On the right
side the βi values graph of the sequence. The B2 compared to R presents less fluctuations and lower
intensities.
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Figure 6.13: Flickering evaluation for sequence 4 from bbc-hd.mov from BBC HD Gallery [19]. On
the left side the first frame of the sequence with a red square where βi was calculated. On the right
side the βi values graph of the sequence. The B2 compared to R presents less fluctuations and lower
intensities.
6.4 Summary
In this chapter, the quality of iTMOs was tested using a psychophysical study. This study
proposed a methodology for the evaluation of iTMOs. Furthermore, it showed that non linear
iTMOs with mechanism for reconstruction of missing content and reduction of noise have to
be preferred to simple algorithms. The psychophysical study shared similarity to the results
of the evaluation using HDR-VDP. Finally, the evaluation of flickering in videos showed that
temporally coherent methods need to be employed when LDR videos are expanded.
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Chapter 7
Inverse Tone Mapping Application:
HDR Content Compression
HDR textures are highly valuable for creating content in real-time applications, off-line ren-
ders, and video-games. This is because IBL, Section 2.7, can dramatically improve rendering
quality for reflections, refractions, definition of light sources, etc. However, a naı¨ve represen-
tation of HDR textures needs 96 bpp which is a very high memory consumption. For instance,
the upcoming video-game Rage [85] is going to have a single texture of a variable size from
16,384×16,384 up to 128,000×128,000 for a level, which is organised in sub-textures using
an out-core technology called Megatexture [27]. Assuming a 16,384×16,384 texture in HDR
using RGBE encoding, the uncompressed texture occupies 1 Gb of memory for a single level.
This is a huge amount of memory for both storing and rendering. Moreover, this would be a
problem even for an out-core technology especially at higher resolutions.
In this chapter a new compression method for HDR textures is presented [14]. This compres-
sion scheme can work on current GPUs with a bit rate of 8 bpp, which is achieved by using
tone mapping for encoding and inverse tone mapping for decoding. The method uses the iTMO
presented in Chapter 4. However, the expand map is not employed, because there is no need to
reconstruct clipped areas, which are absent in tone mapped images.
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7.1 General Compression Framework
In this section the general framework for HDR texture compression is presented. Implementa-
tion details are described in Section 7.2.
The main concept of the framework is to reduce the dynamic range of a HDR texture using
a TMO, and to exploit LDR texture compression schemes to encode a tone mapped texture.
Then, the HDR texture is reconstructed applying inverse tone mapping to the encoded tone
mapped texture. The scheme is divided into two parts: encoder and decoder.
Figure 7.1: The pipeline for encoding HDR textures. The image is tone mapped and stored using
a LDR encoder. Then, residuals are computed to improve quality. A feedback loop determines the
best parameters for tone mapping. This minimises the error between the original HDR texture and the
reconstructed one.
The encoder generates compressed textures starting from uncompressed ones, see Figure 7.1
for the full pipeline. Firstly, the texture is converted in an appropriate colour space based on
the properties of the used compression scheme for LDR textures. Secondly, it is initially tone
mapped using a TMO, where parameters are estimated based on a heuristic depending on the
TMO. Then, the tone mapped texture is stored with a codec for LDR textures. Residuals are
calculated from this encoded LDR texture and stored with the same LDR codec. At this point,
the error between the original HDR texture and the reconstructed one is calculated. Finally, new
parameters are estimated for the next iteration of this process. If a local minimum is reached
the process stops, saving the current encoded tone mapped texture, residuals, and parameters
for the TMO.
The decoder reconstructs HDR pixels when they are needed to be fetched in a shader, see Fig-
ure 7.2 for the full pipeline. The first step is to decode the compressed tone mapped texture.
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Then, luminance is calculated, and inverse tone mapping is applied to it using the stored param-
eters. Subsequently, residuals are added to the expanded luminance. Finally, the chrominance
channels are recombined to luminance to obtain the final HDR pixel.
Figure 7.2: The pipeline for the decoding of a HDR Texture. The needed pixel is fetched from the
decoded tone mapped imaged, and expanded using inverse tone mapping. Finally, residuals are added
to luminance, which is combined with chrominance channels to obtain the final HDR pixel.
7.2 Implementation of the Framework
The implementation details of the framework for compression and decompression are given in
this section. The whole framework can be seen as constructed from the following blocks:
• Tone Mapping and Inverse Tone Mapping Operators: the former determines the
transformation from a HDR domain to a LDR one, and how bits are allocated. The
latter is computed by a simple inversion of the first, and it expands LDR pixels to HDR
ones.
• LDR codec: is used for encoding and decoding tone mapped textures and residuals. It
depends on current graphics hardware to ensure real-time performance.
• Colour space: allows to allocate more bits to important channels of the image as lumi-
nance. However, it depends greatly on the LDR codec and the TMO.
• Residuals: encode the difference between the reconstructed signal during expansion and
the original one.
• Minimisation: is the process for determining the optimal parameters for the TMO/iTMO.
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Some blocks are common to both in the encoding and decoding stages, therefore they are
presented without a particular division between encoding and decoding stages. In addition to
the implementation of these blocks, the decoding shader is described. It is written in only
4 lines, which allows it to be plugged into more complex applications with a small effort of
integration.
7.2.1 Tone Mapping and Inverse Tone Mapping Operators
In the framework, a TMO and its inverse are needed to compress values during encoding, and
to expand values during decoding. The photographic tone reproduction operator by Reinhard
et al. [169] was chosen as TMO for the implementation. There are three reasons to use it.
Firstly, it was shown that it has performed very well for compression of still images [214] and
videos [125]. Secondly, the model has a small number of parameters that can be estimated
easily without user intervention. Thirdly, it can be inverted analytically and its inverse does not
require expensive power functions.
The forward and inverse versions of the photographic tone reproduction operator are recalled,
because they are going to be used extensively in this chapter. Moreover, the inverse operator is
not the same as in Equation 5.7, because harmonic average is used for both compression and
expansion. The forward version is defined as:


f (Lw(x)) = Ld(x) =
αLw(x)(αLw(x)+Lw, HL
2
white)
Lw, HL
2
white(αLw(x)+Lw, H)
[
Rd(x),Gd(x),Bd(x)
]>
= Ld(x)
Lw(x)
[
Rw(x),Gw(x),Bw(x)
]> (7.1)
where Lwhite is the luminance white point, and α is the scale factor. While the inverse is given
by:


g(Ld(x)) = f
−1(Ld(x)) = Lw(x) =
L2whiteLw, H
2α
(
Ld(x)−1+
√
(1−Ld(x))2 + 4Ld(x)L2white
)
[
Rw(x),Gw(x),Bw(x)
]>
= Lw(x)
Ld(x)
[
Rd(x),Gd(x),Bd(x)
]>
(7.2)
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Note that there is also no saturation (inverse tone mapping) and desaturation (tone mapping)
of colours, because they are usually applied to adjust image colours for visualisation purposes.
Furthermore, Ward and Simmons [214] and Okuda and Adami [146] used them for compress-
ing/expanding the gamut. This was needed because they were adopting a different colour space
than RGB for the encoded tone mapped image. However, in this implementation of the frame-
work the RGB colour space is used, and these reasons why are described in Section 7.2.3.
7.2.2 LDR Codec
The current de facto standard for LDR texture compression, as implemented on graphics hard-
ware, is S3TC/DXTC [87], see Appendix B for more details. Therefore, it was chosen as the
LDR texture encoder for the implementation of the framework in Section 7.1. This choice does
not limit the generality of the framework, when a new standard will be available DXTC can be
substituted.
DXTCworks on 4×4 pixels blocks, where two 16-bit colours, c0 and c1, are calculated for each
block (5 bits for the red channel, 6 bits for the green channel and 5 bits for the blue channel).
A 2-bit index for each pixel is used for interpolating from c0 and c1 during reconstruction. In
the framework two variants were employed: DXT1 and DXT5. DXT1 is very compact, 64 bits
per 4×4 block, resulting in 4 bpp. DXT5 uses an additional 64 bits for encoding an 8-bit alpha
channel resulting in 8 bpp. While DXT1 was used for a low quality version without residuals,
DXT5 was chosen for encoding them providing high quality compression.
7.2.3 Colour Space
Colour spaces in compression algorithms are usually very important, because some limits of the
HVS can be exploited by assigning more bits to more important colour channels. In HDR tex-
ture compression methods, such as in [206, 139, 174], more bits are assigned to the luminance
channel rather than the chroma channels. However, RGB was adopted in the implementation
of the framework for three reasons. Firstly, the photographic tone reproduction operator com-
presses only luminance, and colours are scaled as can be seen from Equation 7.1. Note that
it is similar to the LUVW colour space proposed by Wang et al. [206]. The second reason is
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the decoding efficiency. A colour space or other colour spaces which concentrate information
in the luminance channel, such as LogLuv [174] or Yxy, needs more computational operations
during the decoding of a pixel. For example, assuming a linear colour space at least three dot
products are needed at the end of decoding for converting from the colour space to the RGB
one. These additional operations could be considered few, but in a complex application where
many texture fetches are called a reduction of three instructions can be essential to ensure a
smooth frame rate. Thirdly, S3TC does not allow a good mapping from a separated luminance
and chrominance colour space to its RGB colour space. For example, if Yxy colour space is
mapped on S3TC, Y will be encoded as G channel, 6 bits, and xy to R and B channels, 5
bits each. This is a very poor mapping for luminance, and it can produce higher quantisation
artefacts than using RGB colour space, see Figure 7.3 for an example.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 7.3: An example of failure of the use of a luminance separated colour space in S3TC applied
to Bottles HDR image: a) The full resolution image at exposure -3. b) A zoom of a), green square, of
the compressed image using RGB colour space. c) A zoom of a), green square, of the compressed image
using IrQbQ colour space by Roimela et al. [174]. Note that there are more artefacts than in b). This is
because S3TC does not allow free allocation onto bits of its coding.
7.2.4 Residuals
To improve overall quality of the reconstructed HDR texture, residuals are employed. Residuals
are the difference between the original HDR luminance and the reconstructed one expanding
the tone mapped and S3TC encoded texture. They can be computed as:
δa(x) = Lw, ori(x)−Lw, rec(x) δm(x) = Lw, ori(x)/Lw, rec(x) (7.3)
where δa(x) is the additive difference, δm(x) the multiplicative difference, Lw, ori(x) the lu-
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minance of the original HDR texture and Lw, rec(x) the luminance of the reconstructed HDR
texture at pixel location x. Lw, rec(x) is computed as:
Lw, rec(x) = g(DS3TC(Ld, S3TC(x))) (7.4)
where Ld, S3TC(x) is luminance encoded with S3TC, DS3TC is a function that decodes S3TC
compressed values. Residuals in the additive form, δa(x), are adopted in the implementa-
tion, because they do not introduce noticeable artefacts when compared to multiplicative ones,
δm(x), and they can be filtered with bilinear and MIP-mapping. This was shown by Wang et
al. [206].
Finally, residuals are quantised into the 8-bit alpha channel of the tone mapped texture, which
is subsequently compressed by the DXT5 encoder. Note that residuals for the chrominance
channels were not taken into account, because they needed an additional texture for storing
them. Moreover, a TMO usually compresses only the luminance channel, keeping the colour
information, so errors in colours due to quantisation during LDR encoding are lower than errors
in the luminance channel.
7.2.5 Minimisation
The last step in the encoding part of the framework is the minimisation process which defines
parameters of the TMO/iTMO. They need to be chosen to fit the data as much as possible
in 8 bits for each colour channel. For example, if they are chosen wrongly, quantisation can
appear before LDR encoding, see Figure 7.5. To achieve the best possible fit an error function
is defined as:
ε(Lw) = ∑
x
∥∥log(Lw(x))− log(g([ f (Lw(x))]2550 ))∥∥2 (7.5)
where [·]2550 is the quantisation into 8 bits. ε is calculated in the logarithmic domain to be more
robust to outliers. For example, few pixels with high luminance levels can potentially move
parameters towards them in the linear domain, producing quantisation artefacts. Note that the
LDR encoder is not present in Equation 7.5 to avoid excessive complexity in the formulation.
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Minimisation can be uniquely determinate as in [146]. However, they did not take into account
the quantisation process during conversion to LDR and LDR encoding, which does not have an
analytical formulation. Moreover, it can not be determined for TMOs that can not be inverted,
since inversion implies finding zeros in a non-linear function. For these reasons, Equation 7.5
is solved using numerical methods, in particular Levenberg-Marquadt minimisation [163] was
adopted in the implementation of the minimisation process. This is an iterative algorithm which
converges to a local minimum given a starting solution.
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Figure 7.4: An example of allocation varying α for the Eucalyptus’s grove HDR image (Image 17
from Figure 7.11). On the left side the histogram of the image. On the right side the graph of various
photographic tone reproduction operator’s curve for α = {100,10,1.203,0.1,0.01}. The arrow points
to decreasing α values, from 100 to 0.01. The red curve is generated using Equation 7.6 based on image
histogram. Note that the TMO allocates more space to pixels that have a large weight in the histogram.
The photographic tone reproduction operator has two parameters α and Lwhite, which need to be
minimised. These are initialised using automatic estimation based on heuristics. α scales HDR
values and it can be seen as an exposure parameter. This scaling modifies how pixels in dark,
medium and bright regions are compressed. For example, a α ≈ Lw, Min keeps linearly values
in very bright areas and compresses aggressively the other luminance values. Viceversa for
α ≈ Lw, Max. A possible strategy is to determine a value for α which allows to keep linearly the
more common values, because they contribute more to the appearance of the image. To achieve
this, α is computed as the inverse of the mean luminance, see Figure 7.4 for an example. To
include regions knowledge, a weighted mean based on the histogram is computed as:
α ′ =
(
1
N
nH
∑
i=1
H(i)Median(i,Lw,i(x))
)−1
(7.6)
where α ′ is the estimated α for the first iteration of the minimisation, N is the number of pixels
in the image, H is the histogram of the image, nH is the number of bins in the histogram, and
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Median(i,Lw,i(x)) calculates the median value in the i-th bin to be less prone to outliers of each
bin. The histogram is calculated in the logarithm domain as defined byWard et al. [107], where
nH = 256 provides an accurate precision for calculations.
Lwhite determines if a pixel is going to be burnt out or not. Hence if Lx(w) ≥ Lwhite then
Lx(w) = 1. Since no pixels have to be burnt out, Lw, Max is mapped to 1 in the tone mapped
domain. This condition can be imposed as:
1 =
α ′Lw, Max(α ′Lw, Max +Lw, HL
′,2
white)
Lw, HL
′,2
white(α
′Lw, Max +Lw, H)
(7.7)
which leads to:
L′white =
α ′Lw, Max
Lw, H
(7.8)
where L′white is the estimated Lwhite for the first iteration of the minimisation. Note that L
′
white
depends on α ′ for the first iteration, but it does not depend on α during minimisation.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 7.5: An example of wrong parameters selection: a) The tone mapped image 15 from Figure
7.11 with a region of interest in green. b) A close-up of the region of interest after reconstruction
using non estimated parameters for the TMO/iTMO. c) The region of interest after reconstruction using
estimated parameters. As can be seen a non-automatic estimation of parameters may produce additional
quantisation artefacts because not all 8 bits are used.
7.2.6 The Shader for Decoding
The implementation of the decoding is straightforward. Only a few operations need to be
performed: decoding of two LDR textures (tone mapped and the residuals textures), application
of inverse tone mapping to the tone mapped texture, addition of residuals, an inverse colour
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transform. As shown in Section 7.2.3, the use of S3TC and the photographic tone reproduction
operator bounds the implementation to the use of the RGB colour space, so there is no inverse
colour transform. Moreover, the decoding of LDR textures is implemented in hardware, so
there is only the need to call the hardware for this task.
1 sampler2D texTMO;
2 sampler1D texITMO;
3 const float3 LUMINANCE= float3(0.21,0.72,0.07);
4
5 float3 tex2DITMO(float2 texCoords)
6 {
7 //Fetch to the tone mapped texture
8 float4 tmoValue= tex2D(texTMO,texCoords);
9 //Compute Luminance
10 float L= dot(tmoValue.rgb,LUMINANCE);
11 //Fetch to the pre-computed iTMO
12 float Lw= tex1D(texITMO,L);
13 //Residuals addition, and combination with colours
14 return tmoValue.rgb*(Lw+texTMO.a)/L;
15 };
Listing 4: tex2DITMO is the function which is used in a shader for decoding a compressed texture.
This function takes 2 fetches to texture, 1 dot product, 1 multiplication, and 1 division.
The decoding was implemented for programmable shaders, in particular the target shader lan-
guage was HLSL for Direct3D9c [135]. However, the translation to other shading languages,
such as Cg or GLSL, requires few modifications. The source code of the decoding function,
tex2DITMO, is shown in Listing 4. The shader decodes the tone mapped texture texTMO (line
8), and computes the luminance L (line 9). Then, the iTMO in Equation 7.2 is applied to the
tone mapped luminance (line 10) for obtaining HDR one, Lw. Note that to speedup on-the
fly calculations, Equation 7.2 was pre-computed into a 1D texture, texITMO, with 256 half
floating point numbers, for a total of 512 bytes. Finally, the residual value in the alpha chan-
nel tmoValue.a is added to Lw and colour are recombined, tmoValue.rgb/L, obtaining the
decoded HDR value.
7.3 Analysis of the Error in the Texture Filtering
This section analyses the error of applying bilinear filtering to textures in Listing 4 before
inverse tone mapping. This case is denoted as pre-filtering from now. The error needs to be
determined for understanding if this approximation, which speeds-up the decoding four times,
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.6: An example of RGBE bilinear filtering for Image 17 from Figure 7.11: a) A correct bilinear
filtered image using RGBE, filtering is applied after the RGBE decoding. b) A wrong bilinear filtered
image using RGBE, where filtering is applied before RGBE decoding. Note that blocky edges appear,
because exponents (which change rapidly across edges) were interpolated.
is reasonable to have.
The used iTMO is not a linear function and this leads to errors during filtering operations.
However, the error introduced does not produce noticeable artefacts as in the case of interpo-
lation in RGBE, see Figure 7.6. This is due to two reasons. The first is that exponents are not
interpolated such as in RGBE, but only base values of a function are filtered, see Figure 7.7 for
an example. The second reason is that the iTMO is a monotonically increasing and continu-
ous function. Therefore, an interpolated value p ∈ [a,b] is still continuous without producing
further edges.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 7.7: An example of bilinear up-sampling using the proposed method for Image 11 from Figure
7.11: a) Simulated bilinear filter in the shader. b) Up-sampling before applying inverse tone mapping
function. c) Difference between a) and b) scaled 20 times.
The error of using pre-filtering is mathematically defined as:
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εR(A,B,C,D,x,y) = ‖LF, w(A,B,C,D,x,y)− LˆF, w(A,B,C,D,x,y)‖ (7.9)
where LF, w(A,B,C,D,x,y) is the corrected up-sampled luminance value, and LˆF, w(A,B,C,D,x,y)
is the pre-filtered luminance value, (A,B,C,D) is the filtering interval, and (x,y) are the coor-
dinates of the sample in (A,B,C,D). LF, w(A,B,C,D,x,y) is defined as:
LF, w(A,B,C,D,x,y) = t1 + y(t2− t1)
t1 = g(Ld,A)+ x(g(Ld,B)−g(Ld,A)) t2 = g(Ld,D)+ x(g(Ld,C)−g(Ld,D)) (7.10)
and LˆF, w(A,B,C,D,x,y) is defined as:
LˆF,w(A,B,C,D,x,y) = g(t1 + y(t2− t1))
t1 = Ld,A + x(Ld,B−Ld,A) t2 = Ld,D + x(Ld,C−Ld,D) (7.11)
However, relative error is more effective as a measure than an absolute one in Equation 7.9,
because the dynamic range changes for each image. Relative error is defined as:
εR(A,B,C,D,x,y) =
‖LF, w(A,B,C,D,x,y)− LˆF, w(A,B,C,D,x,y)‖
LF, w(A,B,C,D,x,y)
(7.12)
Note that the use of relative error simplifies the equation removing the term
L2whiteLw, H
2α . There-
fore, εR depends only on the interpolation interval (A,B,C,D) and Lwhite. Furthermore, the
dependency is strongly related to the difference between the minimum and maximum value in
(A,B,C,D). This is due to the fact that an higher difference produces an higher error.
7.3.1 Analysis Results and Discussion
The relative error function, εR(A,B,C,D,x,y), depends on Lwhite and the interpolation interval
(A,B,C,D). Therefore, an analysis was conducted on HDR images in order to analyse the error
in real conditions. A data set of 22 images representing different lighting condition was em-
ployed, see Figure 7.11. Each image was compressed with the proposed compression scheme.
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Then, all possible 2×2 interpolation blocks/tiles were generated for each tone mapped image
and classified in intervals based on the difference between the maximum and minimum element
in the block, see Figure 7.8. Subsequently, the maximum and average εR errors were calculated
for each block and averaged for each interval which they belonged to, see Figure 7.9.
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Figure 7.8: The frequency of blocks interval in the log10 domain. Note that blocks in the difference
interval [0,0.15] are more than 93% of blocks of the whole data set.
As can be see from Figure 7.9, the error is on average around 3− 5% for the 88% of blocks
reaching 10% for the 93% of blocks. However, the error for large intervals is quite significant
reaching 82%. It has to be noted that only few blocks of the whole data set, 0.0002%, were
matching this condition.
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Figure 7.9: The calculation of εR for each block in the data set and each interval: a) The average
error. b) The maximum error.
Furthermore, the large error can not be noticed by the HVS because no extra edges are intro-
duced during interpolation, as the g function is a continuous function. A comparison between
a corrected up-sampled image and a pre-filtered one was conducted using HDR-VDP showing
that error is negligible for an image with the highest number of large intervals in the data set,
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see Figure 7.10.
Figure 7.10: The results of HDR-VDP between a corrected up-sampled image (4 times up-sampled
image) and a pre-filtered one for Image 16 from the data set in Figure 7.11: a) Tone mapped image.
b) HDR-VDP image. Note that error is very low (P(X = 0.95) = 0.0285%), areas of high error are
highlighted in red circles. Note that Image 16 has the highest number of large intervals in the data set.
Regarding the up-sampling of residuals, Section 7.2.4 ,they can be filtered and added to the
luminance channel without problems, because they are additive, so they are linear. A proof can
be found in Wang et al. [206].
7.4 Compression Scheme Evaluation
This section presents how to measure performances of the implemented framework. In classic
image compression, there are three main objectives that a compression scheme has to take into
account: image quality, encoding/decoding computational complexity (depending on the appli-
cations), and compression rates. The implemented framework was analysed in terms of image
quality, decoding speed, and compression rates. Encoding speed is not considered, because in
many real-time 3D applications textures are produced before an application is distributed, and
so there is no need for real-time encoding. Moreover, it is a rare to produce on the fly, and
many times procedural techniques are employed which can help to avoid the need of compres-
sion [56].
7.4.1 Quality Metrics for Compression Evaluation
In order to evaluate the implementation of the texture compression scheme, see Section 7.2,
common HDR metrics were used to validate results. These are: HDR-VDP [127, 124], a
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Figure 7.11: The 22 HDR textures used in the compression experiments, tone mapped using the pho-
tographic tone reproduction operator [169] for visualisation. Images 1 and 2 are courtesy of Karol
Myszkowski. Images 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 19, and 21 are courtesy of Paul Debevec [47, 44]. Image 3, 4,
and 11 are courtesy of Industrial of Light and Magic from OpenEXR SDK [86]. Images 7 is courtesy
of Greg Ward [212]. Image 9 is courtesy of Max Lyons [121]. Image 8 and 10 are courtesy of Raan
Fattal [61] .Image 16, 18 is courtesy of Jacob Munkberg [139]. Image 22 is courtesy of Kimmo Roimela
[174].
perceptual metric, Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) in the log2[RGB] domain [223], and
multi-exposure Peak Signal Noise Ratio (mPSNR), both of which are statistical metrics.
The RMSE in the log2[RGB] domain was proposed by Xu et al. [223], which is defined as
follows:
RMSE(I, Iˆ) =
√
1
n
∑
x
(
log2
R(x)
Rˆ(x)
)2
+
(
log2
G(x)
Gˆ(x)
)2
+
(
log2
B(x)
Bˆ(x)
)2
(7.13)
where I is the reference image and (R,G,B) its red, green and blue channels, Iˆ the comparison
image and (Rˆ,Gˆ, Bˆ) its channels, n the number of pixels of the two images. A small RMSE
value means that image Iˆ is close to the reference, zero means that they are the same, while a
high value means that they are very different.
The mPSNR was introduced by Munkberg et al. [139], and it extends the peak signal-to-noise
ratio (PSNR) to HDR images. This metric takes a series of exposures which are tone mapped
using a simple gamma curve:
T (X ,c) =
[
255(2cX)
1
γ
]255
0
(7.14)
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where c is the current f-stop, X is a colour channel, and γ = 2.2. Then the classic Mean Square
Error (MSE) is computed:
MSE(I, Iˆ) =
1
n× p
pMax
∑
c=pMin
∑
x
(
∆R2c(x)+ ∆G
2
c(x)+ ∆B
2
c(x)
)
(7.15)
where pMin and pMax are respectively the minimum and maximum exposures, p is the number
of used exposures, n is the number of pixels in the image, ∆Rc(x) = T (R(x),c)−T (Rˆ(x),c) for
the red colour channel, and similarly for green and blue colour channels. Finally, the mPSNR
is calculated using the standard formula for PSNR:
mPSNR(I, Iˆ) = 10log10
(
3×2552
MSE(I, Iˆ)
)
(7.16)
The pMin and pMax can be automatically determined by taking all exposures from an under-
exposed, mean luminance around 0.1, to an over-exposed image, mean luminance around 0.9.
These two thresholds were chosen after an examination of p values presented in Munkeberg et
al. [139].
7.4.2 Comparisons
The proposed implementation, Section 7.2, was compared against two other methods that are
currently used in real-time applications, RGBE [209] and Wang et al. [206]. In addition to
these methods, the method of Munkberg et al. [139] and Roimela et al. [174] were used for
comparisons, although they are not currently supported by current OpenGL2/Direct3D9 and
OpenGL3/Direct3D10 graphics hardware.
The encoder was implemented in Matlab R2007b using the Levenberg-Marquadt function im-
plemented in the Optimisation toolbox. During the encoding stage, the local minimum was
always reached starting with α ′ and Lwhite for the image set in Figure 7.11. Minimisation
(Equation 7.5) takes less than three seconds using a 748×1,128 HDR texture. texConv from
the Direct3D9c SDK was used as the S3TC encoder. The decoding was integrated into an
existing Direct3D9 application. This step is straightforward and can be easily integrated into
similar real-time graphics applications. Hence, only the shader in Listing 4 needs to be added
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to standard shaders. The encoding and decoding were tested on an Intel Pentium M 1.76 Ghz
equipped with 1.5 GB of memory and a 256 MB GeForceGO 7300.
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Figure 7.12: The results of the comparisons using RMSE in the logarithm domain with the set in
Figure 7.11 for RMSE.
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Figure 7.13: The results of the comparisons using mPSNR with the set in Figure 7.11 for mPSNR.
22 HDR textures, see Figure 7.11, were compressed with the six methods: RGBE,Munkberg et
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al.’s method (METL), Roimela et al.’s method (RETL), Wang et al.’s method (WETL), and the
proposed method with (MWR) and without residuals (MWOR). These textures were originally
stored in the OpenEXR format (48 bpp). Figure 7.12, Figure 7.13 and Figure 7.14 show the
values obtained for each picture using the metrics log2[RGB] RMSE, mPSNR and HDR-VDP.
Table 7.1 summarises these results with the average value for each of the metrics over the total
number of pictures. Furthermore, Table 1, presents a second value which serves to highlight
the quality as a function of the compression. These results must be interpreted as less is better
for HDR-VDP and log2[RGB] RMSE, while more is better for mPSNR.
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Figure 7.14: The results of the comparisons using HDR-VDP with the set in Figure 7.11 for HDR-VDP
with P(X) = 0.95.
7.4.3 Discussion
RGBE performed as the best in terms of quality in all metrics from the results in Table 7.1.
However, when compared as a function of quality over FPS or times the bit rate, it is best
only in the case of the HDR-VDP metric. Furthermore, RGBE has problems when it comes
to filtering and performance, RGBE bilinear filtering is implemented only on G80 graphics
chips. The METL and RETL methods [139, 174] performed better on average than MWR and
MWOR for straight out values, but less so as a function of quality. However, as mentioned
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RETL METL WETL MWOR MWR RGBE∗
Bits per pixel (Bpp) 8 8 16 4 8 32
Frames per seconds (FPS) NA NA 309 314 312 201
HDR-VDP average 0.0609 0.0014 1.333 0.815 0.1 0.0
HDR-VDP × Bpp 0.4872 0.0112 21.328 3.26 0.8 0.0
HDR-VDP / FPS NA NA 3.23e-3 2.59e-3 3.2e-4 0.0
log2[RGB] RMSE average 0.412 0.342 0.277 0.581 0.348 0.0623
log2[RGB] RMSE × Bpp 3.296 2.736 4.432 2.324 2.784 1.993
log2[RGB] RMSE / FPS NA NA 8.9e-4 1.85e-3 1.1e-3 3.1e-4
mPSNR average 84.43 89.31 81.12 77.12 83.11 99.03
mPSNR / Bpp 10.554 11.1638 5.07 19.28 10.3888 3.09
mPSNR × FPS NA NA 25066.1 24215.7 25930.32 19905.03
Table 7.1: Metrics comparisons. This table shows the ratio of the average values of the used metrics
and the bits per pixel, and as well for frames per second (FPS). FPS values were not calculated for
MELT and RETL, because they can not be implemented using current graphics hardware. ∗ Note:
RGBE is supported in hardware on a G80 series with filtering and it would run at 360 FPS on a G80
with the same speed as the used one in these tests.
earlier, these methods need special hardware to run. Moreover, MWR and MWOR methods
performed reasonably well, overall, they are better than WETL [206].
In conclusion, MWOR seems to offer the best compression to quality ratio in the cases of
mPSNR and log2[RGB] RMSE, mainly due to the high compression ratio of 4 bpp. Note
that WETL can suffer contouring artefacts, when the splitting axis can not find an optimal
separation, as in the case of Saint Peter’s Basilica HDR texture (Image 19 from Figure 7.11),
see Figure 7.15 for an example.
Decoding speed is another meaningful parameter that has to be taken into account for real-time
applications. In modern applications such as games many texture fetches are needed to calcu-
late complex shaders and post-processing filters. To show the efficiency, the decoding times
of MWOR, MWR, WETL, RGBE methods were timed using a simple Direct3D9 application
where bilinear filtering and MIP-mapping were applied to textures. Real-time performance is
summarised in Table 7.1. These values are timed from the simple application shown in Figure
7.15. MWOR and MWR obtained the fastest times, running respectively at 314 FPS and 312
FPS. RGBEwas the slowest, at 201 FPS, due to the fact that bilinear filtering and MIP-mapping
has to be emulated in a shader, otherwise artefacts at the edges are present in results. This is
because exponents change rapidly at edges. WETL is nearly as fast as MWOR and MWR,
309 FPS, but it uses more operations: 3 multiplications, 3 additions, 1 dot product, 2 texture
fetches compared to MWR which uses 1 multiplication, 1 addition, 1 dot product, 1 division
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Figure 7.15: A simple real-time application showing the Happy Buddha from the Stanford model
repository with emphasis on texturing operations for timing: Top left the ground truth HDR texture was
encoded using 32-bit floating point numbers for each channel (96 bpp). Top right RGBE encoding (32
bpp). Bottom left WETL (16 bpp), note that in this case the splitting axis between LDR and HDR image
minimises RMSE error but appearance presents noticeable quantisation artefacts. Bottom right MWR
(8 bpp).
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.16: The cache test on a GeForceGO 7300: a) 16 Happy Buddhas rendered with a single HDR
texture at 18.13 FPS. b) 16 Happy Buddhas rendered with 16 different HDR textures at 17.91 FPS.
and 2 texture fetches.
Texture caching is an issue to take into account during the second texture fetch in Listing
1, because it depends on the first texture look-up. Since the 1D texture is quite small (512
bytes) it remains in the GPU cache. To verify this a simple scene was rendered with 16 Happy
Buddhas with one single texture and the same scene with 16 different textures, see Figure 7.16.
Performances were timed, and the results are 18.13 FPS for the single texture application, and
17.91 FPS for the application using 16 different textures. So the difference in terms of FPS is
only 0.41 FPS, which is quite low and shows that the second fetch does not harm caching.
7.5 Summary
In this chapter, a compression framework for HDR textures was presented. The framework is
based on tone mapping for the encoding stage and inverse tone mapping for the decoding stage.
S3TC was employed for compressing LDR textures resulting in a compression rate of 8 bpp
for high quality HDR textures and 4 bpp for acceptable HDR ones. Moreover, it can achieve
real-time decoding performances for current graphics hardware. Although S3TC is the key for
real-time applications, it is the main limit to the quality. Hence, MWOR and MWR methods
are affected by the classical inherited problems with this compression scheme, see Figure 7.17.
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MWR and MWOR have been designed for natural HDR textures, and tested with a maximum
contrast ratio of 1.5×108 : 1 (in Image 11 from Figure 7.11). Images with contrast ratio over
109 : 1 are a difficult scenario in which quantisation artefacts would be noticeable.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 7.17: A close-up of the central window in Image 12 in Figure 7.11. Note MWR and MWOR
method does unfortunately inherit colour mixing artefacts from S3TC at edges and in a colour gradient.
a) Original HDR image. b) Compressed image without residuals, colour mixing decreases the quality
of luminance. c) Compressed image with residuals.
MWR and MWOR have a good quality compared to existing available solutions for real-time
applications on current hardware, RGBE and WETL, and the state of the art that needs spe-
cial hardware METL and RETL. Furthermore, they can be implemented efficiently on new and
old GPUs. Moreover, the decoding shader is easy to integrate into existing real-time applica-
tions. Finally, MWR and MWOR use at least half the memory of WETL avoiding contouring
artefacts.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
This thesis has introduced a framework that expands LDR content for the generation of HDR
images and videos. The application of the framework was demonstrated through IBL and the
visualisation of HDR content on HDR monitors.
The proposed solution fills the gap between classic imaging and HDR imaging, allowing exist-
ing LDR content to be used in HDR imaging. Even if HDR imaging has become very popular
outside the computer graphics community, there are no still HDR cameras and video-cameras
for consumer users. A certain knowledge, that a general consumer is not expected to have, is
needed to capture HDR images. Moreover, only capturing still images requires certain con-
ditions such as static scenes, a tripod to avoid misalignments, and no variation in the lighting
conditions. To meet all these conditions is very difficult in real life and it can take a lot of
time. Therefore, the proposed solution for the inverse tone mapping problem results in a good
compromise between HDR imaging and available camera technology. Hence, the user needs
only to capture normal images, and apply the framework to them.
8.1 Contributions
The framework in this thesis is the first solution to the inverse tone mapping problem that can
be used for both visualisation of images on HDR monitors and IBL. The proposed framework
expands the range of an LDR image applying an inverted TMO. Over-exposed areas are recon-
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structed using an expand map, which is a smooth field generated from areas of high luminance
values. These areas are recovered by sampling light sources in the image. The framework can
process videos without flickering using a temporally coherent expand map that re-uses samples
of previous and forward frames in a video. Moreover, an efficient real-time implementation
can be achieved exploiting graphics hardware through point based rendering.
The presented framework was validated with other expansion algorithms that convert LDR
content to HDR content. Two studies were shown. The first one was a psychophysical study
based on pairwise comparison experiments. The main result showed that operators handling
artefacts performed better than straightforward operators. Furthermore, IBL needs a non-linear
behaviour in order to reproduce a good approximation of the original environment maps. Fi-
nally, the proposed framework performed better than others for both the visualisation of images
and IBL. The second study was based on computational metrics. In the first part the quality
performances were analysed. The study partially confirmed the results of the psychophysical
study with few differences. For example, Wang et al.’s operator [207] performed worse than
before, because hallucinated areas were spotted by the metric. The second part of the study
analysed if the framework introduces flickering in comparisons with Rempel’s operator [171],
the only other available operator for videos at the time of the study. This study showed that the
framework is less prone to flickering especially for turbulent scenes where motion is very fast
and dynamic, such as a fire, smoke, etc.
A compression scheme for textures can be derived from the framework, using tone mapping
for encoding an HDR texture, and inverse tone mapping during the decoding stage. The com-
pression scheme can achieve a 8 bpp compression rate, with a low error from the reference.
The decompression scheme can be implemented on graphics hardware in real-time using few
instructions and it can be integrated with minimal effort onto current applications. Moreover,
an analysis of the error was carried out showing that tone mapped textures can be up-sampled
before expansion, which in turn speeds-up the decoding time. Note that the application of in-
verse tone mapping to compression completes the set of LDR images that can be inverse tone
mapped.
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8.2 Limitations
The main limitations of the presented solution to inverse tone mapping depends on the size of
over-exposed areas in the image or video. The quality is inversely proportional to the area of
over-exposed regions. This is quite straightforward to realise, because a large over-exposed
area implies more information to reconstruct than a smaller one. Reconstruction, not only of
the range, can be reasonable if the area is small however it produces a smooth gradient which
is not ideal for an image, see Figure 8.1.
(a) (b)
Figure 8.1: An example of the limits of the proposed algorithm: a) The original LDR image. Note that
presents large over-exposed areas. b) The expanded image in a) using the algorithm from Section 5.1
at f-stop −3. The reconstruction produced a smooth gray gradient pattern, because there is not enough
information in these areas.
For compression, the proposed encoding and decoding scheme cannot deal with large dynamic
range, for example more than 108 : 1, because quantisation artefacts will appear in the form of
banding. This is because only 8 bits are used for the luminance channel and they cannot be
enough for encoding a texture with that range of values. For dynamic ranges higher than that
amount the technique could work by increasing the number of pixel bits and using a separated
luminance colour space.
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8.3 Future Work
The proposed framework for the expansion of LDR images and videos showed how to recon-
struct missing content. However, a series of future improvements can be introduced to tackle
the current limitations:
• Exploitation of varying exposure in videos. In a video sequence exposure changes in
between frames, showing details in over-exposed or under-exposed areas which become
well-exposed. For future work the idea is to project well-exposed areas in a previous or
forward frame into the current one where this area is over-exposed or under-exposed.
• Panorama Extraction in videos. A video can be encoded extracting a panorama and
moving objects, for example this fact is exploited in MPEG-7 to improve compression
rate [29]. In the case of inverse tone mapping this encoding can be exploited to reduce
over-exposed and under-exposed areas. A panorama from a video is created by blend-
ing different frames which usually have different exposures. The blending is typically
implemented as an average. However, if a HDR capturing method is employed, as in De-
bevec and Malik’s algorithm [47], an HDR panorama can be produced. This panorama
would not probably capture the full range of the scene, but it could reduce under-exposed
and over-exposed areas in the image. The reduction of these areas can help inverse tone
mapping to improve the quality during the reconstruction of the missing content.
Moreover, a more in depth study on expanded videos would be an important direction for future
work to asses the inverse tone mapping algorithm for videos. However, psychophysical studies
on videos with complex stimuli, such as a shot from a movie, need to be run taking into account
that participants’ memory is limited. Therefore, a preliminary study for choosing the correct
evaluation methodology has to be done.
Regarding the compression scheme, modifications on the blocks of the implementation can be
carried out for improving the quality of compressed textures. The main bottleneck is S3TC,
but currently there is no other LDR codec for texture with hardware support. A decoder for
a different scheme can be implemented on graphics hardware using shaders. However this
penalises decoding performances and makes the decoding shader more complex. An interesting
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direction of research would be to investigate the application of the algorithm to the compression
of the frame buffer of a 3D application. For example, the standard frame buffer for a modern
3D game is full high definition resolution, 1,920×1,080, which means 24 Mb for a full HDR
frame buffer. The compression scheme can be adapted for real-time compression. For example
the optimisation step could be removed using not optimal TMO parameters, and a real-time
S3TC encoder could be employed for compressing the tone mapped image such as the one
proposed by van Waveren [199].
8.4 Final Remarks
HDR technology has not yet reached its full maturity. Capturing HDR videos is still an open
issue. Moreover, capturing HDR still images can be a long and tedious task when using classic
LDR technology, or very expensive with HDR cameras. The work of this thesis proposed a
solution for the reconstruction of HDR content from LDR content. This simplifies the capturing
of HDR content for consumer users. Moreover, all LDR videos and images captured previously
can be utilised for HDR media, or used for HDR processing and re-lighting real and synthetic
objects.
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Appendix A
The Bilateral Filter
The bilateral filter is a non-linear filter proposed by Tomasi and Manduchi [191] which keeps
strong edges while it smoothes inside values. The filter for an image I is defined as:
I′(x) = B(I, f ,g) =
1
k(x) ∑
y∈Ω
I(y) f (‖x−y‖)g(‖I(y)− I(x)‖) (A.1)
k(x) = ∑
y∈Ω
f (‖x−y‖)g(‖I(y)− I(x)‖) (A.2)
where I′ is the filtered image, f is the smoothing function for the range term, and g is the
smoothing function for the intensity term , k(x) is the normalisation term. In the standard
notation, while parameters for f are indicated with s, the ones for g are indicated with r. An
example of the application of the filter is shown in Figure A.1.
Moreover, the bilateral filtering can be used for transferring edges from a source image to a
target image modifying Equation A.2 as:
I′(x) = B(I,J, f ,g) =
1
k(x) ∑
y∈Ω
I(y) f (‖x−y‖)g(‖J(y)− J(x)‖) (A.3)
k(x) = ∑
y∈Ω
f (‖x−y‖)g(‖J(y)− J(x)‖) (A.4)
where J is the image containing edges to be transferred to I. This version is called joint/cross
bilateral filtering [160, 98]. When this version is used for up-sampling, it is called joint bilateral
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Figure A.1: An example of bilateral filter: a) An edge corrupted by additive Gaussian noise with
σ = 0.25. b) A spatial Gaussian kernel with σs = 4 evaluated at the central pixel. c) Image in a) filtered
with the Gaussian kernel in b), note that noise is removed but edges are smoothed causing blur effect. d)
An intensity Gaussian kernel with σr = 0.5 evaluated at the central pixel. e) A spatial-intensity Gaussian
kernel obtained by multiplying kernel in b) and d), called bilateral kernel. f) Image in a) filtered using
the bilateral kernel, note that while edges are preserved, noise is removed.
up-sampling [98]. This is a general technique to speed-up computation of various trasks such
as stereo matching, tone mapping, global illumination, etc. The task is computed in a small
scale and then it is up-sampled using the starting full resolution image or other features (for
example normal or depth values in the case of global illumination), see Figure A.2.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure A.2: An example of joint bilateral up-sampling for rendering: a) The starting low resolution
image representing indirect lighting. b) A depth map used as edge map. c) The up-sampled image in a)
transferring edges of b) with direct lighting added.
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The main disadvantages of the bilateral filter are three. The first is that it smoothes across
sharp changes in gradients blunting or blurring ramp edges and valley or ridge like feature.
The second is that high gradient or high curvature regions are poorly smoothed because most
nearby values are outliers that miss the filter window. The third is that it may include disjoint
domains or high gradients regions. To solve all these problems the bilateral filter was extended
by Choudhury and Tumblin [32]. The new filter, called trilateral filter, tilts and skews the filter
window using bilateral filtered image gradients ∇Iθ . This is achieved by using as input for g
the closeness of the centre value I(x) to a plane istead of the Eucledian distance of coordinates.
This plane is defined as:
P(x,y) = I(x)+ ∇Iθ ·y (A.5)
where x are the coordinates of the point to filter, y are the coordinates of a sample in the window.
An example of the trialteral filter is shown in Figure A.3. The only disadvantage of this filter
is the high computational cost, because two bilateral filters are needed to be calculated, one for
gradients and another for the filtering image values.
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Figure A.3: A comparison between bilateral and trilateral filter: a) The input noisy signal. b) The
signal in a) smoothed using bilateral filter. c) The signal in a) smoothed using trilateral filter. Note that
ramps and ridges are kept instead of being smoothed as it happened in b).
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Appendix B
S3TC: The de facto standard for LDR
texture compression
S3TC is a block truncation coding scheme designed at S3 Graphics Ltd by Iourcha et al. [87]
and inspired by Knittel et al.’s work [96]. The method has become the de facto standard for
compression LDR texture in real-time applications, because S3TC and its variants are widely
supported by graphics vendors. S3TC is the base of the proposed compression scheme in
Chapter 7. Therefore, in this section, S3TC compression scheme will be presented.
S3TC is sometimes called DXTC, and it presents five modes where the difference is mainly in
the coding of the alpha channel. The more popular variants are Mode 1 (DXT1) and Mode 5
(DXT5). The first step of the encoding for all modes is to convert an image from 24 bpp colour
(8-bit for each channel) to a 16 bpp colour one. While 5 bits are assigned to red and blue
channels, 6 bits are allocated for the green one. Then, 4×4 blocks of the texture are processed.
For each block, the maximum, c0, and the minimum, c1, colours are calculated as values that
most closely resemble the uncompressed block. Subsequently, C0 and C1 are stored. At this
point, Mode 1 stores a 2-bit value, ind, for each pixel, which gives the nearest colour to the
original one in the interpolation between c0 and c1. For a complete allocation of bits in Mode
1 see Table B.1. Mode 1 allows to have an 1 bit alpha channel, but precision for interpolation
of colours is reduced for encoding alpha. Mode 5 is similar to Mode 1 without 1 bit alpha.
Moreover, it can encode an 8-bit alpha channel in a similar way as for colours in Mode 1: the
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minimum, α0, and maximum, α1, alpha in the block, and a 3-bit value, indα , for each pixel
used for the interpolation. The bit allocations for Mode 5 shares the same colour part of Mode
1 in Table B.1, plus there is a similar bit allocation for alpha values.
byte 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
0 c0
1 c0
2 c1
3 c1
4 ind0 ind1 ind2 ind3
5 ind4 ind5 ind6 ind7
6 ind8 ind9 ind10 ind11
7 ind12 ind13 ind14 ind15
byte 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
0 α0
1 α1
2 indα ,0 indα ,1 indα ,2
3 indα ,2 indα ,3 indα ,4 indα ,5
4 indα ,5 indα ,6 indα ,7
5 indα ,8 indα ,9 indα ,10
6 indα ,10 indα ,11 indα ,12 indα ,13
7 indα ,13 indα ,14 indα ,15
Table B.1: The table shows the bit allocation for a 4×4 block in S3TC Mode 1.
Figure B.1: An example of typical artifacts of S3TC for the Clouds image. On the left side the full
resolution image. On the right side two zoom of the green box: a) A zoom of the original image. b) A
zoom of the S3TC compressed image. Note that it is less smooth the one in a), with colour bleeding at
edges and a general blocky appearance.
When the colour of a pixel in a certain block needs to be decompressed, a linear interpolation
between c0 and c1 is calculated:
Colour(y) =
1− indk(y)
3
c0 +
indk(y)
3
c1 (B.1)
where k(y) denotes the ind for pixel at position y. Equation B.1 is applied for both Mode 1 and
Mode 5. In the case of Mode 5, additionally to Equation B.1, alpha values are reconstructed
using a similar interpolation scheme:
α(y) =
1− indα ,k(y)
7
α0 +
indα ,k(y)
7
α1 (B.2)
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The main advantages of S3TC are the fixed rate compression and a single access to the memory
for decompression. Therefore, a fast implementation on graphics hardware can be achieved.
Moreover, it reaches good compression rates, 4 bpp for a 24 bpp image, and 8 bpp for a 32 bpp
image with alpha channel. However, the algorithm can show artifacts when different colours
are present in the same block, see Figure B.1.
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Appendix C
An Overview on Graphics Processing
Units Architectures
In the last few years graphics hardware have reached a high level of parallelism with peaks
of up to a teraflop of power for desktop applications. This computational power allows to run
extremely fast algorithms that are mapped to these architectures. The current graphics hardware
is the main source of this power, GPUs are extremely parallelised SIMD hardware [145] with
up to more than 200 cores per GPU against the 4 cores per CPU, see Figure C.1.
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Figure C.1: This graph shows the increasing computational power in GFlops of GPUs by NVIDIA
and CPUs by Intel from January 2003. Note that GPUs have a higher rate than CPUs.
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Graphics processing units (GPUs) are optimised to render a stream of geometric primitives
(point, lines and triangles), called vertex buffer, onto an array of pixels called frame buffer. The
GPUs became fully programmable in the last few years for transforming and lighting vertices
and pixels. The main purpose of the GPU is to process vertices and pixels. This processing
follows the classic graphics pipeline, allowing in certain stages programmability via micro
programs, see Figure C.2 for an example of GPU pipeline.
Figure C.2: The GPU Pipeline: vertices which define a primitive (triangle, line, a point) are trans-
formed using a function (implemented as a Vertex Program) in the Vertex Stage by Vertex Program Unit.
Vertices are elaborated in parallel by many Vertex Program Units (Vertex Program Unit 0, ..., Vertex
Program Unit n). Then primitives are discretised in fragments by the Rasteriser which passes these
fragments to the Fragment Stage. A function (Fragment Program) is applied to each fragment in par-
allel using many Fragment Program Units (Fragment Program Unit 0, ..., Fragment Program Unit n).
The result of the Fragment Stage is saved in a texture in the video memory.
The first step in the pipeline is to process vertices. Each vertex of a vertex buffer is processed
by a Vertex Program Unit (VPU) which is a programmable unit that executes a vertex program
(VP). A VP is a set of instructions that specifies how a vertex will be processed by the VPU.
The output of a VPU is not only a modified position for a vertex but it can also include new
added properties to the vertex during the execution of the VP such as a colour, an address for
fetching the memory during the next phase, etc. Subsequently, a unit called rasteriser, gener-
ates fragments of the primitives, in other words it discretises them into pixels and interpolates
values between vertices using linear interpolation. In the last step of the pipeline fragments are
processed by another programmable unit called Fragment Program Unit (FPU), which executes
a fragment program (FP). Much the same as VP, the FP is a set of instructions which specifies
how a fragment will be processed by the FPU. The output, which can be a single value or a
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vector of values, can be stored in the frame buffer for visualisation or in a texture for future
processing. Note that a modern GPU presents only a single kind of unit, processing unit (PU),
that can be allocated for executing VP or FP. In this current generation of GPUs the main in-
structions allowed in the VPs and FPs are: float point/integer operations (addition, subtraction,
division, multiplication, square root, logarithm, etc.), random access to the video memory, as-
signment command, static and dynamic branching (a costly operation), and loop (with limited
loop size for avoiding infinite loops).
VPs and FPs are usually written in a high-level programming language similar to C. These
languages are called shading languages because they are designed for generating images. The
most common shading languages are: C for Graphics (Cg) [128], the OpenGL Shading Lan-
guage (GLSL) [94] and High Level Shading Language (HLSL) [22]. These languages provide
an abstraction for a very close level to the hardware, hence they directly manage vertices, tex-
tures, fragments, etc. Recently, a new API called CUDA was introduced [145]. This API is de-
signed for GP-GPU and it works directly with the hardware without interfacing with a Graphics
API. The main drawback of CUDA is that is not retro-compatible with previous GPUs, indeed
it works only on NVIDIA hardware from GeForce series 8 architecture onwards.
The paradigm of GPU programming is called Kernel Programming [149], where a kernel is the
inner loop of a function applied to all pixels/vertices. These are the following steps for running
a kernel:
1. Vertices are passed to the GPU, in order to feed the vertex stage. A typical image pro-
cessing invocation is a quadrilateral, parallel to the screen of the display, which covers
a region of pixels that match precisely with the desired size of the output texture. This
provides the extreme boundaries (a quadrilateral) of a temporary address space for allo-
cating images.
2. The rasteriser generates a fragment for every pixel in the quadrilateral. The rasteriser
fills the address space with all the addresses, called fragments.
3. Each fragment is processed by the FPU. The fragment program can arbitrarily read from
textures in the video memory, but can only write to memory corresponding to the location
of the fragment in the frame buffer determined by the rasteriser. The domain of the
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computation is specified for each input texture by specifying texture coordinates at each
of the input vertices of the quadrilateral.
4. The output of the fragment program is a value, that is stored in a texture.
An algorithm needs to reiterate this process as many times as required by the computation.
This is called multi-pass.
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Appendix D
Tables of Psychophysical Experiments:
Experiment 1 Overall
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Scene 1
A B M W R Score ai
A - 7 20 9 9 45
B 17 - 20 21 15 73
M 4 4 - 6 5 19
W 15 3 18 - 14 50
R 15 9 19 10 - 53
Scene 2
A B M W R Score ai
A - 15 13 19 19 66
B 9 - 16 10 14 49
M 11 8 - 12 9 40
W 5 14 12 - 11 42
R 5 10 15 13 - 43
Scene 3
A B M W R Score ai
A - 1 3 1 4 9
B 23 - 21 8 14 66
M 21 3 - 0 3 27
W 23 16 24 - 14 77
R 20 10 21 10 - 61
Scene 4
A B M W R Score ai
A - 0 1 0 1 2
B 24 - 24 15 16 79
M 23 0 - 1 1 25
W 24 9 23 - 16 72
R 23 8 23 8 - 62
Scene 5
A B M W R Score ai
A - 10 19 14 18 61
B 14 - 20 15 17 66
M 5 4 - 5 7 21
W 10 9 19 - 11 49
R 6 7 17 13 - 43
Scene 6
A B M W R Score ai
A - 0 0 4 4 8
B 24 - 19 21 19 83
M 24 5 - 10 11 50
W 20 3 14 - 13 50
R 20 5 13 11 - 49
Scene 7
A B M W R Score ai
A - 2 0 8 6 16
B 22 - 8 16 15 61
M 24 16 - 19 18 77
W 16 8 5 - 13 42
R 18 9 6 11 - 44
Scene 8
A B M W R Score ai
A - 7 16 10 9 42
B 17 - 15 10 12 54
M 8 9 - 6 13 36
W 14 14 18 - 6 52
R 15 12 11 18 - 56
Table D.1: Preference tables for each Scene used for the Overall experiment.
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Scene 1 Scene 2 Scene 3 Scene 4 Scene 5 Scene 6 Scene 7 Scene 8
Subject 1 0.600 0.800 1.000 1.000 0.600 1.000 1.000 0.200
Subject 2 0.600 0.800 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.600 0.400
Subject 3 1.000 0.400 0.800 1.000 1.000 0.600 0.600 0.400
Subject 4 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.800 1.000 0.200 0.400 0.200
Subject 5 0.800 0.600 0.800 0.800 0.600 0.600 0.200 0.400
Subject 6 0.600 0.800 0.400 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.600
Subject 7 0.800 0.400 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.200 0.600
Subject 8 1.000 0.800 1.000 0.600 1.000 1.000 0.600 0.600
Subject 9 0.200 0.600 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.800 0.600 0.600
Subject 10 1.000 0.200 1.000 0.600 0.800 0.800 0.600 0.600
Subject 11 0.400 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.600 0.600
Subject 12 1.000 0.200 0.400 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.400
Subject 13 1.000 0.200 0.600 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.600 0.800
Subject 14 0.200 0.600 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.800
Subject 15 1.000 0.400 0.800 1.000 0.800 0.600 0.800 0.600
Subject 16 0.600 0.200 0.800 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.200 0.400
Subject 17 1.000 0.400 0.400 1.000 1.000 0.600 0.800 0.400
Subject 18 0.600 0.400 0.400 1.000 0.600 1.000 0.600 0.200
Subject 19 1.000 0.400 1.000 0.800 0.800 1.000 0.600 0.400
Subject 20 0.600 0.600 0.800 0.800 0.600 0.800 0.600 0.200
Subject 21 0.600 0.200 1.000 0.800 0.600 1.000 1.000 1.000
Subject 22 0.400 0.200 1.000 0.800 0.400 1.000 1.000 0.200
Subject 23 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.800 1.000 1.000 0.600
Subject 24 0.600 0.800 0.600 1.000 1.000 0.800 1.000 0.800
Table D.2: Consistency tables used for the Overall Experiment 1.
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Appendix E
Tables of Psychophysical Experiments:
Experiment 1 Bright Areas
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Scene 1
A B M W R Score ai
A - 6 24 5 9 44
B 18 - 24 24 19 85
M 0 0 - 1 3 4
W 19 0 23 - 21 63
R 15 5 21 3 - 44
Scene 2
A B M W R Score ai
A - 12 19 15 19 65
B 12 - 23 14 18 67
M 5 1 - 2 0 8
W 9 10 22 - 12 53
R 5 6 24 12 - 47
Scene 3
A B M W R Score ai
A - 3 5 2 9 19
B 21 - 20 12 18 71
M 19 4 - 3 9 35
W 22 12 21 - 13 68
R 15 6 15 11 - 47
Scene 4
A B M W R Score ai
A - 3 1 1 9 14
B 21 - 14 14 17 66
M 23 10 - 9 10 52
W 23 10 15 - 18 66
R 15 7 14 6 - 42
Scene 5
A B M W R Score ai
A - 5 24 11 16 56
B 19 - 23 12 13 67
M 0 1 - 0 2 3
W 13 12 24 - 12 61
R 8 11 22 12 - 53
Scene 6
A B M W R Score ai
A - 4 1 15 15 35
B 20 - 5 23 20 68
M 23 19 - 23 19 84
W 9 1 1 - 14 25
R 9 4 5 10 - 28
Scene 7
A B M W R Score ai
A - 8 3 11 16 38
B 16 - 7 19 21 63
M 21 17 - 19 14 71
W 13 5 5 - 14 37
R 8 3 10 10 - 31
Scene 8
A B M W R Score ai
A - 10 19 9 11 49
B 14 - 24 14 15 67
M 5 0 - 4 3 12
W 15 10 20 - 9 54
R 13 9 21 15 - 58
Table E.1: Preference tables for each Scene used for the Bright Areas experiment.
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Scene 1 Scene 2 Scene 3 Scene 4 Scene 5 Scene 6 Scene 7 Scene 8
Subject 1 1.000 1.000 0.400 1.000 1.000 0.400 0.600 0.600
Subject 2 1.000 1.000 0.600 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.200
Subject 3 0.400 0.600 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.800 0.600 0.600
Subject 4 0.200 1.000 0.200 0.600 0.800 0.200 0.600 0.800
Subject 5 0.600 0.800 1.000 0.800 1.000 1.000 0.400 0.800
Subject 6 0.800 1.000 0.400 0.800 0.600 1.000 0.600 0.200
Subject 7 1.000 0.200 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.800 0.200
Subject 8 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.600 0.800 0.600 0.600
Subject 9 0.800 0.600 1.000 0.400 0.600 0.800 0.600 0.600
Subject 10 1.000 0.600 0.600 0.800 0.800 0.800 0.400 0.800
Subject 11 0.800 0.600 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.600 0.800
Subject 12 1.000 0.400 0.800 0.400 1.000 0.800 0.600 1.000
Subject 13 1.000 0.600 1.000 0.400 1.000 1.000 0.400 0.800
Subject 14 1.000 0.600 0.800 0.800 0.400 0.600 1.000 0.800
Subject 15 0.400 0.400 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.800 0.400 0.600
Subject 16 0.200 0.000 0.800 0.200 0.600 1.000 0.200 0.200
Subject 17 1.000 1.000 0.400 1.000 1.000 0.800 0.600 1.000
Subject 18 1.000 1.000 0.200 1.000 0.400 1.000 0.800 0.200
Subject 19 1.000 0.600 0.800 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.400 0.400
Subject 20 1.000 0.800 0.400 0.600 1.000 0.600 0.600 0.600
Subject 21 1.000 1.000 0.600 0.600 0.800 1.000 0.600 1.000
Subject 22 0.600 0.800 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.800
Subject 23 1.000 0.600 0.600 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.600 1.000
Subject 24 0.600 1.000 0.400 0.200 1.000 0.600 1.000 0.800
Table E.2: Consistency tables used for the Bright Areas Experiment 1.
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Appendix F
Tables of Psychophysical Experiments:
Experiment 1 Dark Areas
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Scene 1
A B M W R Score ai
A - 10 2 16 9 37
B 14 - 4 11 10 39
M 22 20 - 20 20 82
W 8 13 4 - 6 31
R 15 14 4 18 - 51
Scene 2
A B M W R Score ai
A - 24 2 20 18 64
B 0 - 0 13 11 24
M 22 24 - 23 21 90
W 4 11 1 - 11 27
R 6 13 3 13 - 35
Scene 3
A B M W R Score ai
A - 1 2 0 2 5
B 23 - 24 12 10 69
M 22 0 - 0 0 22
W 24 12 24 - 14 74
R 22 14 24 10 - 70
Scene 4
A B M W R Score ai
A - 0 4 0 2 6
B 24 - 24 13 14 75
M 20 0 - 0 0 20
W 24 11 24 - 12 71
R 22 10 24 12 - 68
Scene 5
A B M W R Score ai
A - 18 5 17 16 56
B 6 - 1 13 15 35
M 19 23 - 20 18 80
W 7 11 4 - 14 36
R 8 9 6 10 - 33
Scene 6
A B M W R Score ai
A - 2 2 7 3 14
B 22 - 18 18 17 75
M 22 6 - 8 9 45
W 17 6 16 - 15 54
R 21 7 15 9 - 52
Scene 7
A B M W R Score ai
A - 5 3 5 7 20
B 19 - 9 16 11 55
M 21 15 - 20 19 75
W 19 8 4 - 14 45
R 17 13 5 10 - 45
Scene 8
A B M W R Score ai
A - 10 15 13 5 43
B 14 - 5 13 7 39
M 9 19 - 16 19 63
W 11 11 8 - 14 44
R 19 17 5 10 - 51
Table F.1: Preference tables for each Scene used for the Dark Areas experiment.
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Scene 1 Scene 2 Scene 3 Scene 4 Scene 5 Scene 6 Scene 7 Scene 8
Subject 1 0.400 1.000 0.800 0.800 0.800 0.600 1.000 0.400
Subject 2 0.600 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.800 1.000 0.800 0.400
Subject 3 0.800 0.800 1.000 1.000 0.600 0.400 0.200 0.000
Subject 4 0.600 0.400 0.600 0.600 0.400 0.800 0.600 0.200
Subject 5 0.600 0.800 0.800 1.000 0.600 0.800 0.000 0.600
Subject 6 0.200 0.800 1.000 0.800 0.400 1.000 0.600 0.400
Subject 7 1.000 1.000 0.400 1.000 0.800 0.800 0.200 0.400
Subject 8 0.400 1.000 0.800 0.800 0.600 1.000 0.400 0.200
Subject 9 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.200 0.800 0.600 0.200
Subject 10 1.000 0.800 1.000 1.000 0.800 0.200 0.600 0.400
Subject 11 0.800 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.400 1.000 0.400 1.000
Subject 12 0.400 0.400 0.600 0.400 0.800 1.000 0.800 0.400
Subject 13 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.400 1.000 0.600 0.600
Subject 14 0.400 1.000 0.800 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.600
Subject 15 0.600 1.000 1.000 0.800 0.800 1.000 0.600 0.400
Subject 16 0.400 0.800 0.800 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.600 0.200
Subject 17 0.600 0.400 1.000 0.800 0.600 0.600 0.600 1.000
Subject 18 0.400 0.400 1.000 1.000 0.600 1.000 0.600 0.600
Subject 19 0.200 1.000 1.000 0.800 0.600 1.000 0.600 0.600
Subject 20 0.600 0.400 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.800 1.000 1.000
Subject 21 0.600 0.800 1.000 0.800 1.000 0.400 0.200 0.600
Subject 22 1.000 0.600 0.800 1.000 1.000 0.800 1.000 0.600
Subject 23 0.800 0.800 1.000 0.800 0.400 0.600 0.600 0.200
Subject 24 0.600 0.600 1.000 0.800 0.200 0.800 0.800 0.400
Table F.2: Consistency tables used for the Dark Areas Experiment 1.
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Appendix G
Tables of Psychophysical Experiments:
Experiment 2 Diffuse Material
Scene 1
A B M W R Score ai
A - 14 11 12 9 46
B 10 - 19 14 14 57
M 13 5 - 17 8 43
W 12 10 7 - 5 34
R 15 10 16 19 - 60
Scene 2
A B M W R Score ai
A - 1 2 1 3 7
B 23 - 19 15 10 67
M 22 5 - 11 9 47
W 23 9 13 - 9 54
R 21 14 15 15 - 65
Scene 3
A B M W R Score ai
A - 3 8 4 7 22
B 21 - 13 10 11 55
M 16 11 - 11 10 48
W 20 14 13 - 13 60
R 17 13 14 11 - 55
Scene 4
A B M W R Score ai
A - 7 12 2 9 30
B 17 - 17 15 9 58
M 12 7 - 7 9 35
W 22 9 17 - 15 63
R 15 15 15 9 - 54
Scene 5
A B M W R Score ai
A - 14 12 13 18 57
B 10 - 10 17 20 57
M 12 14 - 9 21 56
W 11 7 15 - 19 52
R 6 4 3 5 - 18
Scene 6
A B M W R Score ai
A - 9 15 15 17 56
B 15 - 15 16 15 61
M 9 9 - 13 20 51
W 9 8 11 - 14 42
R 7 9 4 10 - 30
Table G.1: Preference tables for each Scene used for the Diffuse Material experiment.
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Scene 1 Scene 2 Scene 3 Scene 4 Scene 5 Scene 6
Subject 1 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.400 0.600 0.800
Subject 2 0.200 0.800 1.000 1.000 0.600 0.600
Subject 3 0.600 0.800 1.000 0.400 0.600 1.000
Subject 4 0.600 0.200 0.600 1.000 0.400 0.400
Subject 5 0.400 0.600 0.200 0.200 0.400 1.000
Subject 6 1.000 0.600 0.800 0.800 0.200 1.000
Subject 7 0.400 0.600 1.000 0.600 0.800 1.000
Subject 8 0.200 0.800 1.000 1.000 0.800 1.000
Subject 9 0.800 0.800 0.600 0.800 1.000 1.000
Subject 10 0.200 0.600 0.400 0.200 0.600 0.800
Subject 11 1.000 0.800 0.800 0.600 1.000 1.000
Subject 12 0.600 0.600 0.400 0.200 0.800 0.800
Subject 13 0.600 0.600 0.600 0.200 0.400 0.400
Subject 14 0.800 1.000 0.400 0.600 0.200 0.200
Subject 15 0.600 0.400 0.400 0.800 0.600 0.600
Subject 16 1.000 1.000 0.600 0.800 0.800 0.200
Subject 17 0.400 0.800 0.600 0.400 1.000 0.800
Subject 18 0.600 0.600 0.400 0.600 1.000 1.000
Subject 19 1.000 0.800 0.200 0.600 0.400 0.400
Subject 20 1.000 0.600 0.600 1.000 0.200 1.000
Subject 21 0.800 0.800 1.000 0.400 1.000 0.600
Subject 22 0.800 0.800 1.000 0.800 0.400 0.600
Subject 23 0.800 1.000 0.800 0.600 0.200 0.200
Subject 24 0.400 0.800 0.400 0.400 0.600 0.400
Table G.2: Consistency tables used for the Diffuse Material Experiment 2.
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Appendix H
Tables of Psychophysical Experiments:
Experiment 2 Glossy Material
Scene 1
A B M W R Score ai
A - 5 6 9 8 28
B 19 - 17 20 14 70
M 18 7 - 11 5 41
W 15 4 13 - 6 38
R 16 10 19 18 - 63
Scene 2
A B M W R Score ai
A - 4 2 3 2 11
B 20 - 12 12 9 53
M 22 12 - 9 10 53
W 21 12 15 - 10 58
R 22 15 14 14 - 65
Scene 3
A B M W R Score ai
A - 7 6 9 10 32
B 17 - 10 13 13 53
M 18 14 - 12 12 56
W 15 11 12 - 11 49
R 14 11 12 13 - 50
Scene 4
A B M W R Score ai
A - 10 8 8 9 35
B 14 - 18 18 9 59
M 16 6 - 8 11 41
W 16 6 16 - 14 52
R 15 15 13 10 - 53
Scene 5
A B M W R Score ai
A - 13 13 11 19 56
B 11 - 11 18 16 56
M 11 13 - 10 18 52
W 13 6 14 - 16 49
R 5 8 6 8 - 27
Scene 6
A B M W R Score ai
A - 7 10 12 17 46
B 17 - 17 14 14 62
M 14 7 - 7 10 38
W 12 10 17 - 19 58
R 7 10 14 5 - 36
Table H.1: Preference tables for each Scene used for the Glossy Material experiment.
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Scene 1 Scene 2 Scene 3 Scene 4 Scene 5 Scene 6
Subject 1 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.600 0.400
Subject 2 0.800 1.000 0.600 0.600 1.000 0.200
Subject 3 0.800 0.800 1.000 0.600 0.600 1.000
Subject 4 0.600 0.800 0.600 0.600 0.600 0.200
Subject 5 0.400 0.600 0.200 0.600 0.400 1.000
Subject 6 1.000 0.600 0.600 0.800 0.600 0.800
Subject 7 0.800 0.600 0.800 0.600 0.400 0.200
Subject 8 0.400 0.400 0.800 0.600 0.200 0.600
Subject 9 0.800 1.000 0.600 1.000 1.000 0.600
Subject 10 0.600 1.000 0.400 0.400 0.200 1.000
Subject 11 1.000 0.800 0.400 0.600 0.600 1.000
Subject 12 1.000 1.000 0.400 0.400 0.600 0.400
Subject 13 0.600 1.000 0.200 0.800 1.000 0.800
Subject 14 1.000 0.600 1.000 0.200 0.200 0.800
Subject 15 0.600 0.400 0.400 0.800 1.000 0.200
Subject 16 1.000 1.000 0.400 1.000 0.400 0.600
Subject 17 0.400 1.000 0.600 0.600 0.600 1.000
Subject 18 1.000 0.400 0.200 0.200 0.800 0.400
Subject 19 0.400 0.600 0.200 0.800 1.000 0.400
Subject 20 0.800 0.600 0.800 0.600 0.600 0.800
Subject 21 0.800 1.000 0.200 0.800 1.000 1.000
Subject 22 0.600 0.200 0.800 0.400 0.600 0.600
Subject 23 0.400 0.600 0.400 0.200 0.200 0.800
Subject 24 0.800 0.800 0.400 0.400 0.600 0.400
Table H.2: Consistency tables used for the Glossy Material Experiment 2.
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Appendix I
Tables of Psychophysical Experiments:
Experiment 2 Mirror Material
Scene 1
A B M W R Score ai
A - 5 8 8 8 29
B 19 - 20 20 13 72
M 16 4 - 12 6 38
W 16 4 12 - 6 38
R 16 11 18 18 - 63
Scene 2
A B M W R Score ai
A - 5 2 4 3 14
B 19 - 15 19 15 68
M 22 9 - 10 10 51
W 20 5 14 - 6 45
R 21 9 14 18 - 62
Scene 3
A B M W R Score ai
A - 11 5 10 9 35
B 13 - 8 18 10 49
M 19 16 - 17 14 66
W 14 6 7 - 15 42
R 15 14 10 9 - 48
Scene 4
A B M W R Score ai
A - 10 7 12 16 45
B 14 - 8 16 14 52
M 17 16 - 12 18 63
W 12 8 12 - 9 41
R 8 10 6 15 - 39
Scene 5
A B M W R Score ai
A - 3 18 1 13 35
B 21 - 22 11 17 71
M 6 2 - 2 13 23
W 23 13 22 - 21 79
R 11 7 11 3 - 32
Scene 6
A B M W R Score ai
A - 3 16 3 15 37
B 21 - 17 14 17 69
M 8 7 - 4 15 34
W 21 10 20 - 19 70
R 9 7 9 5 - 30
Table I.1: Preference tables for each Scene used for the Mirror Material experiment.
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Scene 1 Scene 2 Scene 3 Scene 4 Scene 5 Scene 6
Subject 1 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.600 1.000 1.000
Subject 2 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.800 1.000 0.600
Subject 3 0.600 0.800 1.000 0.200 1.000 0.800
Subject 4 0.400 0.400 0.200 0.200 0.400 0.600
Subject 5 0.600 0.600 0.200 0.400 0.800 0.600
Subject 6 1.000 0.600 0.800 0.800 0.600 1.000
Subject 7 0.400 1.000 0.600 0.400 1.000 0.600
Subject 8 0.600 0.400 0.800 0.800 0.800 0.600
Subject 9 0.800 0.800 0.200 0.200 1.000 0.800
Subject 10 0.800 0.800 1.000 0.400 1.000 1.000
Subject 11 0.800 0.800 0.200 0.200 1.000 0.800
Subject 12 1.000 0.400 1.000 0.600 1.000 1.000
Subject 13 0.200 0.400 1.000 0.200 1.000 0.600
Subject 14 1.000 0.400 0.600 0.400 0.800 1.000
Subject 15 0.600 0.400 0.400 0.800 1.000 0.600
Subject 16 0.800 1.000 0.600 0.600 0.800 1.000
Subject 17 1.000 1.000 0.800 1.000 0.800 1.000
Subject 18 0.600 0.600 0.600 0.200 1.000 1.000
Subject 19 0.400 1.000 1.000 0.200 0.200 0.600
Subject 20 0.600 0.600 0.800 0.600 0.200 0.600
Subject 21 1.000 0.800 0.600 1.000 1.000 0.400
Subject 22 0.200 1.000 0.800 0.800 0.800 0.000
Subject 23 0.200 0.200 0.800 0.400 0.200 0.200
Subject 24 0.600 0.600 0.400 1.000 0.800 0.800
Table I.2: Consistency tables used for the Mirror Material Experiment 2.
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Appendix J
Images of Psychophysical Experiment
1
Figure J.1: Scene 1.
0
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Figure J.2: Scene 2.
Figure J.3: Scene 3.
Figure J.4: Scene 4.
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Figure J.5: Scene 5.
Figure J.6: Scene 6.
Figure J.7: Scene 7.
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Figure J.8: Scene 8.
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Appendix K
Images of Psychophysical Experiment
2
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Figure K.1: Images used in Experiment 2 using the Scene 1 environment map at exposure 0
for the diffuse material. In the first row from left to right: reference HDR environment map, R
operator and B operator. In the second row from left to right: M operator, W operator and A
operator.
Figure K.2: Images used in Experiment 2 using the Scene 1 environment map at exposure 0
for the glossy material. In the first row from left to right: reference HDR environment map, R
operator and B operator. In the second row from left to right: M operator, W operator and A
operator.
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Figure K.3: Images used in Experiment 2 using the Scene 1 environment map at exposure 0
for the pure specular material. In the first row from left to right: reference HDR environment
map, R operator and B operator. In the second row from left to right: M operator, W operator
and A operator.
Figure K.4: Images used in Experiment 2 using the Scene 2 environment map at exposure 0
for the diffuse material. In the first row from left to right: reference HDR environment map, R
operator and B operator. In the second row from left to right: M operator, W operator and A
operator.
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Figure K.5: Images used in Experiment 2 using the Scene 2 environment map at exposure 0
for the glossy material. In the first row from left to right: reference HDR environment map, R
operator and B operator. In the second row from left to right: M operator, W operator and A
operator.
Figure K.6: Images used in Experiment 2 using the Scene 2 environment map at exposure 0
for the pure specular material. In the first row from left to right: reference HDR environment
map, R operator and B operator. In the second row from left to right: M operator, W operator
and A operator.
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Figure K.7: Images used in Experiment 2 using the Scene 3 environment map at exposure 0
for the diffuse material. In the first row from left to right: reference HDR environment map, R
operator and B operator. In the second row from left to right: M operator, W operator and A
operator.
Figure K.8: Images used in Experiment 2 using the Scene 3 environment map at exposure 0
for the glossy material. In the first row from left to right: reference HDR environment map, R
operator and B operator. In the second row from left to right: M operator, W operator and A
operator.
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Figure K.9: Images used in Experiment 2 using the Scene 3 environment map at exposure 0
for the pure specular material. In the first row from left to right: reference HDR environment
map, R operator and B operator. In the second row from left to right: M operator, W operator
and A operator.
Figure K.10: Images used in Experiment 2 using the Scene 3 environment map at exposure 0
for the diffuse material. In the first row from left to right: reference HDR environment map, R
operator and B operator. In the second row from left to right: M operator, W operator and A
operator.
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Figure K.11: Images used in Experiment 2 using the Scene 4 environment map at exposure 0
for the glossy material. In the first row from left to right: reference HDR environment map, R
operator and B operator. In the second row from left to right: M operator, W operator and A
operator.
Figure K.12: Images used in Experiment 2 using the Scene 4 environment map at exposure 0
for the pure specular material. In the first row from left to right: reference HDR environment
map, R operator and B operator. In the second row from left to right: M operator, W operator
and A operator.
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Figure K.13: Images used in Experiment 2 using the Scene 5 environment map at exposure 0
for the diffuse material. In the first row from left to right: reference HDR environment map, R
operator and B operator. In the second row from left to right: M operator, W operator and A
operator.
Figure K.14: Images used in Experiment 2 using the Scene 5 environment map at exposure 0
for the glossy material. In the first row from left to right: reference HDR environment map, R
operator and B operator. In the second row from left to right: M operator, W operator and A
operator.
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Figure K.15: Images used in Experiment 2 using the Scene 5 environment map at exposure 0
for the pure specular material. In the first row from left to right: reference HDR environment
map, R operator and B operator. In the second row from left to right: M operator, W operator
and A operator.
Figure K.16: Images used in Experiment 2 using the Scene 6 environment map at exposure 0
for the diffuse material. In the first row from left to right: reference HDR environment map, R
operator and B operator. In the second row from left to right: M operator, W operator and A
operator.
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Figure K.17: Images used in Experiment 2 using the Scene 6 environment map at exposure 0
for the glossy material. In the first row from left to right: reference HDR environment map, R
operator and B operator. In the second row from left to right: M operator, W operator and A
operator.
Figure K.18: Images used in Experiment 2 using the Scene 6 environment map at exposure 0
for the pure specular material. In the first row from left to right: reference HDR environment
map, R operator and B operator. In the second row from left to right: M operator, W operator
and A operator.
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Appendix L
Abbreviations
• A: Akyu¨z et al.’s operator [7]
• B: Banterle et al.’s operator Section 5.1
• B2: method in Section 5.2
• BRDF: Bi-directional Reectance Distribution Function
• BTC: Block Truncation Compression
• CAM: Colour Appearance Model
• CIE: Commission Internationale de lEclairage
• CRF: Camera Response Function
• DR-IIQA: Dynamic Range Independent Image Quality Assessment
• GPU: Graphics Processing Unit
• HDR: High Dynamic Range
• HVS: Human Visual System
• IBL: Image Based Lighting
• KMS: k-means sampling [97]
• iTMO: Inverse Tone Mapping Operator
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• LDR: Low Dynamic Range
• M: Melyan et al.’s operator [133]
• MCS: median-cut sampling (MCS) [170]
• METL: Munkberg et al.s method [139]
• MWR: the proposed method with residuals
• MWOR: the proposed method without residuals
• RETL: Roimela et al.s method [174]
• PSNR: Peak Signal Noise Ratio
• PTS: Penrose tiling sampling [148]
• R: Rempel et al.’s operator [171]
• RI: Ratio Image
• RF: Reconstruction Function
• RMSE: Root Mean Squared Error
• SIS: structured importance sampling [4]
• TMO: Tone Mapping Operator
• VEP: Visual Equivalence Metric
• VDP: Visual Difference Predictor
• W: Wang et al.’s operator [207]
• WETL: Wang et al.s method [206]
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